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A dot placed under a letter in the transcription indicates that
the letter is visually uncertain, even though the context may
make the reading certain. A dot on the line outside of brackets
in the transcription indicates an uncertain letter from which
some vestiges of ink remain.
Square brackets in the transcription indicate a lacuna in the
MS where writing most probably at one time existed. When
the text cannot be reconstructed but the number of missing
letters can reasonably be estimated, that number is indicated
by a corresponding number of dots; where the number of
missing letters cannot be reasonably estimated, the space be
tween the brackets is filled with three dashes. In the trans
lation the square brackets are used only around words which
have been substantially restored.
Double square brackets indicate letters cancelled by the
scribe.
Braces indicate letters unnecessarily added by the scribe.
High strokes indicate that the letter so designated was secon
darily written above the line by the scribe.
Pointed brackets in the transcription indicate an editorial cor
rection of a scribal omission. In the translation they indicate
words which have been editorially emended.
Parentheses in the transcription indicate scribal abbreviations
which have been editorially explicated. In the translation they
indicate material supplied by the translator for the sake of
clarity.

INTRODUCTION
This volume contains Codex I from the collection of thirteen codices
found near Nag Hammadi in Upper Egypt in December, 1945.1 For
a time during the 195o's and 6o's this codex was in the possession of
the Jung Institute in Zurich and hence is also known as the Jung
Codex.2 The codex, which is generally well preserved, contains five
texts: the brief Prayer of the Apostle Paul (I,1) in the front flyleaf; The
Apocryphon offames (I,2); The Gospel of Truth (I,3); The Treatise on
the Resurrection (I,4) and The Tripartite Tractate (I,5). All of these
important texts, which have already been published in one form or
another3 make significant contributions to our understanding of vari
ous forms of Christian Gnosticism in the second and third centuries
A.D.
This edition provides for each tractate a new transcription of the
Coptic text; a translation; a critical apparatus indicating alternative
restorations for damaged portions of text and emendations proposed
by previous editors and other scholars; an introduction which discus
ses briefly the language, background and content of the tractate; and a
set of notes which treat major philological and interpretative issues.
Since a codicological analysis has been published elsewher�,4 it has
not been repeated here.
A few notes about the principles of this edition are in order.
1. The Coptic text is printed as it appears in the MS with a few
major changes. Most significant is the fact that we have abandoned
the format of diplomatic transcription wherein the text is arranged as
it is in the MS. Instead, the text has been organized in sense units, as
thtty have been determined by each editor. If one wishes to observe the
1For an account of the discovery of the collection and of its subsequent history,
see James M. Robinson, The Facsimile Edition of the Nag Hammadi Codices: Codex I
(Leiden: Brill, 1977), Preface, VII-IX. F9r a brief survey of the same history, see
James M. Robi)lson, The Nag Hammadi Library in English (San Francisco: Harper
and Row, 1977) 1-25.
2For a history of the publication of Codex I, see also James M. Robinson, "The
Jung Codex: The Rise and Fall of a Monopoly," RSR 3,1 Uanuary, 1977) 17-30.
3For bibliography, see the introduction to each tractate.
4See James M. Robinson, The Facsimile Edition of the Nag Hammadi Codices:
Codex I (Leiden: Brill, 1977) Preface, XV-XXXI.
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layout of the original, he may consult the facsimile edition or the vari
ous editiones principes.
The readings of the MS have been preserved in the transcription,
except where emendation involves the insertion or deletion of certain
letters. These alterations are indicated in the transcription by the use
of angular brackets < > for additions and curved brackets { } for
deletions. Other emendations adopted in the translations are indicated
in the apparatus.
In one particular the transcription differs for the MS. Abbrevia
tions have been written in full with supplementary letters included in
round backets ( ).
2. The transcription of punctuation and diacritical signs in the MS
follows the following principles:
A raisea dot appears frequently throughout the codex both as a
syllable marker and as a clause marker. Occasionally a double dot(:)
appear (52.29) with a similar function. The single raised dot often
takes the form of a raised comma('). No attempt has been made in the
transcription to distinguish between the two types of raised dots.
A diaeresis appears frequently over 1, after a vowel other than E;
after or when I is syllable-initial, as in IWT (but never in mwT).
Occasionally the two points of the diaeresis run together to give the
appearance of a supralinear stroke, as in zITN(116.28, 137.21), zicE
(65.21), and IWT (114.22). Unusual uses of the mark appear in such
cases as noyEI (63.4) and EI (62.19), where one might expect a
circumflex, and in n'I'MEYE (108.16), where no diacritical mark is
necessary. In all these cases the transcription appears with a diaeresis.
,A circumflex accent appears in several forms, the normal circum
flex C), an inverse circumflex r) and a horizontal stroke with a curva
ture at the left end. The last form of this sign may simply be a hastily
formed inverse circumflex, or possibly, as Kasser suggests,5 a rough
breathing ("esprit rude epigraphique"). The same sign also appears
frequently in the position of a supralinear stroke, especially over p,
and it is often simply a variant form of that mark. No attempt has
been made in this transcription to indicate a distinction between the
supralinear stroke and the variant forms of the circumflex.
The circumflex appears irregularly over words consisting of a sin
gle vowel, such as H, o, or w; over long vowels at the end of a word,
such as TCAEIW (102.31); once each over word-initial A, in in€

z;

5 R. Kasser, Tractatus Tripartitus, Pars I (Zurich: Francke,

1972) 20.
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(118.32), and H, in HAH (95.6); and frequently over diphthongs such
as Ey (61.35) and particularly over El (passim).
The supralinear stroke appears throughout the codex with several
familiar functions. Most frequently, it marks, as in Coptic MSS gen
erally, the resonant peak of a syllable or a syllable-final consant. In
form the stroke varies between a simple dot over the appropriate letter
to a line over several letters. Occasionally this line will have a curva
ture at the left end, as noted in connection with the reverse circumflex.
No attempt has been made in the transcription to reproduce scribal
vagaries in this matter and the use of the stroke has been standardized.
Thus, when a stroke appears over two consonants in the MS it is
usually shown only over the second. In cases where an initial M or N
has a stroke which continues over the next letter, the stroke appears
only over the first letter. When a stroke appears over three letters in
the MS, it is shown only over the middle letter. Strokes over restored
letters are not shown, unless part of the stroke itself is visible.
A supralinear stroke also appears in the MS in certain other con
texts: over abbreviations, such as TINA, cwp, xpc and 1c; and as a
substitute for a line-final N, as in Ezoy (53.26). In these cases, no
stroke appears in the transcription. Instead, the missing letters in the
full form of the abbreviated word or the line-final N have been sup
plied within round brackets.
Line fillers appear at numerous points in the text, often at the end
of a page (e.g., 59.38; 66.40 and frequently). These marks and other
marginal sigla are not indicated in the transcription, but are men
tioned in the apparatus.
Page numbers of the MS, where extant, have been indicated in the
transcription beside the arabic numeral in the left margin of the Cop
tic page. In the MS they regularly appear at the center of the top of
the appropriate page.
3. The critical apparatus provides the following information: (a)
the sources of restorations of the Coptic text, except when the restora
tions of the editiones principes have been adopted; (b) an explication
of ambiguous forms; (c) conjectural emendations involving more than
the deletion or addition of individual letters or words; (d) conjectural
emendations not adopted in this edition; (e) various paleographical
notes.

PRAYER OF THE APOSTLE PAUL
I,/:A. 1-B. IO
Dieter Mueller
I. BIBLIOGRAPHY
Kasser, Rodolph, et al., Oratio Pauli Apostoli, in Tractatus Triparti
tus Partes II et Ill (Bern: Francke, 1975).
II. LANGUAGE
Originally composed in Greek, the Pr. Paul is preserved only in
Coptic translation, the sole extant copy of which is written in a prac
tically pure Subachmimic that displays few remarkable features.
The suffix pronoun of the 1st pers. sing., whether used as object of a
preposition or infinitive, or as subject in a conjugational prefix, is
consistently spelled either €1 (A.4,9,18,20,33) or l (A.3,6,7,15); for the
i-sound after long vowels cf. also [11]€KH€1 in B.2, and AZfHI (scribal
error for AZfHl?) in A.29. Of the independent pronouns, only the 2nd
pers. sing. occurs in the extant portions of the text where it has consis
tently the A 2 form NTAK (A.6,7). The prepositions €-, €po-, N-,
M�o-, and N, NA- always have the A 2 forms A, ApA- (A.8,13,25,
27,35), MMA- (A.4.11,19,32), and NH- (A.3,7,9,15,18).
The verb form most frequently employed in this text is the impera
tive, in two instances continued by a subjunctive (A.[22],35). It is often
disting�ished by the prefix MA (MAt A.1,9,[15],19; MA�rrAl A.6),
but also occurs without it (CWT € A.4; (J}AJTT A.8; [6A�]i:rq A.25); in
line 7, the form oyHN (for AYHN) is rather abnormal, but the reading
is not entirely certain. The perf. II and the perf. rel. are both formed
with -AZ (A.5 and 30); the neg. praes. cons. has both regular (MAKi>
ZTHK A.13) and archaic (MAfOY(J) €MAZT€ A.10) forms. The neg.
perf. apparently occurs three times (A.26,27,28); but the text is at this
point marred by lacunae and at least one scribal error so that no con
clusions can be drawn from the very peculiar form �TT€- (for MIT€- ?)
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in line 26. The qual. of .JCICE has the form ending in -1 ([ET.JC]�c•
A.13) that characterizes the qual. of verba Illae inf in certain A 2
MSS.1
Greek words are relatively numerous (28), but mainly confined to
nouns and adjectives. Of the three verbs, aln'tv (A.19,20) and xapl
(nv (A.25) are conjugated with the help of (imper. Ep1), 1TAauunv
(A.32) without. Particles do not occur at all. Conjunctions are limited
to two occurrences of
Gr. [ is twice represented by Kl (TEK
lOYIA A.18; T€KlO[Mo]J\.orHc1c B.4); otherwise, the orthography
is that of classical Greek.
In its grammatical regularity, morphological purity and ortho
graphical consistency, the language of the Pr. Paul is clearly distin
guished from the other tractates of the Jung Codex, especially from
the Tri. Trac. which makes up the bulk of this volume and is obvi
ously the work of a different translator.

r

ws-.

III. FORM AND CONTENT

The Pr. Paul, which occupies the front flyleaf of the Jung Codex, is
a short text of unknown date and provenance, very similar to other
compositions of the same genre but with decidedly Gnostic overtones.
It may be a work of the Valentinian school.
Since the Ap. Jas. begins on p. 1 of the codex, the Pr. Paul was first
thought to be the last of the five tractates in this collection. However,
subsequent investigations carried out by Stephen Emmel in 1976 re
vealed that the page containing the prayer came from the same pa
pyrus sheet as pp. 4 and 81 and must, therefore, constitute a front
flyleaf. Since the handwriting closely resembles the somewhat
cramped ductus found at the end of the Tri. Trac. and is thus quite
distinct from the sprawling letters of the first pages of the Ap. fas., the
scribe must have added the Pr. Paul to the collection after he had
completed the Tri. Trac.
The title, followed by a brief benediction, retains the Greek lan
guage of the original and is placed at the end of the prayer. Partly
destroyed, it was first thought to be "Prayer of Pe[ter] (the) Apostle." 2
The correct reading was established by H.-Ch. Puech and G. Quispe)
1E. Edel, "Neues Material zur H erkunft der auslautende Vokale -e und -1 im
Koptischen," ZAS 86 (1961) io3-io6.
2J Doresse, Secret Books of the Egyptian Gnostics (New York: Viking, 1960)
236, 239.
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in 1954.3 In form and content, the Pr. Paul displays a striking resem
blance not only to prayers in the Corpus Hermeticum (1.31-32; 5.1011; 13.16-20), but also to the invocations found in magical texts, espe
cially those of Christian provenance.4 Its beginning is almost identical
with that of the hymn on the First Stele of Seth (Steles Seth 118.30119.1), and this may well be due to the use of a common source.
Otherwise, the phraseology of the Pr. Paul is heavily indebted to the
Psalms and the Pauline Epistles. In several instances, the thoughts
expressed have parallels in the Gos. Phil. (cf. esp. the notes on A.8 and
A.10), and the possible description of Christ as an image of the Psy
chic God (A.26-31) have prompted the authors of the editio princeps
to attribute the Pr. Paul to the western or Italian branch of the Valen
tinian school.
The text of the Pr. Paul does not furnish any criteria to determine
its place of origin. The terminus ante for the date of composition is the
date of the MS. However, its apparent affiliation to the Valentinian
school points to an origin sometime between the second half of the
second century and the end of the third century of our era.
3"Les ecrits gnostiques du Codex Jung,� VC 8 (1954) 2, 5.

4PGM, Vol. II no.s 1. Sa. 9. 13. 21. 24; cf. E. Norden, Agnostos Theos (Leipzig:

Teubner, 1913) 177-308; R. Reitzenstein, Poimandres (Leipzig: Teubner, 1904) 15-30.
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[TI€KOy]A€1.t:I MAt �1;11. MQ'�l_(.[NA€ TIA]1 [peqc]WT€

CWT[€] MMA€1 J(.€
T]�21e1

ABAJ.."

0

II [ANAK]

Q'€T€ TTWK

Q'[€N

I [21•.TQ[OTK] i:iTAK TT[€ TT AN]oyc

MAJ(.TTAl I i:iTAK TT€ Q'A€20 QYl;l[N] t:&1;11 NTAK

1

[TT]€

Q' ATTJ..HpWMA (9ATTT ApAK N [TAK] TT€ T<A>ANA1

IO

TT AYCIC MAt NH€1

M U[TTT]€J..€10N TT€T€MApoyc._y

€MA2 [T€] MMAq
1

tTWB� MMAK TT€Tc._yo 1 [oTT] �yw TT€Tc._ypii (900TT
2M TTp€N

1

[€TJ(.]�CI Ap€N NIM 21TN IH(coy)c TT€

x(p1CTO)C
15

I [TTJ(. A€1]c·

NNIJ(.A€1�

1[TM€ M]�[ ]t NH€1 NT€KlOYCIA
20

TT[ipo

NNAIW�

N [MAt] t:&Hl NN€Kt· €T€MAK[i 2THK I [ApAoy] 21TN
Q'(9Hp€ MTTpWM€ 1 [TT€TTN€]yMA TT TT Ap AKJ..HTOC NMAt

NNoy [TAJ..]60

1

MTT ACWMA"

N

[€€1][> Al.Tl MMAK"
2wc

�€tf

AITI

[MMA]K· 21TN TT€yAr"f€J..ICTHC 1 [Nr]CWT€ NTA
'i'yxH· NOYA€1N 1 [c._yA €]NH2€ MN TT ATTN(€yM) A
1

Ayw
25

TT c._y[pTT]

I [MM]I.C€

MTTTTJ..HpWMA" NTX�p,[c]

I [6AJ..]Q'q ATT ANOyc•
€pl X Ap12€ N 1[TAK] MTT€T€NTT€8€A NAr"r€J..Q�
I [Ne]y ApAq AYW TT€T€M<TT€>M€(9J(.€ I [NA]pXWN
CATM€q AYW TT€T€ 1M[TT]qei A2PHI 2M $HT" NpWM€

30

• NTA2(9WTT€ N Arr€J..OC AYW I K ATA MTTNOYT€ M
'i'y 1 XIKOC
2wc

35

NTApoyTTJ..ACC€

eoyNTH€1

u i:iroyw2

ATOOT"

1

MM€ Y

MMAY

I J(.IN

NTTIICTIC

MTT€KM€r€ 1eoc

N€KJ..€ 1KTOC N€ YJ..OrHTOC TT(9pii

N(9Apii

NeeJ..mc

N ArATTHTOC

I MMIC€ TTc._ypii

B

Nr€NOC" ft MN Q'MYCTl;lfl.Ot:t [N(9TTH] pe· M[TT]€KH€1

5

AYW

1

A[BAA .J(€] I TT WK [TT]� TT€MAiT[€] �[yw] I TT€�y
1
T�KlOt:t[o]1J..OrHCIC MN TMNTt:t[ A]�
(9A

A.3. [n£Koy]�e1,1;1 Attridge I 4 [peqc](J.>TE ed. pr. (Eng.) I 5 [�N�K] Mueller:
[zwc] ed. pr. (Fr., Ger.): [ne� y] ed. pr. (Eng.) I f1[£NT]�zle1 Attridge:
t;1[T]�zle1 ed. pr. (Fr., Ger.): <ne> t;1[T]�Zf£I ed. pr. (Eng.)17 <;>y1;t[N] 1;11;11 ed.
pr. (Eng., Fr.): ��[T]fi<H>1;tl ed. pr. (Ger.) 19 T<�>�N�n�yc1c ed. pr. I JO
[nT]£1'.£10N <Noy�£tN> (?) Mueller• 16 c�r�oy] Mueller: [Ncwoy] ed.
pr. 117 [n£ITN£]yH� Mueller: [HN ITN£]yH� ed. pr. I nn�p�K;>..HTOC MS:
Hn�p�K;>..HTOC (?) ed. pr. I 17-18 N[THE] ed. pr. (Fr., Ger.): N[T£K] ed. pr.
(Eng.) 118 NT£{K)loyc1� ed. pr.• 19 [eet]j> ed. pr. (Eng., Ger.): [�Tpt]j> ed. pr.
(Fr.) I �•.Tl. MH�K <HH�c> Mueller I 22 [Nr]cwTe Mueller: [H�t] CWT£ ed.
pr . (Fr., Ger.): [�yw] CWT£ ed. pr. (Eng.)l 24 n<e>n1,.HpwH� ed. pr.125-26
N[T�K] Emmel: N[Het] ed. pr. I 33 eoyNTH£1, H written over a partially formed
e.l
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(Approximately two lines are missing.) I [your]
light, give me your [mercy! My] I Redeemer, redeem
me, for 5 [I am] yours; the one who has come I forth
from you. You are [my] mind; bring me forth! I You
are my treasure house; open for me! You I [are] my
fullness; take me to you! I You are (my) repose; give
me 10 [the] perfect thing that cannot be grasped! I
I invoke you, the one who is I and who pre-existed
in the name I [which is] exalted above every name,
through Jesus Christ, I [the Lord] of Lords, the King
of the ages; 1 5 give me your gifts, of which you do not
repent, I through the Son of Man, I the Spirit, the
Paraclete of I [truth]. Give me authority I [when I] ask
you; give 20 healing for my body when I ask I you
through the Evangelist, I [and] redeem my eternal
light soul I and my spirit. And the First-born of the
Pleroma of grace - 2 5 reveal him to my mind!
Grant I what no angel eye has I [seen] and no archon
ear I (has) heard and what I has not entered into the
human heart 3° which came to be angelic and (mod
elled) I after the image of the psychic God I when it
was formed I in the beginning, since I have I faith and
hope. 35 And place upon me your I beloved, elect, I and
blessed greatness, the I First-born, the First-begotten,
B.I
and the [wonderful] mystery I of your house; [for] I
yours is the power [and] I the glory and the praise

A.i
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IO

€NH2€ N€NH2� [2�MHN] I
rrpoceyxH rr�[y;-._oy] I �JTOCTOhOY
€N €1pHNl;i
U O :f(ICTOC) �r,oc

B.7. n�[y>..oy Toy] Mueller I

THE PRAYER OF PAUL B.6-10
5

and the greatness I for ever and ever. [Amen.] I
Prayer of Paul I (the) Apostle. I
In Peace.
10 Christ is holy.
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Francis E. Williams
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Van Unnik, W. C., Evangelien aus der Nilsand (Scheffer: 1959) 93101.

II.LANGUAGE

The language of the Apocryphon of James is the type of Subach
minic Coptic which is found in Codices I, X and XI of the Nag Ham
madi Library, but is to be distinguished, for example, from that of the
Manichaean texts. The orthography, phonology and syntax are all
normal for this type of Subachminic. However, the text reveals certain
inconsistencies, and it is clear that the stage of standardization had not
been reached.
1.

Orthography

T and z normally assimilate into e, but TZ€ occurs at 4.8,10, and
there are five instances of the partially assimilated form eze. T and 1
are regularly written t- TT and z appear not to assimilate; we find
TTZP>-Y at 15.u, and a mutilated word at 8.1 begins nz. MTTOoy at
14.30 is the normal A 2 form.
In dipththongs I is most often spelled €1: MM>.€1, zeNczee1,
oy.xee1. The scribe's, or translator's, preference for e1 sometimes
extends to his spelling of long vowels: zoye1T€, MM[ppe]1T etc.
When I does occur in dipththongs, it is most commonly after H: zpHI,
TT>..XHI, NHl. We find one instance each of >.p>.I, >.p>.Ic, N>.l, and
three of .x>.Ic. The spelling oy for y in dipthongs (z>.oyT, ceoy
Hoy) is comparatively rare; and is used with only seven words. Of
these, TNN>.oy, NNH OY and nHoye can be spelled either with oy or
with y. On the other hand, oy is regularly contracted to y in the verb
form t.xoy, and the same contraction occurs in the pronominal suffix
of N€T OYN>..XTT>.y (16.5). When oyii is used with the circumstan
tial it is spelled eyii. The contracted forms Meye and 7'.>.ye are pre
ferred to Meeye and 7'.>.>.ye, though each of the latter occurs three
times.
N regularly becomes M before M or TT, both at the beginning of a
word and within it. We find the complete assimilations ii'Bppe (7.35)
and BBABIJ\.€ (8.20). However, N remains unassimilated in forms on
the order of NMTT >.pee Noc. Our document follows the A 2 practice of
writing the definite article as TT or T before a double consonant, but
there are six instances of TT€ or T€.
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In Greek words EL is most often represented by 1, but 7rEL8nv, XPELa
and voE'iv may be spelled with €1 or with 1. fnroµ.lvnv is spelled
zynoM1N€ at 9.29-30. 'tJt and -yap occur with about equal frequency
in the nasalized and nonnasalized forms. £7rEL appears to be spelled
€TT€€ at 8.35, but perhaps this is an error. µ.tv is spelled MM€N at
7.33, unless this is a confusion with MM�N. The Greek rough breath
ing is represented either by 2 or by <;9. Hebrew "Amen" is spelled
2�MHN.
M€<;!).X€, rather than M€<:!)T€, is the usual spelling of the word for
"ear." The spellings oy��s and oy��q both occur; likewise 6w.xs
and 6w.xij. Indeed, spelling in our document is so generally incon
sistent as to make emendation a perilous venture. The Coptic trans
lator may in fact have deliberately varied spellings, syntactical forms
or vocabulary in certain passages to avoid repetition. Note the alter
nations of 6w.xij and 6w.xs at 4.5-20; MMWTN, THYTN, THN€,
5.9-20; Xp€1� and xp1�, 9.11-16; the perf. I. prefixes �N and �2N,
15.7-23; 2MM�K�p1oc and N€1€TOY, 3.19; 30-31. It is possible that
this practice of varying forms for stylistic purposes accounts for the
puzzling juxtaposition of <;!)Hp€ MnpwM€, Son of Man, and pwM€,
Man, at 3.12-30. Commentators have tended to seek a theological
explanation of this where perhaps none is needed.
2. Vocalization
Vowel values are as usual in Subachminic. The S forms n€.X�q at
6.29 and €01HhM at 16.9 may be errors, as may the unusual spelling
�no TOOTK at 16.20. Words which ended injw in New Egyptian
tend to end in the I sound (Cf. Edel, "Neues Material zur Herkunft
der auslautenden Vokale £ and rim Koptischen," ZAS 86 [1961] 103106.) However, our document's preference for the spelling €1 results
in such forms as K€K€1 (also attested in Gos. Truth), N�B€1 (N�B€ at
11.39). At 13.19 we find .XIC€, not .x�c1.
The A 2 final € is used rather sparingly. We find KW€, c�yN€,
oyw<:9€, NK�TK€, M€<;!)€K€, but not NTWTN€, 6w.J(B€, WKM€,
etc. There is a previously unattested plural, K€1�t, at 8.9.
3. Morphology
The fut. I is normally formed with N•, but the specifically A and
A 2 formation, N€K�6NTC, seems to occur at 7.35. Affirmative pur
pose clauses are regularly formed with fut. II, twice with fut. III. The
conditional is regularly €(q)<:9�N, not €(q)<:9�. Beatitudes are often
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couched in the fut. II, though in three instances the present is used.
The conjugation base of the perf. I and II, and that of the perf. rel.
varies between � and �2 (or �2� or 2�). In the perf. I, � seems to be
preferred for the second and third person singular, �2 for the first
person singular and plural, and 2� for the second person plural;
others vary. In the perf. II and the perf. rel. (€)NT� is preferred for
the third person singular, and (€)NT�2 for the third person plural.
The document's 127 Greek words include nouns, verbs, adjectives,
adverbs, conjunctions, particles and interjections. Twenty-three
Greek words or expressions are also represented by Coptic equiva
lents. The occurrence of such expressions as MNT2€Bp�101c and
2iiioyMepoc iii.a.wpe � strengthens our impression that we are deal
ing with a document which has been translated from Greek to Coptic.
p regularly precedes Greek verbs. The Greek £-contract infinitive
ending is represented by I or e,, the uncontracted ending by e, and the
a-contract by �III. TITLE

"Apocryphon of James" is our title for the untitled work which
occupies the first sixteen pages of Codex I. The tractate purports to be
a letter from James of Jerusalem to a recipient whose name is now
mutilated. Included in the body of this "letter" is an "apocryphon"-in
the sense of "secret writing"-allegedly revealed by the Savior to James
and Peter. The revelation is said to have been made 550 days after the
resurrection (2.19-20), and the wording of 2.18-19 suggests that the
author also placed it after the event commonly referred to as the
ascension. The avowed purpose of the "letter" is to transmit this
"apocryphon," which-presumably to enhance its authority-is said to
be written "in the Hebrew alphabet" (1.15-16).
Various names have been suggested for our document: "The Apoc
alypse of James"; "The Apocryphal Letter of James"; "The Apoc
ryphon of James." We pref er the last for several reasons. The term
"apocryphon," is taken from the document itself (1.10), and the al
leged "apocryphon," which extends approximately from 2.6 to 16.11
(or, alternatively, to 15.28), is of far greater importance than the
"letter." "Epistula Apocrypha," the editio princeps' choice for a
title, seems inappropriate, since, while the recipient is directed to
keep the "apocryphon" secret from all but a chosen few, the
prohibition is not extended to the "letter." Finally our document is
scarcely an apoca-
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lypse, though it does indeed end with a vision of the Savior's ascent to
heaven.
The name of the "letter's" alleged recipient is doubtful. It ended in
�oc, and Schenke has ingeniously restored, "to the brother, Cerin
thus." But as this restoration appears somewhat speculative, it has
seemed best to place it in our apparatus rather than in the text. It can
be argued that the document's character is not quite what we would
expect of a tractate intended to teach "Cerinthian" doctrine. Schenke
does point out certain parallels between Epiphanius' polemic against
"Cerinthians" and material in the Apocryphon offames, but such top
ics as the resurrection (cf. Epistula Apostolorum, Epiphanius), or the
millennium (cf. Eusebius) are entirely ignored by our author.
IV. GENRE AND SOURCES

Our document contains a mixture of literary genres. The "letter"
opens in an expanded and somewhat flowery version of Hellenistic
letter form-though it lacks a closing greeting or benediction. The
"apocryphon" begins with Jesus' post-resurrection return, delivers its
message in a series of speeches by Jesus interspersed with occasional
questions and comments from James and Peter, and closes with the
vision of the Savior's final ascent. It does not mention a mountain, but
its opening scene, in which the Savior returns to teach the disciples the
real truth, is reminiscent of the form often called a "mountain revela
tion." Finally, the long section 4.24-6.20 might be termed an "exhor
tation to martyrdom," and has many traits in common with such ex
hortations in the early Christian centuries.
The body of the document is parenetic rather than doctrinal, and is
composed of speeches which exhort, encourage and threaten. More
over, despite their lack of a tight logical structure, these speeches do
show a certain progression of thought; they are more than a collection
of sayings in the manner of the Gospel of Thomas or Philip. It may
also be remarked that our tractate is not precisely a didactic dialogue.
James and Peter do interject remarks, but not as often as we might
expect in the true dialogue form. If one wished to cite a formal paral
lel to the largest block of material in the "apocryphon," the Farewell
Discourses of the Fourth Gospel would serve as well as any.
This mixture of genres has encouraged the formulation of theories
of partition. Rudolph was the first to propose that the "apocryphon"
may have been a section of a longer apocalypse, detached from its
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original setting by a redactor who added the "letter" as an opening
and conclusion. This suggestion has been taken up and developed by
S. K. Brown, who argues from the mixture of genres, the reference to
the "other apocryphon"-which he sees as editorial reflection on 8.3032-and certain inconsistencies which, he feels, betray a process of
editing. Notable among these last are the discrepancy between the
Savior's prediction of his ascent and the vision of it which James and
Peter actually see (contrast 14.26-28 with 15.9-28), and the manner
in which James' and Peter's report to the other disciples differs from
what has previously been said to them (15.34-16.2). There are com
parable inconsistencies on page two.
Brown posits a redactor who was concerned to enhance the position
of James, correct certain features of the account of the ascent, and
alter the reader's attitude toward the "apocryphon" as a whole. On
this view the same redactor might have been responsible for insertions
here and there in the "apocryphon" which lay particular stress upon
the importance of James.
Since we are dealing with a rather small body of material whose
author may not have been deeply concerned with consistency, it is
difficult to know how far to press arguments of this sort. A hypothesis
of glossing might explain the inconsistencies as well as one of whole
sale redaction. And it is not quite clear whether the stylistic evidence
bears Brown's theory out. True, the "letter" employs some technical
terminology not found in the "apocryphon", such as "holy life" (1.78), "minister" (1.19), "faith of this discourse" (1.28), and "teacher" for
Jesus at 15.32. Also, the use of the verb 6wJ..rr �B�"- (=awoKaAvw
Tnv, cf. 16.24-25) seems limited to the "letter"; in the "apocryphon"
we find oywN� �B�"- (=4>avepovv, cf. 7.9-10) exclusively. But on
the other hand, "letter" and "apocryphon" share the unusual trait of
using the future tense in the beatitude formula. This might suggest
that both "letter" and "apocryphon" come from the same author-un
less it is deliberate imitation, or attributable to a translator or copyist.
At bottom, this hypothesis rests on the assumption that our trac
tate's author is unlikely to have thought of the device of "enclosing" a
fictitious apocryphon in a fictitious letter. But this seems overly criti
cal. Certainly, someone did think of it; and if a redactor, why not the
author himself? The Letter of Peter to Philip (CG VIIl,2) begins as a
letter and becomes a mountain revelation, thus affording some sort of
analogy to our document.
Another hypothesis possibly worthy of consideration is that the ex-
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hortation to martyrdom, 4.24-6.20, and the section about prophecy
which follows at 6.21-7.10, were inserted into an earlier work. To
gether these constitute the longest discussion of a single issue in the
Apocryphon of James; if removed, they would leave our document
more homogeneous in tone than it now is. They contain an unusually
high concentration of Greek words and of Biblical allusions, and they
employ the technical terms, "providence," "free choice," "election,"
and "believe in my cross," not found elsewhere. Further, they employ
the expression "Kingdom of God"-twice, if our emendation at 6.17 is
correct-while, except at 3.34, the Apocryphon of James uses "King
dom of heaven," or simply "Kingdom." If this hypothesis were accep
ted, it would provide an important clue to the history of our document.
However, it too must be called speculative. At this stage it seems best
to treat the Apocryphon ofJames tentatively as a literary unity.
Assuming that the text is a unity, it may still be asked whether the
Apocryphon offames was composed de novo by its author, or whether
it was assembled from traditional materials. Some evidence seems to
point to the latter. The paragraphs concerned with "hypocrisy and the
evil thought" (7.17-22), and with faith-love-works (8.10-27) might
well have originated in a thought-world foreign to that of the rest of
the document. The difficulty at 8.1-4, where James and Peter are
reproached for delaying the Savior a mysterious "eighteen days more,
because of the parables," might be solved by assuming that this pas
sage originated in a separate source. Once again, the exhortation to
martyrdom and the discussion of prophecy (4.24-7.10) may reflect a
different source.
On the other hand, certain themes and terms are seen to repeat
themselves fairly of ten. Furthermore the speeches, despite their ap
parent lack of logical connection, do build, through 11.6-12.17 and
12.17-13.25, to a kind of climax at 13.25-14.19. The author seems to
show an awareness that the reader may find his manner puzzling. At
13.25-14.10 the Savior is made to comment on and defend the style of
presentation. It therefore seems best to treat our document, or the bulk
of it, as the work of one author. If he did employ traditional materials,
he probably shaped and adapted them to his own purpose.
Of interest is the reference to "another apocryphon," sent "ten
months ago" to the recipient of the "letter," and to be regarded as
"revealed to me, James" (1.28-35). One would like to know, first,
whether this document ever existed, and then, whether it was doc
trinal in character (as Ap. fas. is not), and whether it can be
identified
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with the First or Second Apocalypse offames (CG V,3 and V,4).
Our document does contain parallels to these, but there are many
differences. 1 Apoc. fas. 25.15 shows James commanded to leave Je
rusalem, whereas our document implies that he stayed there and sent
the apostles forth (16.8-9). 1 Apoc. fas. also is unlike our document in
making frequent specific references to scripture, and in taking a do
cetic view of the crucifixion (1 Apoc. fas. 30.14-22, contrast Ap. fas.
5.6-20). 2 Apoc. fas., in turn, refers to an arrogant deity intermediate
between God and the world (2 Apoc. fas. 54.1-15, et al.), thus going a
good deal farther than anything in our document. And in general the
two Apocalypses are far more overtly Gnostic than is the Apocryphon.
In fact the "other apocryphon" may well fall into the same category
as the "Hebrew alphabet" -a detail added for the sake of atmosphere.
Kirchner (126-7) has pointed out that the author of Pseudo-Aristeas
refers to an obviously fictitious letter for this purpose (Ep. Arist. 6),
and the citation of imaginary sources is by no means rare in esoteric
religious literature.
V. HISTORY OF RELIGIONS OBSERVATIONS

As the "James" of our document is placed at Jerusalem ( 1 6.8-9),
and dispatches the other disciples on their mission (16.6-8), we may
presume that he is meant for James the Just, that is, James the Lord's
brother. (His identification as one of the twelve disciples need not
contradict this; it would merely show that the author did not distin
guish clearly between this James and James the son of Zebedee.) Our
document thus stands in the tradition of those Gnostic and Jewish
Christian sources which represent James as leader of the apostles and
the font of true teaching (cf. Gos. Thom. 12; Ps.-Clem. Rec. 1.44.1;
1.66.1; 1.72.1 et al.). Peter's appearance with James is not surprising;
other literature associates the two as the recipients of Jesus' post
resurrection revelation (cf. Eusebius, HE 2.1.4).
But our document takes noticeable pains to elevate James above
Peter. James is regularly named before Peter, and-unless 13.39-14.2
is an interpolation-is once shown by the author as receiving the an
swer to a question which Peter has asked. The Savior says that he has
taught James individually, and that James knows "what to say before
the archons" (8.31-36). When the document calls for the voicing of a
gauche or inappropriate idea, the tendency is to assign this to Peter.
One suspects that Peter, the typical representative of orthodox
Chris-
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tianity, has been introduced to lend authenticity to the variant tradi
tion taught by our tractate. The observation that all twelve disciples
"believed the revelation" (16.2-5) may be there for the same purpose.
For whether it was Gnostic or not, the Apocryphon of fames was
surely meant for a community which considered itself distinct from
the main body of Christians. It was conscious of its own identity ( cf.
1.18-28; 16.20-30, et al.), and its hero was James, rather than the
orthodox Peter. The contents of its apocryphon were reserved for a
chosen few (1.18-25). The twelve disciples-they are not termed apost
les-are said to have known and accepted its revelation, but whether
they actually preached this revelation is left in doubt (16.2-8). The
fact that James and Peter had seen and been healed by the Son of
Man prior to the resurrection was held to be insufficient; they needed,
over and beyond this, to be properly "filled" (3.11-4.22). Thus our
author and his co-religionists would have thought of the canonical
Gospels, and the type of religion that relies on them, as inadequate for
salvation. They would have considered them an incomplete revela
tion, for during his earthly ministry Jesus had spoken only "in para
bles"; it is not till after the ascension that he speaks "openly" to James
and Peter (7.1-5).
And though our document is less obviously Gnostic than many Nag
Hammadi tractates, one would scarcely term its theology "orthodox."
It condemns the flesh as such (12.12-13), concentrates on the ascent of
the spirit (soul?) to heaven, and says nothing of a bodily resurrection
or the second coming. Despite some remarks with a traditional ring to
them, it is doubtful whether the tractate contains a doctrine of atone
ment, for Christ was crucified "senselessly" (5.16-18), and one person
cannot be granted remission on another's behalf (11.32-33). Some
passages seem to suggest that the elect existed before their earthly lives
(10.34-37; 14.38-41), or even that their earthly existence is a sort of
punishment (5.29-30) or fall (10.1-5). (However, at 5.25, where the
text seems to read "before your fall," we prefer Schenke's emendation,
"before you.")
Despite its general theological conservatism and its points of contact
with Christian orthodoxy, most interpreters have seen our tractate as
Gnostic. It presupposes the existence of a small, elect community, who
possess a secret, superior revelation communicated by Jesus at a spe
cial post-ascension appearance, and who, though by no means inde
fectible, are firmly assured of salvation (14.14-19, et al.). "James" ad
dresses this community in the enigmatic, paradoxical style which
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some Gnostic writers employed, using many terms and ideas which
are at home in Gnostic documents elsewhere: "full" (2.33, et al.);
"drunk and sober" (3.9-10; 8.29); "awake and asleep" (3.11-12; 9.3334); "healing and illness" (3.25-34); "becoming kings" (3.27; 10.5-6);
the deprecation of the soul as against the spirit (4.18-22); the polemic
against flesh (12.12-13); renunciation, with allusion to Matt 19:27-30
(4.23-30); knowledge (8.26, et al.); hostile archons, before whom the
ascending elect must defend themselves (8.35-36); the world as "de
filement" and "darkness" (10.1-5); "man of light" (10.4); "light that
illumines" (13.20); "stripping oneself" (of the flesh) in connection
with one's heavenward ascent (14.35-36); the beloved to be "made
manifest" ( 16. 1 o-11). Many of these traits are also found in orthodox
Christian writings, but the occurrence of so many, in a work of this
particular type, suggests that the Apocryphon of James is indeed
Gnostic.
But beyond this, it is doubtful whether it can be fitted into any
Gnostic category named and described by the Fathers. The only clear
resemblance between its teaching and the Valentinian is its tripartite
division of the human being, with the place of honor accorded to the
spirit; but this is found in the teachings of various Gnostic schools.
Otherwise, the mythology typically associated with Valentinianism is
missing; where, for example, is the fall of the suffering Sophia? Be
sides, as Orbe was the first to point out, it would be surprising if
Valentinians would write or use a document which advocates martyr
dom as strongly as ours does.
We would likewise query the more recent suggestion that th_e Apoc
ryphon of James is "Carpocratian." The most impressive argument
for this identification would be the references to being equal with
Christ (5.2) or surpassing him (6.19). But again, thoughts of this sort
occur in other Gnostic works-and even sometimes in orthodox ones,
when martyrdom is being discussed. Otherwise, the "Carpocratian"
mythos, as Irenaeus reports it, seems to be a vulgarized version of the
myth of the soul's ascent in Plato's Phaedrus, and there is nothing of
this in our document.
VI. THEOLOGY

The theology of the Apocryphon is simple, and has a certain expe
riential flavor. The author's fellow-believers-a small group of elect,
beloved sons of God, who may have been in existence before their
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births-are called to follow the Savior to the place from which he came,
stripping off the body in the process. They expect to be received by the
Kingdom of Heaven or Kingdom of God-unlike the Gospel of Tho
mas, our Apocryphon appears to employ both terms. To arrive at this
destination, be received by the Kingdom and reign there, is to "be
saved" (cf.7.11-16).
But being saved can also refer to one's state here and now (cf., e.g.,
12.1-5). The author's language suggests that the Kingdom is within
the believer, and must be cared for by him (13.17-19). He is filled
with the Kingdom (12.30-31), or with the Spirit (4.18-19); the Savior
dwells in him (9.1-8). He has received the word, believes, knows, and
is enlightened. He is awake and sober. He will never depart from the
Kingdom "even if the Father wishes to banish" him (14.15-19).
Though he is emphatically promised salvation, he is by no means
indefectible. Indeed, by the very token that the Savior has been sent to
his aid, he must regard himself as in danger (13.9-11). Effort, ear
nestness, fervent prayer and zeal are required of him. He must "has
ten to be saved" (7.10-11), obtain "grace" (11.15-16), and "save him
self" ( 11.4)-the emphasis on salvation by one's own efforts is notable.
The Kingdom within must be tended, like a palm tree or wheat field.
The promise of salvation, though sometimes couched in all but uncon
ditional terms (cf. 14.15-19), can also be accompanied by strict condi
tions: "You are the beloved; you are they who will be the cause of life
in many ... Keep (his) will that you may be saved .. . " (10.29-11.2).
Our document lays considerably more stress on faith than is usual
in Gnostic writings. At the same time, it also stresses knowledge, and,
seemingly, inner experience. A mere call from the Savior is not suffi
cient for salvation; one must be "full" (1.24-36). Fullness, in turn, is
equated with knowledge, as at 12.18-30 where the filling of the field,
knowledge of oneself, and being filled with the Kingdom appear to be
different ways of saying the same thing. There is a comparable link
age between receiving the word "with knowledge," and being earnest
about it, at 8.1-27. And at 14.8-9 knowledge is paired with faith.
The author has criteria for the evaluation of knowledge and full
ness. It is important to know, but it is also possible to be a "falsifier of
knowledge" and a "hypocrite" (9.26-27); by the same token, there are
such things as satisfactory and unsatisfactory "fullness" (3.34-4.22).
In sum, the quality of the believer's inner life is considered important.
A condition of mind which can be identified and, in parables at least,
discussed, is required for salvation.
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A clarion call to martyrdom sounds at 4.22-6.21. Not content with
directing his readers to suffer if necessary, the author seems to urge
them to volunteer for martyrdom (6.17-18). Attested in other early
sources, this represents the extreme form of the Christian response to
persecution. It was not necessarily heretical, but was never approved
by the leading orthodox teachers.
At the same time the author appears to reject any linking of martyr
dom with prophecy-as might have been done, for example, by enthu
siasts like Perpetua or the Montanists. The exhortation to martyrdom
is immediately followed (at 6.22-7.10) by a passage which says that
prophecy came to an end precisely with the martyrdom of John the
Baptist. 7.10-11 then continues, "Hasten to be saved without being
urged!" "James'" hearers were not to wait for direction from a pro
phet before turning themselves over to the authorities.
The length of these sections and their prominent placement in the
work suggest that they represent the author's main purpose in writ
ing-or the redactor's main purpose, if our tractate is composite. Re
lated to this purpose was the further one of rekindling in the com
munity a zeal which the author may have felt to be flagging. Thus the
warnings against hypocrisy, and the implication, at 5.6-23, that the
community has not been willing to undergo many hardships for its
faith. Most of the body of the work, however loose its structure and
unclear its transitions, appears to be centered around the topics of zeal
and earnestness. With the caution that the Apocryphon is not an easy
document to understand, and that other schematizations are possible,
we offer the following interpretive outline:

A.
B.

The Letter
I. Credentials of James and the Apocryphon (1.1-28)
II. The "other apocryphon" (1.28-2.7)
The Apocryphon
I. The appearance of the Savior
1.
Stage setting: the disciples at work on their
books (2.7-16)
2. Jesus' appearance and invitation to salvation,
and the singling out of James and Peter (2.1739)
II. Discourse on the importance of the definitive revela
tion
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Opening admonition to James and Peter
(2.39-3.16)
Condemnation of those who have "seen the Son
2.
of Man" (3.17-25)
3. True and false recovery from illness (3.25-34)
4. True and false fullness (3.34-4.22)
Martyrdom and related topics
1. Call to voluntary martyrdom (4.22-6.21)
2.
Rejection of prophecy as an incentive to mar
tyrdom (6.21-7.16)
Discourse on earnestness and understanding
1.
Exhortation to right thinking (7.17-22)
2.
The tending of the Kingdom within: Parable of
the palm shoot (7.22-35)
3. Exhortation to understanding
a. Reproach for not understanding the para
bles (7.35-8.10)
b. Earnestness concerning the word: Parable
of the grain of wheat (8.10-27)
4. Call to sobriety (=earnestness), based on the
Savior's work (8.27-9.9)
5. Call to enlightenment (=understanding), cou
pled with the warning that the Father does not
need the believer, whose salvation, therefore, is
not assured without effort on his part (9.10-18)
6. Assurance of salvation to those who listen, un
derstand, and love (eternal) life (9.18-23)
7. Warning to the sluggish, whose understanding
is false
a. Invective (9.24-10.6)
b. Call to penitence (10.6-21)
8. Promise of salvation to those who heed these
admonitions (10.22-11.5)
Invective against the sinful and flesh-oriented (11.612.17)
Assurance that the invective's purpose is benevolent;
appropriate exhortations (12.17-13.25)
Concluding assurance of salvation (13.25-14.19)
The Savior's ascent (14.19-15.28)
1.

Ill.

IV.

V.
VI.
VII.
VIII.
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C.

IX. Dispatch of the disciples (15.28-16.11)
Conclusion of the Letter (16.12-30)

VII. DATE AND PROVENANCE

Indications of our document's date and provenance are few. Since
martyrdom is shown as an all too live option, the date must be earlier
than the peace of the church in 314 A.D. It is difficult to say how
much earlier. Van Unnik proposed a dating in the early second cen
tury, chiefly because he came to the conclusion that the author of the
Apocryphon knew Christ's sayings, and other New Testament mater
ial, only from oral tradition.
But this can be questioned. 2.7-15 portrays the Twelve as writing
books; 8.6-10 mentions by title a number of parables which are found
here and there in the four canonical Gospels. Admittedly, our author's
version of the Passion (5.9-20) is odd; but an apocryphal Passion
narrative, or even exegesis of the canonical one, might account for
this.
Though our author does not quote the New Testament-except per
haps at 12.40-13.1-he frequently appears to echo its phraseology. His
employment of the beatitude formula, of "Verily I say unto you," and
especially of the un-Coptic and un-Greek phrase, "answered and
said," all suggest that his style was imitative of the New Testament's.
It may be that he preferred to avoid direct quotation. He was, after
all, claiming to transmit a subsequent and superior revelation, and
may have felt that to quote the earlier one would be out of character.
As arguments for a specifically early date, others have mentioned
the discussion of prophecy (6.21-7.1), the "low Christology" (cf.9.1117), and the parallels to the Ascension of Isaiah. The first of these
might be more persuasive if our author had not taken the position that
prophecy is a thing of the past. As it is, any of the ancient attempts to
revive prophecy might have occasioned his remarks. Third-century
sources sometimes link prophecy with persecution and martyrdom,
and even such fourth-century authors as Cyril of Jerusalem and Epi
phanius mention prophecy in various connections. Our document's
Christology (cf. 9.11-15) is so unusual that it is difficult to associate it
with any other; and parallels to the Ascension of Isaiah are not numer
ous or impressive enough to be an indication of date.
The editio princeps argued tentatively for a late second or early
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third century date, because such topics as voluntary martyrdom are
also discussed by Clement of Alexandria. Alternatively, one might
wish to place our document a little later in the third century because
of the parallels to Cyprian's and Pseudo-Cyprian's exhortations to
martyrdom. But none of this is conclusive.
The question of provenance is even more difficult. Since the docu
ment's original was Greek, not Latin, one would tend to place it at the
eastern end of the Mediterranean rather than in Roman North Afri
ca. 7.21-35 might suggest that the author lived in an area where date
palms grow; this, coupled with the points of contact with Clement of
Alexandria, Origen and the Second Epistle of Clement, seems to sug
gest Egypt as the place of writing. More than this it is not possible to
say.
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[James] writes to I[ ...] those: Peace I[be with
you from] Peace, I [love from] Love, 5 [grace from]
Grace, I[faith] from Faith, Ilife from Holy Life! I
Since you asked I that I send 10 you a secret book I
which was revealed to me I and Peter by the Lord, I I
could not turn you away Ior gainsay(?) you; •5 but [I
have written] it in I the Hebrew alphabet and I sent it
to you, and you I alone. But since you are I a minister
of the salvation 20 of the saints, endeavor earnestly I
and take care not to rehearse Ithis text to many - this I
that the Savior did not wish I to tell to all of us, his
2
5 twelve disciples. IBut blessed will they be I who will
be saved through I the faith of this discourse.
I I also sent you, 3° ten months ago, another secret I
book which the Savior I had revealed to me. Under
the circumstances, however, I regard that one I as re
vealed 35 to me, James; but this one 2-•-7 [untrans1•1
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latable fragments] I the twelve disciples I [were] all
sitting together 10 and recalling I what the Savior had
said I to each one of them, whether I in secret or open
ly, I and [putting it in books] 1 5 in books - [But I] I was
writing that which was in [my book]-1 lo, the Savior
appeared, [after] I departing from [us while we] gazed
I after him. And after five hundred 20 and fifty days
since he had risen I from the dead, we said I to him,
"Have you departed and removed yourself from us?" I
But Jesus said, "No, but I I shall go to the place
from whence I came. 25 If you wish to come I with me,
come!"
They all answered I and said, "If you bid I us, we
come."
He said, I "Verily I say unto you, 3° no one will ever
enter I the kingdom of heaven at my I bidding, but
(only) because I you yourselves are full. Leave I James
and Peter to me 35 that I may fill them." And I having
called these two, I he drew them aside and bade I the
rest occupy themselves I with that which they were
about. 4°
The Savior said, "You have received mercy 3.i-

32
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7 [untranslatable fragmentsJI Do you not, then, desire
to be filled? I And your heart is drunken; do you
not, then, desire to be sober? I Therefore, be ashamed!
Henceforth, waking I or sleeping, remember I that you
have seen I the Son of Man, and 1 5 spoken with him in
person, I and listened to him in person. I Woe to those
who have seen the I Son [of] Man; I blessed will they
be who 20 have not seen the man, and they I who have
not consorted with him, and I they who have not
spoken with him, I and they who have not listened to I
anything from him; yours is 2 5 life! Know, then, that
he healed I you when you were ill I that you might
reign. Woe I to those who have found relief from I
their illness, for they will 3° relapse into illness.
Blessed are I they who have not been ill, and I have
known relief before I falling ill; yours is the I kingdom
of God. Therefore, I 35 say to you, 'Become I full and
leave no space within I you empty, for he who is com
ing I can mock you.'"
Then I Peter replied, "Lo, 4° three times you have
told us, 4· 1 'Become [full'; but] I we are full."
The [Savior answered] I and said, ["For this cause I
have said] I to you, ['Become full,') that 5 [you) may
not [be in want. They who are in want), I however,
will not [be saved]. For it is good to be full, I and bad
to be in want. Hence, just as I it is good that you
(sing.) be in want and, I conversely, bad that you be
10
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full, so w he who is full is in want, I and he who is in
want does not become full as I he who is in want be
comes full, and I he who has been filled, in turn,
attains I due perfection. Therefore, you must be in
want 1 5 while it is possible to fill you (pl.), and I be
full while it is possible for you to be in want, I so that
you may be able [to fill] I yourselves the more. Hence
become I full of the Spirit, 20 but be in want of I reason,
for reason <belongs to> the soul; I in turn it is (of the
nature of) soul." I
But I answered and said to him, "Lord, I we can
obey you 25 if you wish, for we have forsaken I our
fathers I and our mothers and our villages I and fol
lowed you. Grant us, therefore, I not to be tempted
3° by the devil, the evil one." I
The Lord answered I and said, "What is your (pl.)
merit I if you do the will of the Father I and it is not
given to you from him 35 as a gift while I you are
tempted by I Satan? But if I you (pl.) are oppressed by I
Satan and 4° persecuted and you do his (i.e. the
Father's) 5· 1 will, I [say] that he will I love you, and
make you equal I with me, and reckon I [you] to have
become 5 beloved through his providence I by your
own choice. So I will you not cease I loving the flesh
and being I afraid of sufferings? Or do 10 you not
know that you have yet I to be abused and to be I
accused unjustly; I and have yet to be shut I up in
prison, and 1 5 condemned I unlawfully, and I crucified
<without> I reason, and buried I <shamefully>, as
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(was) I myself, 20 by the evil one? I Do you dare to
spare the flesh, I you for whom the Spirit is an I en
circling wall? If you consider I how long the world
existed 2 5 <before> you, and how long I it will exist
after you, you will find I that your life is one single
day I and your sufferings one I single hour. For the
good 3° will not enter into the world. I Scorn death,
therefore, I and take thought for life! I Remember my
cross I and my death, and you will 35 live!"
But I answered and I said to him, "Lord, I do not
mention to us the cross I and death, for they are far
6· 1 from you."
The Lord answered I and said, "Verily I say I unto
you, none will be saved I unless they believe in my
cross. 5 But those who have believed in my I cross,
theirs is the kingdom of I God. Therefore, become
seekers I for death, like the dead I who seek for life;
10

for that which they seek is revealed to them. I And
what is there I to trouble them? As for you, when you
examine I death, it will I teach you election. Verily 1 5 I
say unto you, none I of those who fear death will be
saved; I for the kingdom <of God> I belongs to those
who put themselves to death. I Become better than I;
make 20 yourselves like the son of the Holy Spirit!" I
Then I asked him, I "Lord, how shall we be able I to
prophesy to those who request I us to prophesy 25 to
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them? For there are many who I ask us, and look I to
us to hear an oracle I from us."
The Lord I answered and said, "Do you not
°
3 know that the head of I prophecy was cut off with
John?" I
But I said, "Lord, I can it be possible to remove I the
head of prophecy?"
The Lord 35 said to me, "When you (pl.) I come to
know what 'head' means, and I that prophecy issues
from the I head, (then) understand the meaning of 'Its
head was 7·' removed.' At first I spoke I to you(pl.) in
parables I and you did not understand; I now I speak
to 5 you openly, and I you (still) do not perceive. Yet I
it was you who served me I as a parable in I parables,
and as that which is open 10 in the (words) that are
open.
"Hasten I to be saved without being urged! I Instead,
be I eager of your own accord and, I if possible, arrive
even before me; 15 for thus I the Father will love you. I
"Come to hate I hypocrisy and the evil I thought; for
it is the thought 20 that gives birth to hypocrisy; I but
hypocrisy is far from I truth.
"Do not allow I the kingdom of heaven to wither; I
o
f r it is like a palm shoot 25 whose fruit has dropped
down I around it. They(i.e., the fallen fruit) put forth
I leaves, and after they had sprouted, I they caused
their womb to dry up. I So it is also with the fruit
which 3 ° had grown from this single root; I when it
had been picked(?), I fruit was borne by many(?). I It
(the root) was certainly good, (and) if I it were pos
sible for you to produce the 35 new plants now,
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<you> (sing.) would find it.
"Since I I have already been glorified in this fa
shion, I why do you (pl.) hold me back I in my eager
ness to go? 8· 1 For after the [labor], you have I com
pelled me to stay with I you another eighteen days for I
the sake of the parables. It was enough 5 for some <to
listen> to the I teaching and understand 'The Shep
herds' and I 'The Seed' and 'The Building' and 'The
Lamps of I the Virgins' and 'The Wage of the I Work
men' and 'The Didrachmae' and 'The 10 Woman.'
"Become earnest about I the word! For as to the
word, I its first part is faith; I the second, love; the I
third, works; 1 5 for from these comes life. I For the
word is like a I grain of wheat; when someone I had
sown it, he had faith in it; and I when it had sprouted,
he loved it because he had seen 20 many grains in
place of one. And I when he had worked, he was saved
because he had I prepared it for food, (and) again he I
left (some) to sow. So also I can you yourselves receive
2
5 the kingdom of heaven; I unless you receive this
through knowledge, I you will not be able to find it.
"Therefore, I I say to you, I be sober; do not be de
ceived! 3° And many times have I said to you all to
gether, I and also to you alone, I James, have I said, I
'Be saved!' And I have commanded I you (sing.) to
follow me, 35 and I have taught you I what to say
before the archons. I Observe that I have descended I
and have spoken and undergone tribulation I and
carried off my crown 9· 1 after saving you (pl.). For I I
came down to dwell with I you (pl.) so that you (pl.)
in turn I might dwell with me. And, 5 finding your
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houses I unceiled, I have made my abode I in the
houses that could receive me I at the time of my
descent. I
"Therefore, trust 10 in me, my brethren; under
stand I what the great light is. The Father I has no
need of me, I - for a father does not need a son, I but it
is the son who needs 1 5 the father - though I go to
him. I For the Father I of the Son has no need of you. I
"Hearken to the word; I understand knowledge;
love 20 life, and no one will persecute I you, nor will
anyone I oppress you, other I than you yourselves. I
"O you wretches; 0 25 you unfortunates; 0 I you
pretenders to the truth; I O you falsifiers of know
ledge; I O you sinners against the Spirit: I can you still
bear to 3° listen, when it behooved you I to speak from
the first? I Can you still bear to I sleep, when it be
hooved you to be awake I from the first, so that 35 the
kingdom of heaven might receive you? 10·1 Verily I
say unto you, I it is easier for a pure one I to fall into
defilement, and for I a man of light to fall 5 into <l'ark
ness, than for you to reign I or not reign.
"I have remembered I your tears and your mourn
ing I and your anguish, (while you say) 'They are far I
behind us.' But now, you who are 10 outside of the
Father's inheritance, I weep where it is necessary I
and mourn and I preach what is good, I as the Son is
ascending as he should. 1 5 Verily I say I unto you, had
I been sent I to those who listen to me, and I had I
spoken with them, I I would never have come 20 down
to earth. So, I then, be ashamed for these things. I
"Behold, I shall depart from you I and go away, and
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do not wish I to remain with you any longer., just as
5 you yourselves have not wished it. I Now, therefore,
follow I me quickly. This is why I I say unto you, 'for
your sakes I I came down.' You are 3 ° the beloved; you
are they I who will be the cause of life I in many. In
voke the Father, I implore God often, I and he will give
to you. Blessed 35 is he who has seen you with Him I
when He was proclaimed among the I angels, and
glorified among I the saints; yours (pl.) is life. I Rejoice
and be glad as 11 ·1 sons of God. Keep his will I that
you may be saved; I accept reproof from me and I save
yourselves. I intercede 5 on your behalf with the
Father, and he will I forgive you much."
And when we I had heard these words, we became
glad, I for we had been grieved I at the words we have
mentioned 10 before. But when he saw us I rejoicing,
he said, "Woe to you (pl.) I who lack an advocate! I
Woe to you, who stand in need I of grace! Blessed will
they be 1 5 who have I spoken out and obtained I grace
for themselves. Liken I yourselves to foreigners; I of
what sort are they in the eyes of your 20 city? Why
are you disturbed I when you cast yourselves away I of
your own accord and I separate yourselves from your
city? Why I do you abandon your dwelling place 25 of
y�mr own accord, I making it ready for those who
want I to dwell in it? 0 you I outcasts and fugitives,
woe I to you, for you will be caught! Or 3° do you
perhaps think that the Father I is a lover of mankind,
or that he is I won over without prayers, or that he I
grants remission to one on another's behalf, or I that
he bears with one who asks? - 35 For he knows the
2
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desire and I also what it is that the flesh needs! - I (Or
do you think) that it is not this (flesh) that desires I the
soul? For without the soul I the body does not sin,just
as 12•1 the soul is not saved without I [the] spirit. But if
the soul I is saved (when it is) without evil, and I the
spirit is also saved, then the body 5 becomes free from
sin. For it is the spirit I that raises the soul, but the
body that I kills it; I that is, it is it (the soul) which kills
I itself. Verily I say unto you, 10 He will not forgive
the soul the sin I by any means, nor the flesh I the guilt;
for none of those who have I worn the flesh will be
saved. I For do you think that many have 15 found the
kingdom of heaven? I Blessed is he who has seen him
self as a fourth one in heaven!" I
When we heard these words, we were distressed. I
But when he saw that we were distressed, 20 he said,
"For this cause I tell I you this, that you may I know
yourselves. For the kingdom I of heaven is like an ear
of grain after it I had sprouted in a field. And 25 when
it had ripened, it scattered its I fruit and again filled
the field I with ears for another year. You I also,
hasten to reap I an ear of life for yourselves that 3 ° you
may be filled with the kingdom! I
"And as long as I am I with you, give heed to me I
and obey me; but I when I depart from you, 35 re
member me. And remember me I because when I was
with you, you did not know me. I Blessed will they be
who have I known me; woe to those who have 4° heard
and have not believed! I Blessed will they be who
13· 1
have not seen, [yet have believed]! I
"And once more I [prevail upon] you, I for I am re-
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vealed to you (pl.) I building a house which is of great
value to 5 you when you find shelter I beneath it, just
as it will be able I to stand by your neighbors' house I
when it threatens to fall. Verily I I say unto you, woe
10
to those for whose sakes I was sent I down to this
place; blessed I will they be who ascend I to the Father!
Once more I I reprove you, you who are; 1 5 become
like those who are not, I that you may be with those
who I are not.
"Do not make I the kingdom of heaven a desert I
within you. Do not be proud 20 because of the light
that illumines, but I be to yourselves I as I myself am I
to you. For your sakes I have I placed myself under
the curse, that you 25 may be saved." I
But Peter replied I to these words and said, I "Some
times you urge I us on to the kingdom of 3° heaven,
and then again you turn I us back, Lord; sometimes I
you persuade and draw I us to faith and promise I us
life, and then again you cast 35 us forth from the
kingdom I of heaven."
But the Lord answered I and said to us, "I have
given you (pl.) I faith many times; moreover, I I have
revealed myself to you (sing.), 1 4· 1 James, and you
(pl.) have not I known me. Now again I I see you (pl.)
rejoicing many times; I and when you are elated 5 at
the promise of life, I are you yet sad, and do you I
grieve, when you are instructed I in the kingdom? But
you, through I faith [and] knowledge, have received
10
life. Therefore, disdain I the rejection when you I
hear it, but when you hear I the promise, rejoice the
more. I Verily I say unto you, 1 5 he who will receive
life and I believe in the kingdom will I never leave it,
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not even if I the Father wishes I to banish him.
"These are the things that I shall tell 20 you so far;
however, I shall I ascend to the place from whence I
came. I But you, when I was eager I to go, have cast me
out, and I instead of accompanying me, 2 5 you have
pursued me. I But pay heed to the glory that awaits I
me, and, having opened I your heart, listen to the
hymns I that await me up in the heavens; 3° for today
I must I take (my place at) the right hand of the Fa
ther. I But I have said (my) last word to I you, and I
shall depart from you, I for a chariot of spirit has
borne me aloft, 35 and from this moment on I shall
strip myself I that I may clothe myself. I But give heed;
blessed I are they who have proclaimed I the Son be
fore his descent 4° that, when I have come, I might
ascend (again). I Thrice blessed 1 5· 1 are they who
[were] I proclaimed by the Son I before they came to
be, that I you might have a portion 5 among them."
Having said these words, I he departed. But we
bent (our) knee(s), I I and Peter, and gave thanks I and
sent our heart(s) upwards I to heaven. We heard with
10
our ears, and saw with I our eyes, the noise of wars I
and a trumpet blare I and a great turmoil.
And I when we had passed beyond 1 5 that place, we
sent our I mind(s) farther upwards and I saw with our
eyes and heard I with our ears hymns I and angelic
benedictions and 20 angelic rejoicing. And I heavenly
majesties were I singing praises, and we too I rejoiced.
After this I again, we wished to send our 2 5 spirit
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upward to the I Majesty, and after ascending we I
were not permitted to see or hear I anything, for the
other I disciples called us and 3 ° asked us, "What did
you (pl.) I hear from the I Master? And what has I he
said to you? And wl}ere I did he go?"
But we answered 35 them, "He has ascended and I
has given us a pledge and I promised life to us all and I
revealed to us children (?) I who are to come after us,
after bidding 16· 1 [us] love them, as we would be I
[saved] for their sakes."
And I when they heard (this), they indeed believed I
the revelation, but were displeased 5 about those to be
born. And so, not wishing I to give them offense, I I
sent each one to another I place. But I myself went I up
to Jerusalem, praying that I rn might obtain a por
tion among the beloved, I who will be made manifest. I
And I pray that I the beginning may come from you,
I for thus I shall be capable of 1 5 salvation, since they
will be I enlightened through me, by my faith - I and
through another (faith) that is I better than mine, for
I would that I mine be the lesser. 20 Endeavor earnest
ly, then, to make I yourself like them and I pray that
you may obtain a portion I with them. For because of
what I I have said, the Savior did 25 not make the
revelation to us I for their sakes. We do, indeed, pro
claim I a portion with those I for whom the procla
mation was made, I those whom the Lord has made
his 3° sons.
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II. LANGUAGE
The Gospel of Truth is written in the subachmimic dialect, charac
teristic of all the texts of Codex I with the exception of Pr. Paul and
the dialect displays few of the irregularities encountered elsewhere, as
in the Tri. Trac.
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Orthography and Phonology

Some of the peculiarities found frequently in Codex I and else
where in Coptic manuscripts are also in evidence here. These include
the interchange of certain consonants, such as (j for s (zw<1, 28.10;
29.6; 35.18,19), .JC. for <9 (.XBBIW, 17.20), .a. for T (oy.X€€1A€,
31.10), r for K (MOyNf, 19.31; 24.2,5), <9 for 2 (<9Ap@, 20.11) and 2
for <9 (ZANT€(j, 20.12). The appearance of .x for .a. (N.X€, 18.29-30)
and .x for x (1.XNOC, 37.25) are probably scribal errors.
Gemination of N before an initial vowel is frequent (e.g., ZNN 17.18;
25.14; 34.18; NN 18.25; 20.15; 25.17; 28.4). Somewhat unusual is the
gemination of T in tTMNTMH€ (26.33,34; 27.1).
Normal assimilation occurs in $ for nz (<j>ws, 16.38; (j>o 26.3),
and e for TZ(ej>T€, 28.29; e€, 30.11; T8AH 21.36; 23.21, but note
TZAH, 37.37). N assimilates to M before labials and once to s before s
(zssj>p€, 31.10).
Nasalized forms of certain Greek conjunctions appear (NrAp, 19.1;
33.8; NA€ 21.20), along with non-nasalized forms (rAp, 17.23; 19.15;
A€, 17.11; 18.27).
Among vowels €1 alternates with J (e.g., O€1, 19.12; oJ 31.30;
(9AfA€1, 19.21; <9ApAI, 19.28; 2fH€1 19.36; zpHJ 20.2; '1'€1C 32.4;
'J'1c 32. 1 ). The full spelling of oy for y, an extremely common ortho
graphic phenomenon in the Tri. Trac., appears here at 30.2, 36.17
and 42.14 and in M€€Y€ (28.25; 42.4, but note also M€Y€, 23.7;
25.22).
Crasis of the third-person plural pronominal suffix, -oy, and word
initial oy, occurs in AZOYAMij (18.7), €MTT ATOYHN (20.16), €M
TTATOYWN2 (28.5), and €TOYA<9ij (40.24-25).
The supralinear stroke is used here as throughout Codex I. It alter
nates with € in the forms NTA(j and €NTA(j (31.35), WNZ (20.14,19;
25.19) and WN€2 (31.16). It is also used for a syllable or line-final N
in AzoyN (25.14), €(j(9AN (28.21), TT€N (32.35), p€N (38.14,24), and
2 WN (26.23). Finally, it is used with abbreviations or compendia of
nomina sacra, 1iic (18.16; 20.24; 24.8), TINA (26.36; 30.18; 31.18;
34.11; 43.17), xpc (18.16), xc (36.14), and cfoc (20.27).
Vowel values are normal for A 2 , although there are a few anoma
lous forms, such as AMAZT€, the usual S form (18.36; 19.3; 23.32;
32.6; 37.29), MM AY for MM€Y (29.19), (9AfA€1 (19.21,28) for (9A2pHJ. There are also alternative vocalizations for forms such as €(9.1(€
(29.20) and €1(9.1(€ (35.6); t (19.5 and regularly) and T€€1 (?
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21.24); z w w- (28.12) and z w- (38.31); .XWWM€ (19.35; 20.9) and
.XWM€ (20.24). Other alternative forms are: KAY€ (26.11) and K€
KAY€ (26.14); ,X€KAC€ (33.32) and KAAC€ .X€ (17.13); NTWTNN€
(32.32) and NTWTN (33.8); (91NA (18.5) and (91N€ (36.15). Word
final 1, characteristic of other A 2 texts 1, is found here in K€K€1 (18.17;
24.37; 25.12), CA(91 (42.5), and ZACI (24.16; 33.4; 42.23), .XACI
(29.17).
One anomalous vocalization of an infinitive occurs in the form
oyANZ (20.6,23; 23.22). The form could be the qualitative, but that
possibility is ruled out by the syntactical context in these passages,
where the qualitative is excluded. It is possible that the form is the
pre-pronominal infinitive and the suffixed object should be supplied.
That, in fact, seems to be required by the parallelism of 28.22; how
ever, at 20.6 and 23 it is possible that the form is a hitherto unattested
form of the simple infinitive. A similar formation may also explain the
unusual TAKM at 33.9, if that is not a qualitative. Further possible
cases of the simple infinitive in A may be found in cArM (31.23,29;
32.3) and CAMT (34.37; 35.2,3; 42.14).
There are several otherwise unattested forms in the text, such as
oyT w wz (33.38), clearly a plural of oyTAZ- Other forms are less
easily explained. These include special technical terms such as
MOyNf N20 (19.31; 24.2,5); tH (22.37); MA€1T (18.19,20; 20.21,35;
22.22,26, etc.); €1 ATMHT€ (19.19; 20.8-9; 26.4,27). The verb WT€
(34.21) is probably not a special technical term, but its meaning is
obscure. Other unusual forms are probably due to corruption or irreg
ular orthography, such as .X€C (26.12), CATN€ (30.u), (9T(9 (35.9)
and wcf (26.22).
Another peculiarity is the use of OYAZA, or OYAZN in various
spellings (OYAZN, OYAZNN, OY€2N, AYWZN and oywzzN) as a
conjunction used like Ayw. These forms are, etymologically, like
Ayw, the imperative of oywz (Crum 505b) plus object marker, and
they probably represent an archaism. Cf. the analogous forms in other
dialects, A2A, F; AZAN, A 2; oyoz, B.
2.

Morphology

The conjugation bases used in the Gos. Truth are standard for A 2 •
Certain forms are worthy of note: the future regularly is NA-, but the
form in A- alone appears in €qA (27.3), €T� (21.2, 30.13 and 38.25),
ICf. E. Ed el, "Ncucs Material zur Hcrkunft d cr auslautcnd cn Vokalc -E: und -1
im Koptischcn," ZAS 86 (1961) io3-o6.
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and possibly in €qA (23.18) and €YA (40.31), although the latter two
forms are more likely examples of the fut. III, which also appears in
the form €q€ (35.26). The neg. fut. III appears in the form N€
(17.13) and N€q (34.22). The perf. appears in both A- and AZ- (in
cluding the rare Azoy at 26.24) bases and for both there are circum
stantial, relative and second-tense conversions. Thus, e.g., circ.: €A21
(43.1), €Aq (18.36; 20.30), €AC (26.1), €Ay (19.30), €A2A (23.15);
rel.: NTA(j (18.5; 19.7), €NTA(j (18.20-21; 22.39), NTAC (31.16), NTA
T€TN (33.13,14), NTAY (20.7; 22.23), €NTAY (17.5), NTAZ (16.34;
18.33), €NTA2 (18.26; 20.17), NTA- (40.18); second: NTA(j (18.26,30),
NTAC (18.2,3), €NTAq (35.8), NTAY (27.11,12), NTA- (19.1). There is
also one case of a "satellite conversion," the perf. II. circ. €NTAy
(22.24).
The causative infinitive appears regularly in the form Tpoy
(16.33), but also in the form TOY (30.30,31). The conjunctive appears
regularly in the form N(j, but once in the form NTij (34.14), normal in
Band found also in the Tri. Trac. The conditional appears regularly
as €Y<9AN (18.9,30) or €p€<9AN (33.9-10), but forms without a final
N, characteristic of A and found also in the Tri. Trac., also appear
here at 22.3,4, 24.34, and 34.5.

3. Syntax and Style
The syntax of the Gos. Truth is generally unremarkable. Worthy of
note is the variety of construction in final clauses, introduced by �€
KAC€, KAAC€ �€ (17.13); (91NA and (91NA �€ (17.33; 24.14). Fol
lowing these conjunctions, various conjugation bases are used, includ
ing pres. II (32.26), fut. II (32.22), fut. III (23.17; 35.26; 36.3; 40.31),
neg. fut. III (17.13; 34.32), and conj. (17.33; 18.5-6; 23.6; 24.14;
36.15; 37.28-29).
Comparative clauses, which elsewhere in Codex I, such as the Tri.
Trac., exhibit a wide variety of patterns, appear here with an unusual
prepositional phrase in the protasis, MTTPHT€ ABA>.. ZiTOOT
(19.10-11; 24.32); cf. the discussion in the note to the first passage.
The text displays a predilection for certain prepositional phrases,
especially NTOOT-, used as the equivalent of NT€- indicating posses
sion (e.g., 20.3,14; 22.37; 23.1,19,20,21, etc.)
The syntax of some passages is particularly elaborate, and probably
reflects a complex original (e.g., 18.11-17; 34.10-12; 41.3-12). Other
passages exhibit a careful, balanced parallelism (e.g., 23.18-24.9),
probably reflecting a carefully constructed, highly rhetorical original.
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Another device which frequently complicates the syntax of the text
is the use of parenthetical comments, which some commentators have
construed as secondary explanatory glosses, but which are more likely
simply a feature of the author's style. Cf. 17.6-9; 19.14-17; 19.36-

20.3; 22.35-37; 24.10-14,22-24; 26.6-8,24-25,34-36; 31.22-25;
32.IO-II,38-39; 35.4-6; 37.3i-33; 41.9-I0.
4. The Original Language

Most scholars who have dealt with the Gos. Truth have maintained
that work is a translation from a Greek original, although there have
been some dissenting voices. P. Nagel2 argued that the work was orig
inally composed in Syriac on the basis of (a) Semitic expressions such
as "book of the living" (19.35), "good for" as the introduction to a
beatitude (30.12), "from the greatness" (42.12-13), the plural "mer
cies" (25.15), "sons of the name" (38.28); (b) words used in unusual
ways which possibly reflect the semantic range of a corresponding
Semitic term, such as wcz (26.22) and M A€1T (20.21-22); (c) plays
on words which work in Syriac, but not Coptic, such as TAzcoy
MTTITWZC (36.16-17), CWTHp-CWT€ (16.38-39), and mp€N M
TT€yArr€AION-t2€ATTIC (17.1-3); (d) possible mistranslations
from Syriac, such as M€(9�€ (34.9) and CWTM ATT€YNOYN€
(42.33-34). These and other cases adduced by Nagel as examples of a
Syriac source will be discussed individually in the notes. In general it
should be noted that those passages which appear somewhat unusual
in Coptic - and not all of Nagel's examples are equally problematic
- can be just as easily, and in some cases better, explained on the
basis of a Greek source. While some phrases may well have a Semitic
cast, it is probable that this is due to the incorporation in the language
of the author of certain expressions derived from or modelled on the
Greek New Testament.
Another challenge to the general consensus that the work was writ
ten in Greek was advanced by G. Fecht,3 who argued that the work
was composed originally in Coptic on the grounds that it conforms to
ancient patterns of Egyptian prosody. While some of Fecht's observa
tions about the structure of the work and of its individual sections are
valuable, the inferences he draws from them are not persuasive. The
patterns which he detects could quite easily reflect an elaborate hypo
tactic Greek rhetorical style or possibly a style which has been in20LZ 61 (1966) 5-14.
30r. 30 (1961) 371-90.
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fluenced to some extent by such models as the Wisdom of Solomon.
Hence, there is little reason to maintain that the Gos. Truth differs
from all the other Nag Hammadi tractates in being a translation from
a Greek source. 4

5. The State of the Text
The copy of the Gos. Truth in Codex I was not written with ex
treme care, and there are numerous examples of scribal errors, many
of which were corrected in antiquity and many of which require
emendation by modern editors. In the first category, there are many
individual letters written over or erased (17.1,31; 18.26; 20.II; 21.38;
22.20,26; 24.2; 25.29; 28.6,17,18; 29.14-15; 30.23; 32.4,10; 34.3; 37.38;
38.24; 39.4,19; 40.13,18,25; 41.9,27; 42.7; 43.9). There are numerous
cases where accidentally omitted letters have been added above the
line {17.10; 20.9,11; 21.38; 22.10; 24.3,6; 27.27; 28.24; 32.37; 33.16,39;
35.16; 36.38; 39.24; 40.19) or in the margins (21.38; 36.30; 41.9;
43.10); and one case where a whole phrase was omitted and then writ
ten at the bottom of the page with indications for its proper placement
(32.23,38-39). Finally, there are cases where letters were written
erroneously by the scribe and then deleted (28.18; 32.8; 35.16; 40.23;
43.9,10).
Passages requiring emendation include, most commonly, cases
where letters were accidentally omitted (17.26,27; 20.1-2; 23.u,16,22;
24.8; 29.6; 31.8,19; 35.35; 36.3; 37.6). In at least one case, a larger
body of text has probably been accidentally omitted (41 .23). There are
also several cases where dittographies or other accidental inclusions of
extra material appear (17.10; 18.11; 21.22; 22.25; 27.29; 29.16; 30.12;
33.12; 35.1; 36.13,26; 40.13). There are also several cases where erro
neous letters were written and not corrected (18.13; 22.33; 25.32;
30.u; 35.9; 35.35; 40.17; 42.25) and there is one case of a probable
metathesis (26.22). Other cases where a scribal error has been suspec
ted may be due to certain orthographic conventions, such as crasis
(18.27; 20.16; 28.5; 40.24-25) or to unusual, but, for this text, regular
syntax, such as the use of a singular pronominal suffix resumed by a
plural nominal object (29.7; 31.23; 40.1; 41.34).

4For a similar judgment, cf. Bohlig, Museon 79 (1966) 317-33, Menard, Rev.
Sci. Rel. 44 (1970) 128-37 and L'Evangile, 9-17. For criticism of Fecht's metrical
analysis, cf. Loddekens, ZAS 90 (1963) 85.
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III. TITLE AND GENRE OF THE GOSPEL OF TRUTH

The third tractate of Codex I of the Nag Hammadi collection is,
like the second and fifth tractates, untitled. It has come to be known in
modern scholarship by its incipit, the "Gospel of Truth." It is not clear
whether this incipit was designed to serve as a title in antiquity, but it
is not improbable that it did originally function as the designation of
the work, as did the incipits of the Gospel of Mark and the Revelation
of John in the New Testament.
A key question in identifying this work with other known Gnostic
sources is the issue of its relationship to the "Gospel of Truth" attrib
uted to Valentinians by Irenaeus, in Haer. 3.11 .9. That important
testimony reads:
Those who are from Valentinus, setting themselves outside
of any fear and producing their own compositions, take
pride in the fact that they have more gospels than there real
ly are. For, they even have advanced to such a degree of
audacity that they entitle the gospel written not long ago by
themselves as the "Gospel of Truth," although it does not at
all conform to the gospels of the apostles, so that not even
the gospel exists among them without blasphemy. For, if
what is produced by them is the "Gospel of Truth," and if it
is dissimilar to those which have been transmitted to us by
the apostles, those who wish to do so can learn - as is shown
by the scriptures themselves - that what has been trans
mitted by the apostles is not the Gospel of truth. 5
As analysis of the context of these remarks indicates, Irenaeus de
ploys here many of his standard polemical techniques against the
Valentinians.6 One can hardly use this testimony to affirm that the
heresiologist knew of a Valentinian document of the same narrative
genre as that of the canonical Gospels, and that, therefore, the Gospel
of Truth from Nag Hammadi cannot possibly be identical with the
5Hi vero qui sunt a Valentino iterum existentes extra omnem timorem suas
conscriptiones proferentes plura habere gloriantur quam sunt ipsa Evangelia. Siquidem
in tantum processerunt audaciae uti quod ab his non olim conscriptum est "Veritatis
Evangelium" titulent, in nihilo conveniens apostolorum evangeliis, ut nee Evangelium
quidem sit apud eos sine blasphemia. Si enim quod ab eis proferetur "Veritatis" est
"Evangelium," dissimile est autem hoc illis quae ab apostolis nobis tradita runt, qui
volunt possunt discere (quemadmodum ex ipsis scripturis ostenditur) iam non esse id
quod ab apostolis traditum est Veritatis Evangelium.
6For an analysis of these, cf. Standaert, VG 30 (1970) 143-45.
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text of which Irenaeus knew.7 It is quite likely that the term Gospel in
Irenaeus' Valentinian text was used precisely as the term in the in
cipits of the Gospel of Mark and of the Nag Hammadi text, not as a
generic label, but as a description of the content of the work. 8 All that
can with certainty be inferred from the testimonium of Irenaeus is
that the Valentinian "Gospel of Truth" is radically different from the
canonical gospels, something which can also be said of the Nag Ham
madi Gospel of Truth. That the two "Gospels of Truth" are identical
remains a distinct possibility.
Defining the genre of our text is difficult and various suggestions
have been proposed. The work has been associated with ancient hym
nody and with oriental wisdom literature.9 Some of these identifica
tions of the genre of the work involve hypotheses about its original
language. If, as we have argued above, the original work was prob
ably composed in Greek, some of the proposed associations with ori
ental genres are made less likely, although it must be recognized that
works such as the Wisdom of Solomon or the Revelation ofJohn were
composed in Greek, although they incorporate features of syntax and
style characteristic of oriental literatures of the first Christian cen
turies.
Although the literary affiliations of this text are, no doubt, complex,
the position maintained by many students of the text, that the work is
a sort of "homily," has a good deal of merit.10 Like other early Chris
tian homilies, such as the Epistle to the Romans or the Epistle to the
Hebrews, the Gospel of Truth alternates doctrinal exposition with
paraenesis (e.g., 32.31-33.32). More importantly, the work evidences
a high degree of rhetorical sophistication and sublety in its use of lan
guage, characteristics which appear in the fragments of Valentinus
himself, as well as in other products of the literary culture of the sec7For earlier attempts to associate our text with the work mentioned by lrenaeus,
cf. ed. pr., xiv-xv; Puech and Quispe!, VG 8 (1954) 22-39 and van Unnik, Jung Codex,
90-97. For criticism of these arguments, cf. Leipoldt, TLZ 82 (1957) 828 and Schenke,
Herkunft, 13.
8Munck (Studia Theologica 17 (1963] 133-38) argues that the use of an incipit
for a book title is not a Greek practice, but whatever the origin of the prac�ice, it is
certainly attested among early Christians. In fact, as Colpe UAC 21 (1978] 144, n. 77)
notes, the practice was widespread in antiquity.
9For the association of the Gos. Truth with wisdom literature, cf. especially
Fecht, Or. 30 (1961) 374-75. For the argument that the work is most closely associated
with the circles that produced the Odes of Solomon, cf. Schenke, Herkunft, 26-29.
lOCf. ed. pr. xv; Schenke, Herkunjt, 10; Haardt, WZKM 58 (1962) 24; Grobe!,
Gospel, 19-21; Menard, L'Evangile, 35; and Standaert, NTS 22 (1975/76) 243-75.
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ond century. I I The Gospel of Truth, then, may best be characterized
as a homiletic reflection on the "Gospel" or the message of salvation
provided by Jesus Christ. That reflection is, however, conducted
within a specific theoretical framework which remains to be explored.
IV. STRUCTURE OF THE GOSPEL OF TRUTH

Discerning the structure and organizational principles of the Gos
el
p of Truth is extremely difficult and virtually every commentator on
the text has proposed his own analysis of the work. Difficulties arise
from the fact that the themes and motifs of the text flow into one an
other without many apparent breaks or seams. After initiating reflec
tion on a topic, the author often explores its implications and ramifi
cations along a series of overlapping paths, but he may then return to
his starting point and begin the exploratory process again. I2 This
technique, involving frequent recapitulations, anticipatory comments,
allusions to earlier developments and catch-word connections between
sub-sections, precludes any simple architectonic arrangement of the
material under consideration, and any schematic presentation of the
contents of the work is, of necessity, an abstraction which cannot re
produce the allusive richness of the text itself .13
11The most perceptive analysis of the rhetorical style of the text is to be found in
Standaert, NTS 22 (1975/76) 143-75.
12Standaert's description (NTS 22 [1975/76] 245) is apt: "La pensee evolue telle
une abeille qui butine de fleur en fleur, a-t-on meme ecrit tres joliment . . . "
13For various approaches to the structure of the work, cf. Grobe!, Gospel; Story,
The Nature of Truth; Schenke, Herkunft; followed largely by Menard, L'Evangile. All
of these scholars indicate their structural analysis in their various articulations of the
text. None offers a detailed analytical defense of their reading of the work's composi
tion. An elaborate, although partial, analysis of this sort has been provided by Fecht
(Or. 30 [1961] 371-90, 31 [1962] 85-119, 32 [1963] 298-335), who sees the work falling
into five Sections ( Teile). For the first of these he has provided a detailed analysis of its
component parts (Chapters and Strophes). Colpe UAC 27 [1978] 125-46) builds on
Fecht's work and reports Fecht's analysis of the second Section. Fecht's outline, as it
has been developed thus far, may be presented as follows:
Section I (16.31-22.20)
Chapter 1 (16.31-18.11)
Strophe 1 (16.31-17.4)
Strophe 2 (17.4-21)
Strophe 3 (17.21-36)
Strophe 4 (17.36-18.11)
Chapter 2 (18.11-19.27)
Strophe 1 (18.11-21)
Strophe 2 (18.21-35)
Strophe 3 (18.36-19.10)
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Nonetheless, it is both possible and useful to consider such an ab
straction in order to see the major lines of development in the work.
There are some sections of the text which stand out as units clearly
delineated by their format or style from their surroundings. Such, for
example, are the hymnic reflection on Wisdom and Word (23.1824.9) and the lengthy paraenetic section (32.31-33.32). Some sections
are also demarcated by their attention to a single image or motif,
which may be explored in a variety of ways. Thus, for example, the
image of "the Book" occupies the author from 19.27 to 23.18, and this
image is not featured elsewhere in the text. Similarly the theme of the
restoration to Unity is treated intensively from 24.9 to 27 .4 and verbal
parallels between 24.9-20 and 26.28-27.4 form an inclusio defining
the section. Likewise, the topic of the Father's name is explored from
Strophe 4 (19.10-27)
Chapter 3 (19.27-21.8)
Strophe 1 (19.27-20.6)
Strophe 2 (20.6-22)
Strophe 3 (20.22-36)
Strophe 4 (20.37-21.8)
Chapter 4 (21.8-22.20)
Strophe 1 (21.8-18)
Strophe 2 (21.18-22.2)
Strophe 3 (22.2-20)
Section II (22.20-27.4)
Chapter 1 (22.20-24.9)
Strophe 1 (22.20-39)
Strophe 2 (22.39-23.10)
Strophe 3 (23.10-33)
Strophe 4 (23.33-24.9)
Chapter 2 (24.9-25.19)
Strophe 1 (24.9-20)
Strophe 2 (24.20-25.3)
Strophe 3 (25.3-19)
Chapter 3 (25.19-27.4)
Strophe 1 (25.19-35)
Strophe 2 (25.35-26.15)
Strophe 3 (26.15-27)
Strophe 4 (26.27-27.4)
Section III (27.5-33.39)
Section IV (33.9-38.4)
Section V (38.4-43.24)
While some of the articulations of the work which Fecht proposes appear to be
sound and are reflected in our arrangement of the text, others are quite problematic. In
some cases, for example, Fecht finds divisions in passages which clearly cohere either
formally (23.18-24.9) or materially (19.27-20.14). Hence, although with Menard
(L'Evangile, 10) we can recognize that Fecht's hypothesis is "ingenious," we cannot
follow it in many of its details.
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36.39 to 40.23 and this discussion is characterized by a dialectical sub
tlety remarkable even for this text. Finally, it is possible to detect in at
least some of the smaller units of the text an elaborate application of a
principle of concentric organization which further helps to define sub
units. Any proposed analysis of the principles or organization of this
sophisticated work must take into account both such formal and con
tentual unities in the work.
The following outline attempts to do this. After the elaborate intro
duction, the work seems to fall into three major segments, demarcated
by the two paragraphs, mentioned above, which are clearly distinct in
both form and content from the material which surrounds them
(23.18-24.9; 32.31-33.32). Each of the three major segments may be
further subdivided into three sections, each of which focuses on a par
ticular theme or topic. Within these sections different numbers of
paragraph units of various lengths may be discerned. Delineating
these units with precision is the most difficult aspect of a structural
analysis. The following outline indicates what appears to us to be the
most satisfactory analysis of the structure of the work, with some
indication of the mutual relations of the various parts.
Introduction (16.31-17.4)
A. Ignorance and Revelation (17.4-24.9)

I. The Rule of Error (17.4-18.11)

Error arises from Ignorance (17.4-17.20)
Qualification: Error is not humiliation for the Father (17.21-29)
Error produces a Fog (17.29-36)
Qualification: Oblivion is not due to.the Father (17.36-18.11)
II. The Coming of the Revealer (18.11-19.27)
Revelation comes through Jesus (18.11-21)
Revelation produced persecution (18.21-31)
Qualification: Though the Father retains perfection, he is not jealous
(18.31-19.10)
Jesus as teacher (19.10-27)
III. Revelation as a Book (19.27-24.9)
Jesus revealed the living Book in the hearts of the little children
( I 9.27-20. I 4)
The Book as Edict and Testament (20.15-21.2)
The Book as Book of Life (21.2-25)
Excursus: Reception of the Book predetermined by calling the name
(21.25-22.20)
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Excursus: Revelation brings return from error (22.20-37)
The Book as Book of Living Letters (22.38-23.18)
Transition: Hymn on the Word (23.18-24.9)
B. The Effects of Revelation (24.9-33.32)
IV. Revelation unifies (24.9-27.7)
Revelation eliminates deficiencies and restores Unity (24.9-25.18)
Revelation destroys the defect Oars broken) (25.19-26.27)
Revelation unites with the Father (26.28-27.7)
V. Revelation brings authentic existence (27.7-30.16)
Revelation informs, names and matures (27.7-27.34)
Excursus: Ignorance is potential existence (27.34-28.31)
Revelation awakens from a dream-like existence (28.32-30.16)
VI. Revelation brings a return to the Father (30.16-33.32)
The Spirit awakens and reveals the Son (30.16-32)
The Son's speaking brings return (30.32-31.13)
The Son's speaking destroys error and shows a way (31.13-35)
The Son as shepherd (31.35-32.30)
Transition: Paraenesis (32.31-33.32)
C. The Process of Return (33.33-43.24)
VII. Redemption is a gentle attraction (33.33-36.39)
The Father's children are his fragrance which returns to him (33.3334.34)
Qualification: Delay in the return is not due to the Father (34.3435.23)
The breath of incorruptibility produces forgiveness (The Physician)
(35.24-36.13)
The Message about Christ is the Father's merciful ointment (36.1336.39)
VIII. Return is by the will and through the Name of the
Father (36.39-40.23)
The will and word of the Father (36.39-38.6)
The name of the Father is the Son (38.6-24)
The greatness of the Name (38.24-39.28)
Excursus: Objection to the "Name" doctrine (39.28-40.23)
IX. Goal of return: Rest in the Father (40.23-43.24)
The Son speaks about the place of rest (40.23-41.14)
The relation of the emanations to the Father (41.14-42.10)
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The relation of the blessed to the Father (42.11-38)
The place of the Father's worthy children (42.39-43.24)
V. THE THEOLOGICAL SYSTEM OF THE GOSPEL OF TRUTH

To discern the formal organization of the Gospel of Truth is only to
begin to unravel its complexity. It is also possible and useful to con
sider the theological system which underlies and finds expression in
the work.14 At the outset, however, it must be recognized that to dis
cuss such a system is also an abstraction. One thing that makes this
type of analysis particularly difficult is that the text operates at the
same time on a number of different levels, using symbolic language
which has a multiplicity of referents. This style of conceptuality is by
no means unusual, especially in Gnostic works, but the conceptual
program is carried on here in an even more complex way than is
customary in Gnostic works. For contrast one might compare the last
tractate in this codex, the Tripartite Tractate, which shares many
common conceptual features with the Gospel of Truth. In the Tri
partite Tractate we find an exposition of theology, cosmology and
soteriology which attempts to demonstrate, among other things, the
way in which various levels of being are analogously structured. In
the process of the exposition various actors on one level of being may
receive the names most properly predicated of an actor at a higher
level of being, a principle which may be described as one of "analo
gous predication." Despite the complexities and possible confusions
which such a principle introduces, the Tripartite Tractate sets forth
its account of the various levels of reality in an orderly and systematic
way. The same is not true of the Gospel of Truth, where constant
reference is simultaneously made to cosmic, psychological and even
historical spheres.15
14For general attempts to analyze the theological system underlying the Gos.
Truth, cf. especially Jonas, Studia Patristica 6, 96-u1; Menard, SMR 6 {1963) 57-66;
Ringgren, Studia Theologica 18 (1964) 51-65; Robison, JR 43 {1964) 51-65; Story,
The Nature of Truth, 1-42; Colpe, ]AC 21 (1978) 125-46, and Aland, "Gnosis und

Christentum."
15AJthough the key terms and motifs are quite fluid in their appliction, there may
be a certain pattern in the way they are developed, as has been suggested by Fecht (Or.
30 [1961] 387), Menard (L'Evangile, 10, 15), and Colpe UAC 21 [1978] 138, 143). The
Christological discussion, for instance, begins with a more concrete, quasi-orthodox
description of the incarnate Redeemer (18.11-21, 20.11-14) and moves into a more
spiritualized, gnostic presentation (24.9-25.19). Similarly, the presentation of Error
begins on a mythical, cosmogonic note (17.4-20, 17.29-36) and moves to a more
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At the pinnacle of the hierarchy of being implicit in this text stands
the unbegotten (38.33) Father, about whom the most important thing
to say is that he is "incomprehensible and inconceivable" (17.8-9;
19.32; 30.24).16 His profoundly transcendent being entails that he is
unknowable. Hence, he is a cause of ignorance (22.25; 35.15-17),
which, however, he does not intend (17.36-18.11). The Father, fur
thermore, is the "perfect one" (19.33; 27.24), in whom the perfection
of the "all" resides (19.36; 21.9; 21.18). He is also a being charac
terized by gentle sweetness (31.21; 33.33; 41.3; 42.8).
The Father is the primordial source or "root" (28.17; 41.17; 42.3435) of a transcendent world, which may be described in a variety of
terms. Most simply it is "the all" (19.7-8; 27.9), the components of
which are termed "emanations" (27.11; 41.17), "spaces" (20.22; 27.2425), or "pleromas" (41.15-16). The relationship between the Father
and the entities which depend on him may be termed one of mutual
coinherence. He is in them (18.32; 27.9) and they in him (17.6-7;
18.34-35; 42.28). Despite that intimate association of the Father and
the beings which emanate from him (17.6), he is unknown to them,
because of his ultimate transcendence (22.29-33; 27.32-33; 28.5-10).
Therefore, the members of the all have need of the Father (18.35;
19.9), who, because of his transcendence, keeps their perfection (18.4)
within himself (19.36-37). The members of the all thus must search
for the Father (17.5). The retention of the Father's essence in secrecy
is not an act of jealousy on his part (19.37); it is simply the natural
result of his transcendent being.
The text devotes particular attention to the principal emanation of
the Father, who is termed both Word and Son. Note, however, that at
least the first of these terms is polyvalent and may be used of more
than one actor in the underlying cosmic drama on which the text com
ments. As Word, this first emanation is in the thought and mind of the
Father (16.35), he is in fact the thought of the Father (37.14). At the
personal, psychological perspective (28.32-31.35). There is, however, no simple pro
gression in the text, and the perspectives from which the various terms and motifs are
viewed overlap in the various sections of the work. Thus the nature and function of the
revealer is presented in a metaphorical, gnosticizing fashion in direct connection with
the more "orthodox" description of his incarnate life (18.21-31) and his incarnation can
be highlighted within the context of a more metaphorical discussion of his activity
(30.32-31.12). Similarly, the psychological dimensions of the figure of Error are made
clear early on (17.36-18.11) and the cosmic dimensions of the figure appear in a context
which stresses her psychological ramifications (26.19-27).
16Qn the affirmations in the text about the Father, cf. especially Menard, SMR 8
(1965) 193-212.
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same time he is the first to come forth from the Father (37.9). He goes
forth to and supports the all (23.23-24). This emanation is also de
scribed as the Son who is hidden in the Father (24.13-14). The Son is
also the head of the emanations (41.29), who reveals the Father to his
aeons (24.14-16). The intimate relationship between Father and Son
is described principally in the reflections of the text on the theme of
the Son as the "Name" of the Father (38.6-40.23).17 The sense in
which the Son is the name of the Father is obscure, but at least two
important factors seem to be involved. On the one hand, the Son bears
the name of the Father, although that name is not specified. On the
other hand, the Sonfunctions as the name Father itself, in virtue of the
fact that he reveals who the Father is. In any case, the affirmation that
the Son is the name of the Father, which is rooted in esoteric Jewish,
Greek philosophical traditions, and Christological reflection, provides
a symbolic statement about the intimate relationship of the two high
est principles in the theological system underlying the text.
Although, compared to most other expositions of Gnostic doctrine,
the Gospel of Truth is relatively reticent about the process by which
the world outside of the complex Godhead comes into being, it does
provide some information on the topic. The incomprehensibility of the
transcendent Father, unknown even to the beings that emanate direct
ly from him, produces anguish and error (17.10-11), which solidifies
like a fog (17.12). This solid fog of error acts of its own accord and
creates a material world (17.15-20). Only this single fleeting refer
ence is made to the cosmogonic process.18 More attention is devoted to
the psychological condition which obtains under the rule of Error.
The archetype of this psychological condition is the state of the aeons,
which has already been described. They have their being from and in
the Father but are unaware of him until he is revealed by the Son.
Various images are used to portray the correlates of that condition
on all levels of being and various aspects of the problematic condition
of existence under the sway of error are explored. Ignorance of the
Father is "deficiency" (24.28); error is empty, with nothing within it
(26.26-27). Existence under error is graphically represented as a
17The treatment of the theme of the divine name in the Gos. Truth has generated
a good deal of discussion. Cf. Orbe, £studios Valentinianos 1.1, 68-«17; Menard, SMR
5 (1962) 185-214; Dubois, RThPh 24 (1974) 1()8-216; and Fineman, "Gnosis and the
Piety," 289-318.
18For discussion of the myth of Plane or Error, cf. Jonas, Gnostic Religion, 30931"9; Haardt, WZKM 58 (1962) 24-38; Menard, SMR 7 (1964) 3-36; and Finnestad,
Temenos 7 (1971) 38-49.
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nightmare (28.32-30.16). Those affected by error are not "nothing at
all" (27. 35}, but they do not exist in the true and full sense of the term
(27.26-33). This implicit distinction between potential and actual
existence is an important one in this text. Keeping it in mind helps us
to understand the way in which protology and soteriology are tele
scoped in the work. As our summary of the description of the Son
indicates, His production seems to combine both theogonic and soteri
ological aspects. A more systematic exposition of the underlying the
ology of the work might distinguish between these two dimensions of
the Son's activity, and in comparable systems we usually find the two
functions at least superficially distributed among two or more spir
itual principles. Here, however, the two functions are as intimately
combined as are the persons of Father and Son themselves. The Son is
the agent for the production of the aeonic emanations of the Father,
precisely insofar as he reveals the Father to them. In other words, the
Son provides the children (27.13) of the Father with their full, au
thentic or actual existence, which consists in their knowledge of the
Father, which is, at the same time, knowledge of themselves. The
general soteriology of the text follows this same pattern.
The fundamental soteriological principle of the text is clearly
stated: "If the Father comes to be known, oblivion will not exist from
that moment on" (18.10-u; 24.30-32).19 The text devotes consider
able attention to the process by which the Father comes to be known.
The soteriological function of the Son has already been mentioned.
He speaks an illuminating word (31.9-12), destroys error (31.25),
provides a way (31.28-29) and gives life (32.20).
Revelatory functions analogous to those attributed to the Son are
also predicated of Jesus, the Christ, although the relationship be
tween the Son and Jesus remains obscure. No explicit distinction is
made between the two figures, as in many other Gnostic texts. Indeed,
Christ can be spoken of as "the hidden mystery" (18.15) and the Son is
what is "hidden in the bosom of the Father" (24.12-14). Furthermore,
the Word which supports the all seems to be identified with Jesus
(24.4-9). Nonetheless, the sphere of the activity of Jesus Christ seems
to be restricted to the human, phenomenal realm and what is said
about Jesus Christ reflects more what transpires in history than. what
occurs at the deepest or most transcendent levels of being. Jesus ap
peared as a guide and teacher (19.17-20); he confounded the wise
190n the importance of this passage, cf. Jonas, Gnomon 32 (1960) 330.
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(19.21) and provided revelation to the "children" (19.28-29); he was
persecuted by Error (18.22-23), was nailed to the tree of the cross
(18.25; 20.25) and suffered death (20.11). Such events are not reported
about the Son who seems to be operative primarily, if not exclusively,
in the transcendent sphere.
Thus, although the text is not strictly docetic in its treatment of
Jesus, it does seem to reflect a Christology which makes a fundamen
tal distinction in the nature and functions of the revealer figures, with
Jesus Christ providing in the phenomenal world the same revelation
provided to the Father's emanations by the Son.20
The revelatory experience is a complex process, which is described
with a number of images. Most basically, it is a removal of ignorance
(18.10; 22.12-13), which provides certain types of knowledge. Knowl
edge focuses on the nature of the hidden Father (37.37-38); yet, at the
same time, it is knowledge of one's own source and destiny (21.11-14).
Both of these components of the knowledge which the revealer pro
vides are intimately related and mutually implicative. If one knows
one's identity and nature of one's "root" (28.16-18), one knows one
self. In the process, the recipient of revelation achieves his real iden
tity; he is called (21.27; 22.2) and named (21.29; 22.12-13).
The effects of the reception of revelation are also developed with
complex imagery. For those who accept the revelation, the experience
is one of awakening from the dream-like state of ignorance (30. 1014). At the same time, this awakening provides a unification with the
ultimate source of being. Recipients of the revelation participate in
that source like kisses (41.34). Those who "love the Truth" are "joined
to the Father's mouth" by his tongue, which is his Holy Spirit (26.3327.3). The children of the Father are like a fragrant breath which has
come forth from him. When they come to faith they are inhaled back
again into the Father, where their deficiency, their state of separation
from him, is removed (33.37-34.34).
The acceptance of the revelation, then, has a significant impact on
the present existence of the children of the Father. But this does not
exhaust the process of redemption. Unification with the Father in the
present is but the first stage of ascent to him (21.11; 22.7). Ultimately
those who accept the revelation will return to the Father (38.2-4), to
the place or state of their essential being (41.6-7), where they will find
rest (33.37; 35.27; 42.22).
20for discussion of the Christology of the text, cf. Arai, Die Christologie and
Shibata, Annual of the Japanese Biblical Institute 1 (1975) 127-34.
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Not all beings, however, accept the revelation provided by Jesus
Christ. Hence, that revelation has a judgmental (24.35-36) as well as
a unifying function. The revelatory Word that comes from the Father
is a sharp two-edged sword (26.1-5), which disturbs the emanations of
error (26.23-25). Those who do not accept the revelation are simply
material beings (31.1). Although their destiny is not discussed, it is
presumably the opposite of the destiny of those who accept revelation.
It remains for them to "go down to Hades" and "to have envy and
groaning and death within them" (42.18-21).
VI. THE POSITION OF THE GOSPEL OF TRUTH IN THE HISTORY
OF RELIGION

The general Gnostic affinities of the Gospel of Truth are quite clear
on even a superficial reading. Determining its associations more pre
cisely on doctrinal grounds is not a simple matter. Nonetheless, the
underlying theological system of the text is certainly compatible with
the tentative identification of the work as a Valentinian document
made on the basis of the work's probable title and its stylistic similari
ties with the remains of Valentinus' own writings.21
Like other Valentinian literature, the Gospel of Truth sees the fun
damental problem of the human condition as one of ignorance of the
Godhead, an ignorance produced by the transcendent nature of that
Godhead. Like other Valentinian literature, our text holds that the
deficiency of ignorance may be eliminated by the acceptance of revela
tion provided by Christ, a revelation which unites its recipients to
their primordial source and which leads to an eschatological return to
primordial unity. In addition to this agreement in the broad outline of
the system, there are numerous specific motifs used in the text which
are most at home in Valentinian literature, and the most important of
these will be mentioned in the notes to the text.
Despite the affinities of the Gospel of Truth with Valentinian
works, there are numerous and significant differences between this
text and other literature produced by the members of the important
Christian Gnostic theological school. These discrepancies have made
21The basically Valentinian cast of the text has been defended by numerous
commentators, including ed. pr. xiv; Grobe!, Gospel, 26-27; van Unnik, Jung Codex,
81, 98-101; Quispel, Jung Codex, 50; Nock, ]TS 9 (1958) 323; Jonas, Gnomon 32
(1960) 327-29; Menard, L'Evangile, 34-38; and Standaert, NTS 22 (1975/76) 259.
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some scholars hesitant about identifying the text as Valentinian, and,
hence, it will be useful to review them briefly here.22
To begin with, the description in this text of the primordial princi
ple as a monad, the Father, is strikingly different from most other
Valentinian texts which speak of a dyadic principle, such as the Abyss
and Silence, as the originating source of all beings. This duality, with
a specifically emphasized gender differentiation of the two first prin
ciples, is particularly prominent in the system attributed to the fol
lowers of Ptolemy, upon whom lrenaeus reports at great length
(Haer. 1. 1-8). It is even a characteristic of the system which Irenaeus
attributes to Valentinus himself (Haer. 1.11). This discrepancy may,
however, be more apparent than real. It should be noted that there are
several Valentinian systems, prominent among them the Tripartite
Tractate in this codex, which insist on the unity of the primordial
principle. Furthermore, the primordial principle in the Gospel of
Truth is, to some extent, dyadic, inasmuch as it consists not simply of
the Father, but of the Father and the Son, where the Son is the exter
nal, manifest aspect of the Father, by whom and in whom the Father's
emanations achieve their authentic existence. It is, in fact, likely that
the divergences within the Valentinian tradition on this subject are
more matters of emphasis in articulating a complex fundamental the
ology than they are radically distinct theological positions. The com
plexity probably arises from the application to the theological prob
lem of the relationship of Father and Son of Platonic-Pythagorean
speculation about unity and multiplicity.
A second major discrepancy between the Gospel of Truth and most
other Valentinian systems has already been mentioned in the review
of the contents of the work. In this text very little is said about the
process of the flaw or fall in the Godhead which initiates the process
of emanation outside of the Godhead. In both eastern and western
branches of the Valentinian tradition, as well as in many non-Valen
tinian Gnostic texts, the key figure in the process is Sophia, whose
foolish attempt to comprehend the Father or to produce offspring
without a consort leads to an abortive emanation of defective archons
headed by a Demi urge. In the Gospel of Truth we only have a fleeting
22Among those who dispute or qualify the Valcntinian character of the text arc
Hacnchcn, ZKG 67 (1955/56) 154 and TR 30 (1964) 47-49; Schcnkc, Herlwnft, 2025; Lcipoldt, TLZ 82 (1957) 831; and Colpc, ]AC 21 (1978) 144-45. The whole issue
of the Valcntinian character of the work is briefly reviewed in Wilson, Rediscovery,
1.133-45.
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allusion to the working of Error ·(Plane), whose status as an hypos
tasis or even as a component of the Godhead is quite unclear. It is
possible that in the remarks about Error we have a fragment of a myth
unattested elsewhere. It is also possible, however, that an account of
Sophia's fall has been suppressed or cloaked in a veil of allusion. It is,
at any rate, probaHe that behind the brief account of Error lies some
more elaborate, mythologically tinged narrative, for Error is not sim
ply an abstract personification of human ignorance, and some of the
remarks made about her suggest that she was originally conceived of
as an actor in a cosmic drama (17.14-20).
A third major discrepancy between the Gospel of Truth and Valen
tinian texts revolves around the anthropological categories used in the
work. In other Valentinian sources there is regularly a good deal of
reflection on the status and mutual relationships among pneumatic,
psychic and hylic-beings, especially among the humans who fall into
these three classes. Although the understanding of the significance of
these three categories varied among different Valentinian teachers,
and between the Valentinians and their orthodox critics, speculation
on the subject was extremely common in Valentinian circles. Such
speculation is almost entirely absent from this text. Once again, as in
the case of the Sophia myth, it is possible to explain this absence as a
reflection of a very different, non-Valentinian system underlying the
text, or as an attempt to conceal to some extent the speculations of the
school. There are, in fact, some allusions to the characteristic cate
gories of Valentinian anthropology which support the latter alterna
tive. There is at least a dear distinction between those who receive the
revelation provided by Christ and those who do not. Contrast, e.g.,
41.34 and 31.1. This distinction corresponds to the basic pneumatic
hylic distinction of most Valentinian systems. Little, if anything, how
ever, is said explicitly about a class of psychics. It is, nonetheless, pos
sible to find an allusion to a more complex anthropological scheme in
the obscure remarks which occur toward the end of the text, where the
author refrains from speaking about the "rest," i.e., presumably those
who fall into neither of the categories which have been described
(42.39-43.2).
On the basis of the discrepancies between the Gospel of Truth and
dearly Valentinian literature, some scholars have proposed that the
work is not a product of the Valentinian tradition. Suggestions of
alternative affiliations, such as with the Odes of Solomon, are not,
however, satisfactory, since they ignore the fundamental structural
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similarity of the theological system presupposed by this text to that of
Valentinian thought generally.23 The discrepancies may then be ex
plained as a reflection of a stage in the development of Valentinian
speculation, perhaps in the teaching of Valentinus himself, when
many of the features characteristic of the teaching of Ptolemy, for ex
ample, had not yet been developed24 or perhaps, of a later stage of the
Valentinian tradition, when attempts were made to reform the tradi
tion into greater conformity with orthodoxy.2 5 While such explana
tions are not impossible, it seems more likely that the discrepancies
are to be explained by consideration of the genre and probable func
tion of the Gospel of Truth itself.
We have already argued that the work is best understood as a homi
letic reflection from a specifically Gnostic point of view on the "gos
pel" or the revelation provided by Christian tradition. We would not
expect in such a work the elaborate exposition of the whole specula
tive system that we find in such works as the Tripartite Tractate or in
the sources of the heresiologists' accounts of Valentinian speculation.
This would be especially true if the work is an exoteric one,26 directed
23For Schenke's theory on the connection of the Gos. Truth with the Odes of
Solomon, cf. Herkunft, 26-29. For critical discussion of this theory, cf. Haenchen, TR
30 (1964) 56, 68; Segelberg, Or. Suec. 8 (1959) 42; and Menard, L'Evangile, 16.
24This theory was proposed by van Unnik Uung Codex, 98-101), and Quispe!
Uung Codex, 50), and then cited approvingly by ed. pr. (xiv). A problem for the
hypothesis is that the description of the doctrine of Valentinus given in Irenaeus, Haer.
1.11 is, in its basic structure, quite similar to that of Ptolemy, as Grobe! (Gospel, 14-

16) notes. If the teaching in that passage of lrenaeus is correctly attributed, then the
development of the characteristic Valentinian theological scheme occurred within the
life of the master himself. The Gos. Truth could still be a work of Valentinus, written
before his theological system had reached its full development, but we have little
evidence for such a stage in Valentinus' intellectual development, except perhaps in
Tertullian, Adv. Val. 4.2. Cf. Schoedel, "Monism,n 389, n.36.
2SFor different versions of this approach to the problem of the Valentinian
affilitions of our text, cf. Menard (L'Evangile, 35), who suggests that the Gos. Truth is
not the work mentioned by Irenaeus, but a subsequent Valentinian homiletic commen
tary on that work, and Colpe (]AC 21 (1978) 144-45), who sees the author of our text
as someone whose conceptuality is similar to that of the Valentinians and who may
have been influenced by them, but who goes his own way. He offers a doctrine which
can be harmonized with that of the Valentinians, but which is yet independent of them.
For a clear example of an attempt to bring Valentinian doctrine into some conformity
with more orthodox doctrine, see the Tri. Trac. See also Schoedel ("Monism," 389),
who suggests that the Gos. Truth represents a monistic Valentinian response to ortho
dox critics, paralleled in some of the positions attributed lo Irenaeus' opponents in
Haer. 2. Schoedel, however, recognizes that the theology of the text may well represent
an early form of Valentinus' teaching.
26The suggestion is precisely the opposite of the frequently articulated assumption
that the Gos. Truth is an esoteric work. Cf., e.g., ed. pr. xiv. That suggestion has the
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at the general membership of the Church in such communities as
Rome or Alexandria. We might compare other exoteric works of the
Valentinian school such as Ptolemy's Letter to Flora, which is clearly
written to a non-Valentinian and which suggests ways of approaching
a specific problem, the proper mode of appropriating the Old Testa
ment. This text presupposes the sort of speculative system found in
the pages of Irenaeus and the Excerpta ex Theodoto, without,
however, making that speculative system explicit.
The suggestion that the Gospel of Truth is best viewed as an exo
teric work may find support in a consideration of the way in which it
handles the Gnostic themes with which it quite obviously deals. We
have already noted that there is in the text a telescoping of protological
and soteriological perspectives, and an intentional ambiguity in the
use of certain terms to refer simultaneously to cosmic and psycho
logical realities. The text systematically defies a single simple con
strual of its metaphysical and Christological schemes and this seems
to be quite intentional. Such deliberate ambiguity may well have been
designed to avoid giving offense to the "weaker brethren" who could
not, at least initially, accept the full speculative position of the school,
especially on cosmogonic matters, while it invites an entry into the
fundamental soteriological perspective of the school.
The suggestion that our document is an exoteric work may find
further confirmation in the way in which it utilizes, in its typically
allusive way, numerous themes and motifs closely paralleled in the
texts of the New Testament.27 As our notes to the text indicate, the
author of the work was probably familiar with much of what we
know as the Church's scripture, including many of the Pauline epis
tles, the Synoptic Gospels, the Gospel of John, Hebrews and Revelamerit of calling attention to the fact that the document seems to presuppose, and
frequently allude to, some underlying theological system. For one initiated into that
system, the text, no doubt, would have a whole dimension of significance which could
be ignored or overlooked by the uninitiated. The allusiveness of the work could be
understood as a stimulus to deeper reflection on that underlying system and for some
readers or hearers, it probably functioned in precisely that way. Our suggestion is
simply that this is not the only, or even the primary, way in which the text works. Cf.
also Menard, L'Evangile, 1.
27For discussion of the use of the New Testament in our text, cf. van Unnik,
Jung Codex, 106-121; Schelkle, BZ NF 5 (1961) 90-91; and Menard, L'Evangile, 3-9,
where the most complete collection of possible parallels may be found. All cases of
possible parallels do not, of course, guarantee that the author was using a NT text; in
some cases the similarities may be due to the influence of oral traditions, as Menard
(L'Evangile, 8) properly notes.
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tion. Much of the language and imagery of the text is clearly that of
the general ecclesiastical tradition, although the interpretation of that
language and imagery is pushed in a specifically Gnostic direction.
While the Gospel of Truth is thus best understood as a celebration
for the Christian community at large of the truth of the Gospel as that
was perceived within the framework of Valentinian reflection, no
more specific context in the life of the Church can be determined with
certitude. It may be possible to construe the work as designed for a
specific sacramental occasion, such as baptism or confirmation, but
the evidence for such a particular Sitz-im-Leben is weak, and it is
entirely possible that the work was composed as a literary homily for
Christian spiritual reading and not for delivery in a specific situation.
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The gospel of truth is joy I for those who have re
ceived from I the Father of truth the grace of knowing him,
I through the power of the Word that came forth from
35 the pleroma, the one who is in the thought I and the
mind of the Father, that is, I the one who is addressed as I
the Savior, (that) being the name of the work he is I to
perform for the redemption of those who were 17·1 igno
rant of the Father, while the name [of] I the gospel is the
proclamation I of hope, being discovery I for those who
search for him.
When 5 the totality went about searching for the one I
from whom they had come forth - and the totality was I
inside of him, the I incomprehensible, inconceivable one I
who is superior to every thought - 10 ignorance of the Fa
ther brought about anguish I and terror; and the anguish I
grew solid like a fog, I so that no one was able to see. I For
this reason error 1 5 became powerful; it worked on its own
matter I foolishly, I not having known the truth. It set about
with a creation, I preparing with power and 20 beauty the
substitute for the truth. I
This was not, then, a humiliation for him, I the incom
prehensible, inconceivable one, I for they were nothing, the
anguish and the oblivion and the creature 25 of deceit,
while the established I truth is immutable, I imperturbable,
perfect in beauty. I.For this reason, despise I error.
Thus 3° it had no root; it fell into I a fog regarding the
Father, while it was involved in I preparing works and I
oblivions and terrors, in order that I by means of these it
might entice those 35 of the middle and capture I them.
The oblivion of error was I not revealed. It is not a
18·1 [ •••
] from the Father. Oblivion I did not come into ex
istence from the Father, I although it did indeed come into
existence because of him. I But what comes into existence
16
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in him is knowledge, 5 which appeared in I order that
oblivion might vanish I and the Father might be known.
Since I oblivion came into existence because I the Father
was not known, then if 10 the Father comes to be known,
oblivion I will not exist from that moment on.
Through this, I the gospel of the one who is searched I
for, which <was> revealed to those who I are perfect
through the mercies 15 of the Father, th� hidden mystery, I
Jesus, the Christ, I enlightened those who were in dark
ness I through oblivion. I He enlightened I them; he showed
(them) a way; 20 and the way is the truth I which he taught
them.
For this reason I error grew angry at him, I persecuted
him, ·was distressed at him I (and) was brought to naught.
He was nailed to a tree (and) he 25 became a fruit of the
knowledge of I the Father. It did not, however, cause de
struction because I it was eaten, but to those who ate it I it
gave (cause) to become glad I in the discovery, and he
3° discovered them in himself, I and they discovered him in
themselves.
As for the I incomprehensible, inconceivable one, the I
Father, the perfect one, the one who I made the totality,
within him is 35 the totality and of him the totality has
need. I Although he retained their perfection I within him
self which he did not give to the totality, the Father was
not jealous. I What jealously indeed (could there be) 4° be
tween himself and his members? 1 9· 1 For, if this aeon had
thus [received] I their [perfection], they could not have
come [ ... ] I the Father. He retains within himself their
perfect�on, 5 granting it to them as a return to him I and a
perfectly unitary I knowledge. It is he who fashioned I the
totality, and within him is the totality I and the totality was
in need 10 of him.
As in the case of I a person of whom some I are ignorant,
he I wishes to have them know him and I love him, so 1
5 for what did the all have need of I if not knowledge re-
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garding I the Father? - he became a guide, I restful and
leisurely. I In schools he appeared (and) he spoke 20 the
word as a teacher. I There came the men wise I in their own
estimation, I putting him to the test. I But he confounded
them because they 25 were foolish. They hated I him be
cause they were not really I wise.
After all these, I there came the little I children also, those
to whom 3° the knowledge of the Father belongs. Having
been strengthened, I they learned about the impressions I of
the Father. They knew, I they were known; they were glo
rified, they I glorified. There was manifested in their
35 heart the living book I of the living - the one written I in
the thought and the mind 20·1 [of the] Father, which from
before the I foundation of the totality was within I his in
comprehensibility - that (book) I which no one was able
to take, 5 since it remains for the one who will take it I to be
slain. No one could have become manifest I from among
those who have believed I in salvation unless I that book
THE GOSPEL OF TRUTH 19.16-20.30

had appeared. 1 ° For this reason the merciful one, the
faithful one, I Jesus, was patient in accepting sufferings I
until he took that book, I since he knows that his death I is
life for many. 1 5
Just as there lies hidden in a will, before I it is opened,
the fortune I of the deceased master of the house, I so (it is)
with the totality, which I lay hidden while the Father of
the totality was 20 invisible, being something which is I
from him, from whom I every space comes forth. I For this
reason Jesus appeared; I he put on that book; 25 he was
nailed to a tree; I he published the edict I of the Father on
the cross. 0 I such great teaching! He draws I himself
down
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to death though life 3° eternal clothes him. Having
stripped I himself of the perishable rags, I he put on imper
ishability, I which no one I can possibly take away from
him. Having entered 35 the empty spaces of I terrors, he
passed through I those who were stripped naked by I obliv
ion, being knowledge I and perfection, proclaiming the
things that are in the heart, 2 1. 1 [ ••• ] ••• [ •••••• } I teach
those who will receive teaching.
I But those who are to receive teaching [are] I the living
who are inscribed in the book 5 of the living. It is about
themselves that they receive instruction, I receiving it I from
the Father, turning I again to him. Since the I perfection of
the totality is in the Father, 10 it is necessary for the total
ity to I ascend to him. Then, if I one has knowledge, he
receives what are I his own and draws I them to himself.
For he who is 1 5 ignorant is in need, and I what he lacks is
great, I since he lacks that which will I make him perfect.
Since the perfection of I the totality is in the Father 20 and
it is necessary for the totality to I ascend to him and for
each I one to receive what are his own, I he enrolled them in
advance, having I prepared them to give to those 2 5 who
came forth from him.
Those I whose name he knew in advance I were called at
the end, I so that one who has knowledge is I the one whose
name the Father 3° has uttered. For he whose name I has
not been spoken is ignorant. I Indeed, how is one I to hear if
his name has not I been called? For he who is 35 ignorant
until the end is a creature I of oblivion, and he will I vanish
along with it. If not, I how is it that these miserable ones
have 22•1 no name, (how is it that) they do not have I the
call? Therefore, I if one has knowledge, he is I from above.
If he is called, 5 he hears, he answers, I and he turns to him
who is calling I him, and ascends to him. And I he knows in
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what manner he I is called. Having knowledge, he does
10
the will of the one who called I him, he wishes to be
pleasing to him , he I receives rest. Each one's name I comes
to him. He who is to have knowledge I in this manner
knows where he comes 1 5 from and where he is going. I He
knows as one I who having become drunk has turned away
from I his drunkenness, (and) having returned to himself, I
has set right what 20 are his own.
He has brought many I back from error. He has gone I
before them to their places, I from which they had moved
away, I since it was on account 2 5 of the depth that they
received error, the depth of the one who encircles I all spa
ces while there is none I that encircles him. It was a great I
wonder that they were in the Father, I not knowing him,
and (that) they were 3° able to come forth by themselves, I
since they were unable to I comprehend or to know the one
I in whom they were. For if I his will had not thus emerged
from him - 35 for he revealed it I in view of a knowledge
in which I all its emanations concur. I
This is the knowledge of I the living book which he re
vealed to the 23· 1 aeons, at the end, as [his letters], I re
vealing how I they are not vowels I nor are they 5 conso
nants, I so that one might read them and I think of some
thing foolish, I but they are letters of the I truth which they
alone speak 10 who know them. I Each letter is a complete
<thought> I like a complete I book, since they are I letters
written by 15 the Unity, the Father having I written them
for the aeons in order that by I means of his letters I they
should know the Father.
While his wisdom I contemplates 20 the Word, and his
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teaching I utters it, his knowledge I has revealed <it>. I
While forebearance is I a crown upon it, 2 5 and his glad
ness is in harmony I with it, his glory I has exalted it, his
image I has revealed it, I his repose has 3° received it into
itself, his love I has made a body over it, I his fidelity has
embraced I it. In this way the Word I of the Father goes
35 forth in the totality, as the fruit 24- 1 [of] his heart and Ian
impression of his will. I But it supports the totality; it I
chooses them and also receives 5 the impression of the
totality, I purifying them, bringing them back I into the Fa
ther, into the Mother, IJesus of the infinite Isweetness.
The Father reveals 10 his bosom. - Now his bosom Iis
the Holy Spirit. - He I reveals what is hidden of him - I
what is hidden of him is I his Son - so that through 1 5 the
mercies of the Father I the aeons may know him I and cease
laboring in search of I the Father, resting there I in him,
knowing 20 that this is the rest. Having Ifilled the deficien
cy, he abolished I the form - the form of I it is the world,
that Iin which he served. - 25 For the place where there is
envy I and strife is deficient, Ibut the place where (there is)
unity I is perfect. Since the deficiency Icame into being be
cause the 3° Father was not known, therefore, when I the
Father is known, I from that moment on the deficiency will
no longer exist. As I in the case of the ignorance Iof a per
son, when he comes 35 to have knowledge, his ignorance I
vanishes of itself, I as the darkness vanishes I when light
appears, 2 5· 1 so also I the deficiency vanishes I in the perfec
tion. So I from that moment on the form is not apparent,
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5 but it will vanish I in the fusion of Unity, I for now their
works I lie scattered. In I time Unity will perfect ' 0 the spa
ces. It is within I Unity that each one I will attain himself;
within I knowledge he will purify himself I from multiplic
ity into 1 5 Unity, consuming I matter within himself I like
fire, and I darkness by light, death by I life.
If indeed these things have happened 20 to each one of
us, I then we must I see to it above all that I the house will be
holy I and silent for the Unity. 25 (It is ) as in the case of
some people I who moved out of dwellings I having I jars
that in I spots were not good. 3° They would break them,
and I the master of the house would not suffer loss. I Rather
<he> is glad because I in place of the bad jars I (there are)
full ones which are made 35 perfect. For such is I the judg
ment which has come from 26· 1 above. It has passed judg
ment on I everyone; it is a drawn sword, I with two edges,
cutting I on either side. When the 5 Word appeared, the
one that is I within the heart of those who utter it -1 it is
not a sound alone I but it became a body - a great I dis
turbance took place among 10 the jars because some had I
been emptied, others filled; that is, some had been sup
plied, I others poured out, I some had been purified, still
1

5 others broken up. All the spaces I were shaken and dis
turbed I because they had no order I nor stability. I Error
was upset, not knowing 20 what to do; I it was grieved, in
mourning, I afflicting itself because it knew I nothing.
When I knowledge drew near it - this 2 5 is the downfall of
(error) and all its emanations -I error is empty, I having
nothing inside. I
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Truth appeared; I all its emanations knew it. 3° They
greeted the Father in truth I with a perfect power I that
joins them with the Father. I For, as for everyone who
loves the truth - I because the truth is the mouth 35 of the
Father; his tongue is the I Holy Spirit - he who is joined
27· 1
to the truth is joined I to the Father's mouth I by his
tongue, whenever he is to I receive the Holy Spirit, 5 since
this is the manifestation of the I Father and his revelation I
to his aeons.
He manifested I what was hidden of him; he explained
it. I For who contains, 10 if not the Father alone? I All the
spaces are his emanations. I They have known that they
came forth I from him like children I who are from a grown
1
5 man. They knew I that they had not yet I received form
nor yet I received a name, each one of which I the Father
begets. 20 Then, when they receive form I by his know
ledge, I though truly within him, they I do not know him.
But the Father I is perfect, knowing 25 every space within
him. I If he wishes, I he manifests whomever he wishes I by
giving him form and giving I him a name, and he gives a
name 3° to him and brings it about I that those come into
existence who, I before they come into existence, are I igno
rant of him who fashioned them. I
I do not say, then, that 35 they are nothing (at all) who
have not I yet come into existence, but they are 28· 1 in him
who will wish I that they come into existence when he I
wishes, like I the time that is to come. 5 Before all things
appear, I he knows what he will I produce. But the fruit I
which is not yet manifest I does not know anything, nor
10
does it do anything. Thus, I also, every space which is
itself in the Father is from I the one who exists, who I estab
lished it 1 5 from what does not exist. I For he who has no I
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root has no I fruit either, but I though he thinks to himself,
20
"I have come into being," yet I he will perish by himself. I
For this reason, he who did not exist I at all will I never
come into existence. What, then, did he 25 wish him to
think of himself? I This: "I have come into being like the I
shadows and phantoms I of the night." When I the light
shines on the terror 3° which that person had experienced,
I he knows that it is nothing. I
Thus they were ignorant I of the Father, he being the
one 29- 1 whom they did not see. Since I it was terror and
disturbance I and instability I and doubt and 5 division,
there were many I illusions at work I by means of these, and
(there were) empty fictions, as if I they were sunk in sleep
10
and found themselves in I disturbing dreams. Either
(there is) a place I to which they are fleeing, or I without
strength they come (from) having chased I after others, or
they are involved in 1 5 striking blows, or they are receiving
I blows themselves, or they have fallen from high places, I
or they take off into I the air though they do not even �ave
wings. 20 Again, sometimes (it is as) if people I were mur
dering them, though there is I no one even pursuing them,
or they themselves I are killing their neighbors, I for they
have been stained with 25 their blood. I When those who I
are going through I all these things wake up, they see noth
ing, I they who were in the midst 3° of all these distur
bances, I for they are nothing. I Such is the way I of those
who have cast I ignorance aside 35 from them like sleep, I
not esteeming it as anything, I nor do they esteem its
3°· 1 works as solid I things either, but they I leave them be
hind like a dream in the night. The 5 knowledge of the
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Father they value I as the dawn. This is the way I each one
has acted, I as though asleep at the time I when he was
ignorant. 10 And this is the way I he has <come to know
ledge>, as if I he had awakened. {and} Good I for the man
who will return I and awaken. And 1 5 blessed is he who
has opened I the eyes of the blind.
And I the Spirit ran after him, I hastening from I waking
him up. Having extended his hand 20 to him who lay upon
the I ground, he set him up I on his feet, for I he had not yet
risen. I He gave them the means of knowing 25 the know
ledge of the Father and the I revelation of his Son. I For,
when they had seen him and had I heard him, he granted
them to I taste him and 3° to smell him and I to touch the I
beloved Son.
When he had appeared I instructing them about the Fa
ther, I the incomprehensible one, when he had breathed
into them 35 what is in the thought, doing I his will, when
many had I received the light, they turned 31.i to him. For
the material ones were strangers I and did not see his like
ness I and had not known I him. For he came 5 by means of
fleshly I form, while nothing blocked I his course because I
incorruptibility is irresistible, I since he, again, spoke
10
new things, still speaking about I what is in the heart of
the Father, having I brought forth the flawless word. I
When light had spoken I through his mouth, '5 as well
as his voice I which gave birth to life, he I gave them
thought and understanding I and mercy and salvation and
the powerful spirit I from the infiniteness 20 and the sweet
ness of the Father. I Having made punishments I and tor
tures cease - for it was they which I were leading astray
from his face some I who were in need of mercy, in 2 5 error
and in bonds -1 he both destroyed them with power I and
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confounded them with knowledge. I He became a I way for
those who were gone astray 3° and knowledge for those
who were I ignorant, a discovery for those I who were
searching, and a support I for those who were wavering, I
immaculateness for those who 35 were defiled.
He is the shepherd I who left behind the ninety- 32 ·1 nine
sheep which were not lost. I He went searching for the one
which I had gone astray. He rejoiced when he I found it, for
ninety-nine 5 is a number that is in the left hand I which
holds it. But I when the one is found, I the entire number I
passes to the right (hand). As ' 0 that which lacks the one
- that is, I the entire right (hand) - I draws what was
deficient and I takes it from the I left-hand side and brings
(it) to the '5 right, so too the number I becomes one hun
dred. It is the sign of the one who is in I their sound; it is
the Father. I Even on the Sabbath, he labored for the sheep
I which he found fallen into the 20 pit. He gave life to I the
sheep, having brought it up I from the pit in order that you
I might know interiorly - 38 you, the sons of interior
39 knowledge - I what is the Sabbath, on which it is not
fitting 25 for salvation to be idle, I in order that you may
speak I from the day from above, I which has no night, I and
from the light 3° which does not sink because it is perfect. I
Say, then, from the heart that I you are the perfect day I
and in you dwells I the light that does not fail. 35 Speak of
the truth with those who I search for it and (of) knowledge
to those I who have committed sin in their error. 33·' Make
firm the foot of those I who have stumbled and stretch out I
your hands to those who are ill. Feed I those who are hun
gry and 5 give repose to those who are weary, and I raise up
those who wish to I rise, and awaken those who I sleep. For
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you are the I understanding that is drawn forth. If
10 strength acts thus, it becomes I even stronger. Be con
cerned with yourselves; I do not be concerned with I other
things which you have I rejected from yourselves. 1 5 Do not
return to what you have vomited I to eat it. Do not be
moths. I Do not be worms, for you have already I cast it off. I
Do not become a 20 ( dwelling) place for the devil, for I you
have already destroyed him. I Do not strengthen {those
who are) obstacles to you I who are collapsing, as though
(you were) a support (for them). I For the lawless one is
someone to treat 25 ill rather than the just one. I For the
former I does his works as a I lawless person; the latter as I a
righteous person does his 3° works among others. So I you,
do the will of the Father, I for you are from him. I
For the Father is sweet and in I his will is what is good.
35 He has taken cognizance of I the things that are yours
that you might find rest I in them. For by the I fruits does
one take cognizance of I the things that are yours because
the children of the Father 34- 1 are his fragrance, for I they
are from the grace of his I countenance. For this reason the
Father loves I his fragrance and manifests it s in every
place, and if it mixes I with matter he gives his fragrance I
to the light and in his repose I he causes it to surpass every
form I {and) every sound. For it is not the ears that 10 smell
the fragrance, but I (it is) the breath that has I the sense of
smell and attracts the fragrance I to itself and is submerged
I in the fragrance of the Father, so that he 1 5 thus shelters it
and takes it to the place I where it came from, I from the
first fragrance which I is grown cold. It is something in a I
psychic form, being 20 like cold water I which has frozen
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(?), which is on earth I that is not solid, of which those I
who see it think it I is earth; afterwards it dissolves
2
5 again. If a breath I draws it, it gets hot. The fragrances, I
therefore, that are cold are from the division. I For this
reason faith came; I it dissolved the division, 3° and it
brought the warm pleroma I of love in order that I the cold
should not come again I but there should be the unity of I
perfect thought. 35
This <is> the word of the gospel I of the discovery of the
pleroma, for I those who await 35-• the salvation which is
coming I from on high. While their I hope, for which they I
are waiting, is in waiting - they whose image 5 is light
with no shadow I in it - then, at that time, I the pleroma I is
proceeding to come. The <deficiency> I of matter came to
be not through 10 the limitlessness of I the Father, who is
coming to give time for I the deficiency, although no one I
could say that the incorruptible one would I come in this
way. But 1 5 the depth of the Father was multiplied I and
the thought of I error did not exist I with him. It is a thing
that falls, I it is a thing that easily stands upright (again)
20
in the discovery of him I who has come to him whom he
shall bring back. I For the bringing back I is called repen
tance. I
For this reason incorruptibility 25 breathed forth; it
pursued the one I who had sinned in order that he might I
rest. For forgiveness is I what remains for the light in the
deficiency, I the word of the pleroma. 3° For the physician
runs to the place I where sickness is, because I that is the
will that is I in him. He who has a deficiency, then, does
not I hide it, because one has what 35 the other lacks. So the
pleroma, I which has no deficiency, I but fills up the defi
ciency, is what he 36· 1 provided from himself for filling up I
what he lacks, in order that I therefore he might receive the
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grace. For when I he was deficient, he did not have 5 the
grace. That is why I there was diminution existing in I the
place where there is no grace. I When that which was di
minished I was received, he revealed what he 10 lacked,
being (now) a pleroma; I that is the discovery of the light I
of truth which rose upon him because I it is immutable.
That is why I Christ was spoken of in their 15 midst, so
that those who were disturbed I might receive a bringing
back, and he I might anoint them with the ointment. The
ointment is I the mercy of the Father who will have mercy I
on them. But those whom he has anointed 20 are the ones
who have become perfect. I For full jars are the I ones that
are usually anointed. But when I the anointing of one (jar)
is dissolved, I it is emptied, and the 25 reason for there be
ing a deficiency is the thing I by which its ointment goes. I
For at that time I a breath draws it, a thing I in the power of
that which is with it. 3° But from him who I has no de
ficiency, no seal is removed I nor is anything emptied, I but
what he lacks I the perfect Father fills again. 35 He is good.
He knows I his plantings, because it is he I who planted
them in his paradise. I Now his paradise I is his place of
rest.
This 37· 1 is the perfection in the thought I of the Father,
and these are I the words of his meditation. I Each one of
his words 5 is the work of his I one will in the revelation I of
his Word. While they were still I depths of his thought, the
Word I which was first to come forth revealed 10 them
along with a mind that I speaks, the one Word in I silent
grace. He was called I thought, since they I were in it before
being revealed. 1 5 It came about then, that he I was first to
come forth at the time when the will of him I who willed
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desired it. I And the will is what the Father 20 rests in and I
is pleased with. Nothing I happens without him nor does
anything I happen without the will of I the Father, but his
will 2 5 is unsearchable. His trace I is the will and no one I
will know him nor is it possible I for one to scrutinize him
in order to I grasp him. But 3 ° when he wills, I what he
wills is this - even if I the sight does not please them I in
any way before God - I desiring the Father. For he
knows the 35 beginning of all of them and their end. I For
at their end he will question them I directly. Now, the end
is receiving knowledge I about the one who is hidden, and
this is the Father, 38- 1 from whom the beginning came I
forth, to whom all will I return who have I come forth from
him. 5 And they have appeared for the glory and the I joy
of his name. I
Now the name of the Father is the Son. It is he I who
first gave a name to the one I who came forth from him,
who was himself, 10 and he begot him as a son. I He gave
him his name which I belonged to him; he is the one to
whom I belongs all that exists around I him, the Father.
His is the name; 1 5 his is the Son. It is possible I for him to
be seen. The name, however, I is invisible because I it alone
is the I mystery of the invisible 20 which comes to ears that
are completely filled I with it by him. For indeed, I the Fa
ther's name is not spoken, I but it is apparent through a I
Son.
In this way, then, the name is a great thing. 25 Who,
therefore, will be able to utter a name for him, I the great
name, except him I alone to whom I the name belongs and
the sons of the name I in whom rested 3 ° the name of the
Father, I (who) in tum themselves rested I in his name?
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Since the I Father is unengendered, he alone is the one I
who begot him for him(self) as a name, 35 before he
brought forth the I aeons, in order that the name I of the
Father should be over their head as I lord, that is the
39· 1 name in truth, which is firm in his I command through
perfect power. I For the name is not from I (mere) words,
nor 5 does his name consist of appellations, I but it is invisi
ble. I He gave a name to him alone, I since he alone sees
him, he I alone having 10 the power to give him a name. I
For he who does not exist I has no name. I For what name
is given to him I who does not exist? 1 5 But the one who
exists I exists also with his name, and I he alone knows it, I
and aJone (knows how) to give him a name. I It is the Fa
ther. The Son 20 is his name. He did I not, therefore, hide it
in the thing, I but it I existed; as for the Son, he alone gave a
name. I The name, therefore, is that of the Father, 25 as the
name of I the Father is the Son. Where I indeed would com
passion find a name I except with the Father?
But I no doubt one will say 3° to his neighbor: "Who i� it I
who will give a name to him who I existed before himself, I
as if offspring did not receive a name 40· 1 from those I who
begot <them>?" First, I then, it is fitting for us I to reflect
on this matter: What 5 is the name? It is the name I in
truth; it is not therefore I the name from the Father, for I it
is the one which is the proper I name. Therefore, he did
not receive the name 10 on loan as (do) I others, according
to the form I in which each one I is to be produced. I But this
is the proper name. 1 5 There is no one else who gave it to
him. I But he <is> unnamable, I indescribable, I until the
time when he I who is perfect spoke of him alone. 20 And it
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is he who I has the power to speak I his name and to see I it.
When, therefore, it pleased I him that his name 25 which
is loved should be his Son, and I he gave the name to him,
that is, him I who came forth from the depth, he I spoke
about his secret things, knowing I that the Father is a be
ing without evil. 3° For that very reason he brought him I
forth in order to speak I about the place and his I resting
place from which he had come forth, 4 1.i and to glorify the
pleroma, I the greatness of his name and I the sweetness of
the Father. About I the place each one came from 5 he will
speak, and to the I region where he received his establish
ment I he will hasten to return I again and to take from I
that place - the place where he 10 stood - receiving a
taste I from that place and I receiving nourishment, receiv
ing growth. And I his own resting-place I is his pleroma.
Therefore, 1 5 all the emanations of the Father I are ple
romas, and I the root of all his emanations is in I the one
who made them all I grow up in himself. He assigned them
20

their destinies. Each one then I is manifest, I in order that
through their I own thought < ... >. I For the place to
which they send 25 their thought, that place, I their root, is
what takes them I up in all the heights I to the Father. They
possess his I head, which is rest for them, 3° and they are
supported, I approaching him, I as though to say that I they
have participated in his face I by means or kisses. 35 But
they do not become manifest 42•1 in this way, I for they
were not themselves exalted; I (yet) neither did they lack
the glory I of the Father nor did they think of him as
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small nor that he is harsh I nor that he is wrathful, but I
(that) he is a being without evil, imperturbable, I sweet,
knowing I all spaces before they have come into existence,
and io he had no need to be instructed. I
This is the manner of I those who possess (something) I
from above of the I immeasurable greatness, as they 1 5 wait
for the one alone I and the perfect one, the one who is I
there for them. And they do not go down I to Hades nor
have they I envy nor 20 groaning nor death I within them,
but they I rest in him who is at rest, I not striving nor I being
twisted around 2 5 the truth. But they I themselves are the
truth; and I the Father is within them and I they are in the
Father, being perfect, I being undivided in 3° the truly
good one, being I in no way deficient in anything, but I they
are set at rest, refreshed in the I Spirit. And they will heed
their I root. They will be concerned with those (things)
35 in which he will find his root I and not suffer loss to his I
soul. This is the place of the I blessed; this is their place. I
For the rest, then, may they 40 know, in their places,
that I it is not fitting for me, 43- 1 having come to be in the
resting-place, I to speak of anything else. But I it is in it that
I shall come to be, and (it is fitting) to I be concerned at all
times with the Father of 5 the all and the true brothers, I
those upon whom the love ofl the Father is poured out and
I in whose midst there is no lack of him. I They are the ones
who appear io in truth, since they exist in I true and eter
nal life and I speak of the light which I is perfect and filled
with I the seed of the Father, and 1 5 which is in his heart
and in the I pleroma, while his I Spirit rejoices in it and
glorifies I the one in whom it existed I because he is good.
And 20 his children are perfect and I worthy of his name, I
for he is the Father: it is children I of this kind that he I
loves.
5
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II.LANGUAGE
The Treatise on the Resurrection is written in Subachmimic, as are
the remaining treatises of Codex I, as well as the treatises of Codex X
and the first half of Codex XI.
1.

Orthography

This text is carefully written, with few orthographical peculiarities.
As frequently occurs in Codex I and other Coptic texts generally, q
and s are interchanged, in the forms <9qT (45.17) and w�res
(48.26). Similarly, c is found for <9 in the form TT€T€C<!J€ (48.14, cf.
TT€T€(9 (9€ 48.14). The supralinear stroke alternates withe in the
possessive pronouns TT€N (45.35; 48.18) and TTN (43.36; 45.36,37).
Gemination of initial N before a syllabicr appears in NNp�e, (48.24),
unless the N is an error forp . Normal assimilation occurs, including ct>
for nz in cJ>oyN (43.33) and M for N (44.28; 45.38; 46.3). Greek par
ticles occur in nasalized forms, as frequently in Codex I. Thus we find
MM€N (44.8,27; 45.9),Nr�p (45.16; 46.14; 47.4,21; 48.7,38; 49.17),
andNA€ (43.32; 44.10,21,22; 45.29; 46.3,38; 48.13,20; 50.5,8), but
the simpler�r (46.5) andA€ (44.30; 45.10) also appear.
2.

Vocalization

Subachmimic forms with a final€ appear in the words MH€ and
KW€. Also characteristic of Subachmimic are forms ending in I such
as K€K€1 (49.3),pMM��e• (48.24) andr�e, (48.25), plurals ofpH-
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MAO and ppo, respectively. These plurals have hitherto been attested
only for Achmimic texts. Preference for endings in I is, however, com
mon in the other A 2 texts of Codex I.
Alternative vocalizations of certain forms appear. Thus we find
AANZ (48.2,21) and ANZ (48.23); "-AY€ (45.1,2,39; 47.37; 50.3,9)
and 1'.AAY€ (47.24); NT€yNoy (48.21) and NTOyNoy (47.36);
coyN- (hitherto unattested, 46.14) and coywN- (44.1; 46.31);
TWWN (45.26; 46.8,10) and TWOYN (46.16; 48.3,6; 49.23,36);
oyANZ (45.20,29) and oyAANZ (hitherto unattested, 47.38-39). The
gemination of accented medial vowels in AANZ and oyAANZ also
seems to be paralleled in the form coywwNij (46.24).
3. Morphology
Certain hitherto unattested forms appear in this text: Ke-(45.6, cf.
Kw); WMNK (45.14,19; 46.1; 49.4, cf. WMK); (98€1€ (48.27,35, cf.
(918€); €1(9JT€ (45.28; 46.3; 47.4,33; 48.6; 49.16,25; 50.5, cf.
e<9.xe); ZMAZ€ or MAZ€ (44.7, cf. Moo<9e); zeec (47.29,30;
49.32, cf. ze).
The conjugation bases which appear in the Treatise on the Resur
rection have been thoroughly analyzed by Layton (Treatise, 193-94).
The following are particularly worthy of note: The future regularly
appears in NA, but the fut. II €NA€1 (46.30) may be an A 2 form in A
alone, although the form may also be understood as a simple ortho
graphic variant of €NNA€1. The perf. I appears with both bases, A
and A z -. For each there are circumstantial, relative, and second tense
conversions. Thus circ.: €AK (49.23); €Aq (45.19); €Azoy (46.27);
rel.: NTA€1 (50.12); NTAK (46.15); €NTAC (48.17); NTAZI (49.37);
NTAZN (43.36); NTAZA- (45.24); €NTA (46.36); €TA (46.24; 48.6);
second: NTAq (45.5); NTAZN (44.1); NTAZA (44.12). The future III
negative appears twice, NI (48.29) and Nq (49.34). The negative im
perative appears in the forms MTIWp A-(46.11; 47.2; 48.10; 49.9) and
HTTP- (47.36; 49.11; 50.8).
4. Textual, Grammatical, and Stylistic Features
At several places the Treatise on the Resurrection exhibits unusual
forms or constructions which may involve textual corruption. See the
discussion in the notes of the following: A(JZMAZ€ (44.17); NAT
(46.21); MKOCMOC (46.38); .XINp AfH.Xq (47.28); NN€C NZ€
(47.38).
The Coptic syntax in this tractate is generally unremarkable. The
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qualitative form <9oon (49.36-37), used where one might expect an
infinitive complement, is not anomalous, as Layton (Treatise, 191-92)
has shown. The construction used here, c_ypii Nc_yoon, in fact occurs
frequently in Codex I, especially in the Tri. Trac. See the indices s.v.
c_ywne.
A stylistic feature worthy of note is the use of the article in Christo
logical titles (ey<9Hp€ NNOYT€, 55.16-17; N€Y<9Hp€ NpWM€,
44.23; N<9Hp€ NNOYT€, 44.29; TT<9Hp€ MTTNOY.T€, 44.21-22; MTT
<9Hp€ MTTpWM€, 44.30-31; n<9Hp€ MTTpWM€, 46.14-15). As Lay
ton (Treatise, 183) has shown, the second noun is indefinite, i.e., the
attributive construction is used, when the whole phrase is predicate.
The second noun is definite, i.e., the genitive construction is used,
when the whole phrase is not predicate. The variation probably re
flects the syntax of the underlying Greek.
The Greek original of the document is otherwise amply reflected in
the Coptic text. In a vocabulary of approximately 235 words, exclud
ing particles and connectives, 78 or 33.2% are Greek loanwords. Not
able usages of such loanwords include:
Proper names: There is variation in the use of abbreviations or
compendia for nomina sacra (1Hc in 48.10, 1c in 50.1). Spiritus asper
is retained for ZH7'.€1AC (48.8), but omitted for pHr1Noc (43.25,
etc.). Both the nominative (43.25) and vocative case forms (44.22;
47.3; 49.10) of the addressee's name appear, though all occurrences
are in direct address.
Adjectives: By and large, usage is in conformity with the usual rules
of masculine or feminine forms for adjectives used with persons; neu
ter for all others (cf. Till, Koptische Grammatik, # 76), e.g., ANAr
KAION, 44.7; ATTICTOC, 44.9; .a.y cK07'.0N, 45.2,3. Exceptions occur
with TTN€YMATIKH, 'tyx1KH, and CApKIKH in 45.39-46.2, all of
which modify ANACTACIC in 45.40.
Conjunctions: There is a noticeably high incidence of Greek con
junctions in the text: A7'.7'.A (15 times), rAp (8 times), .a.€ (13 times).
Also, there is correlative usage of such conjunctions as M€N . . . .a.€
(44.8-10,27-30; 45.9-10). To be noted are also the use of KAN (49.19)
to introduce a conditional clause; and KAITOI (49.27) to introduce a
concessive clause.
Verbs: As is usual in Coptic dialects other than Sahidic, Greek
verbs are preceded by the construct r- from €Ip€, e.g., p ACK€1
(49.31) and .a.1CTAZ€ (47.2,37). An exception occurs with mc
Teye, used without the preceding pat 46.4,12,15.

r
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III. GENERAL INTRODUCTION

Of unique interest for the study of Christian Gnostic views of indi
vidual eschatology in the second century is the small, eight-page writ
ing (only 262 lines of text) which occupies fourth place in the Codex
Jung. Written in the form of a didactic and apologetic letter by an
unnamed master to one of his pupils, a certain Rheginos (43.25-26;
44.22; 47.3; 49.10-11), it provides teaching about the resurrection
similar to the heretical view of Hymenaeus and Philetus, combatted
in 2 Tim 2:18, "that the resurrection is past already." Couched in a
Valentinian conceptual framework, echoing NT language (especially
Paul), and reflecting the impact of Middle Platonic ideas, the letter's
teaching provides important evidence of heterodox development of a
pivotal .Christian doctrine outside the Great Church.
IV. TITLE AND GENRE

As is the case with 21 other tractates in the Nag Hammadi library,
the title of this work appears only at the end of the text. :Virtually all
scholars agree that this title, nl\.oroc €TB€ T>.N>.CT>.c1c, is a sec
ondary addition, appended either by the Coptic translator or a sub
sequent copyist-collector to facilitate identification or indexing of the
writing. Constructed from two statements within the text (the theme
announced in 44.6, €TB€ TANACT>.c1c; and the programmatic dec
laration introducing the body of the discussion in 44.11-12, €TB€
rree1 M>.p€n7'.oroc <9wne N€N €TBHTC), the title describes the
content rather than the literary form of the document: "The Word /
Discussion / Treatise concerning the Resurrection."
A variety of identifications of the literary genre of this text have
been offered, including "treatise," "doctrinal letter," "general epistle,"
"discourse," "tract," "pamphlet," and "book."1 More recently, Lay
ton2 has argued that Treat. Res. is actually quite similar to the £lu
aywy� or "introductory treatise" identified initially by E. Norden.
Designed to introduce a discipline, such literature was "often clothed
in the garb of the literary epistle and was typically dedicated to a son
or other young man." 3 More precisely, however, because Treat. Res.
1Stt Peel, Epistle, 5ff. for a summary of scholarly opinion.
2"Vision," 199ff. and Treatise, 119-120.
3Layton, "Vision," 200.
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lacks some of the usual characteristics of such literature, Layton
adopts a suggestion made originally by Orbe4 and concludes that it is
"closer to the sermon, or ...the animated classroom lecture." Layton
finds the closest parallels in Epictetus's discourses as preserved by Ar
rian.5 As such, it displays a "formal, theoretical opening; a middle
development; an ethical closing, with exempla, quotations, and exhor
tation; a coda."6 Only to be expected, then, is the pervasive presence of
the Cynic-Stoic diatribe style, e.g., puns, unprepared strong meta
phors, everyday images, exempla, quotations from stock authors
(Paul and perhaps Heraclitus), patronizing insults, compressed ex
position and logic, expository questions, emotionally neutral objec
tions, reductio ad absurdum. 7 Other scholars8 have likewise under
scored the influence of the diatribe.
A majority of commentators, however, continue to identify the text's
genre as that of the didactic letter, in which questions raised by the
pupil Rheginos are answered by the master/author.9 The closing
lines (50.11-16), with their greetings of "peace" and "grace" to the
reader and his circle, are clearly in epistolary style. Also, the piece
falls into the customary divisions of the Greco-Roman letter: general
introduction, statement of theme, argument, resume, refutation, par
aenetic conclusion, epilogue. 10
However, the document's lack of a praescriptio naming sender and
receiver, together with use of the diatribe style noted earlier, have
caused scholars to differ over the genuineness of the letter. Some, like
Peel and Frid, maintain that it is indeed a personal letter, written by a
teacher to one of his pupils. The "missing praescriptio" may never
have existed, as is the case with the Epistle to the Hebrews, the Epis
tula Apostolorum, or the Gnostic Letter of Ptolemy to Flora (Epi
phanius, Pan. 33.3-7). Other scholars11 doubt that it is a real letter,
the epistolary form merely being used as a teaching vehicle and
"Rheginos" perhaps being only a symbolic addressee.
4Gregorianum 46 (1965) 173.
5Layton, "Vision," 201.
6Layton, "Vision," 202.
7Layton, "Vision," 202-204.
8Van Unnik, /EH 15 (1964) 146, and especially Martin, VC 27 (1973) 277-80.
9Scc, e.g., ed. pr., ix; van Unnik, /EH 15 (1964) 146; Schcnke, OLZ 60 (1965)
471; Haenchen, TR 30 (1964) 44, 57; Lcipoldt, TLZ 90 (1965) 518; Martin, The
Epistle, 298-99; Haardt, Kairos 11 (1969) 1; Peretto, Aug. 18 (1978) 63; Krause, Die
Gnosis, 85; Peel, Gnosis und Auferstehung, 17ff.; and Frid, De Resurrectione, 4ff.
10So ed. pr., 40.
I ICf. ed. pr., Dehandschutter, Martin, Gaffron.
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Controversy over the precise genre will undoubtedly continue. For
our part, however, we find certain passages remain unintelligible
apart from the presupposition of a personal relationship between
teacher and pupil.12 Further, the letter is clearly addressed to a single
individual, Rheginos, with the encouragement only in the epilogue
(50.7-16) to share it with others in his circle. 13 Finally, while ac
knowledging the presence of features of the diatribe style in the text,
we would maintain that this by no means precludes the possibility of
the use of such a style in a rather personal, didactic letter, as is found,
for instance, in Paul's correspondence.
As to the integrity or unity of the letter, we would maintain that,
apart from the incorporation of older material, 14 there is no compell
ing evidence either of the joining together of two, originally indepen
dent letters, 15 or of a "gnosticizing redaction" of an originally Chris
tian text.16
V. OUTLINE OF THE CONTENTS
Since a full analysis is given elsewhere, 17 we here give only a brief
outline of the contents:
I. (43.25-44.12) Introduction and occasion of the letter
A.
(43.25-35) The false seekers of eschatological "rest"
B.
(43.35-44.3)The true seekers of eschatological "rest"
C.
(44.3-12) The author's consent to discuss the basis of true
"rest": the nature of the resurrection
II. (44.13-46.2) The basic argument: the Christological foundation
of the resurrection
A.
(44.13-21) The Lord's activity in the sphere of "flesh"
B.
(44.21-38) The Lord's nature and saving work
C.
(44.39-45.13) A digression: the author's excuse and his
assurance
12Cf.

44.3-6; 44.39-45.2; 45.11-13,15; 46.8-12; 46.35-47.1; 47.30-36; 48.4-11;
48.38-49.7; 49.25-27,3 o-33; 50.5-8.
13Sce Peel, Epistle, 7-10, 47,100-103.
14E. g., a hymnic fragment in 46.35-47.1; a few loose citations and echoes of the
NT; and some sayings seemingly drawn from prior discussion between master and
pupil, e.g., 44.30-38; 45.11-13,17-23; 46.18-19; 47.17-19; 48.22-27; 48.38-49.5;
49.35-36.
ISSo Martin, The Epistle, 293-97.
l6So Dehandschutter, OLP 4 (1973) 11 0.
17Scc Peel, Epistle, 37-47 and Gnosis und Auferstehung, 47-56. The analysis
given there must be modified now in light of the following commentary.
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(45.14-46.2)The "spiritual resurrection": rooted in the Sav
ior's own resurrection and the believers' proleptic partic
ipation therein
III. (46.3-49.9) The problems and questions of Rheginos answered
(46.3-47.10) First problem: isn't the resurrection philo
A.
sophically undemonstrable and uncertain?
B.
(47.11-30) Answer: while resurrection involves departure
from the corruptible body, its certitude is based on election
(47.30-36) Second problem: how can resurrection entail
C.
bodilessness immediately at death?
(47.36-48.3) Answer: through the "raising" (= ascent) of
D.
the inner man
(48.3-30) Third problem: surely, the resurrection is an illu
E.
sion, not a reality?
(48.31-49.9) Answer: the symbols and images of the resur
F.
rection demonstrate that the world, not the resurrection, is
illusory
IV. (49.9-36) A paraenetic conclusion
(49.9-16) A warning against erroneous thought and action
A.
that would prevent realization of the truth: one already pos
sesses the resurrection
B.
(49.16-24) An existential proof of proleptically-exper
ienced resurrection
C.
(49.24-36) An exhortation to "practice," that release from
this world may be secured and restoration to one's pre-exis
tent state may occur
V. (49.37-50.16) The epilogue
A.
(49.37-50.4) The Christological source and the scope of the
author's instruction
(50.5-11) Encouragement to seek further help from
B.
Rheginos' brethren
(50.11-16) Final greetings to Rheginos and others with
C.
whom he may share the letter
VI. (50.17-18) A title descriptive of the letter's content
D.

VI. THE POSITION OF TREAT. RES. IN THE HISTORY OF
RELIGIONS

Ongoing study is clarifying that our author is a Christian Gnostic
teacher influenced by Middle Platonic thought as mediated through
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Valentinian Gnosticism. Several authors 18 have maintained that the
writer fails to effect a successful synthesis of these disparate currents
of thought, especially of the Greek concept of immortality of the soul
with the Christian doctrine of the resurrection. Even so, from the
author's own perspective, he is clearly and doctrinally satisfied with
his synthesis. An examination of his indebtedness to these three
spheres of influence will clarify this.
1.

The Christian

That the author understands himself to be a Christian is made clear
by his Christocentrism, by the primacy of place he gives to "faith"
('11'lunr), and by the authority he ascribes to the scriptures.
The "Lord, the Savior, Jesus Christ" 1 9 is the basis of resurrection
hope and the teacher of truth. Having pre-existed as a "seed of Truth"
(44.21-36), he came into this world, took on "flesh" (44.13-17), and
experienced "suffering" and, apparently, death (cf. 46.16-17; 45.2526). Yet, through his divine nature as "Son of God" (44.27-29, cf.
45.4-11), he "swallowed up" and thus conquered death (45.14-15;
46.14-20). Disassociating himself from this "perishing world," he
transformed himself into an immortal being (destroying his visible
nature through his invisible inner nature), and ascended to heaven
(45.16-21). It is through Christ alone, then, that the resurrection
came into being (48.16-19), that the "way of immortality" was opened
for the elect (45.14-39), that the faithful received "rest" (43.35-38),
and that the Elect were revealed (45.10-11).
Notable is the fact that outside of the title "Son of God" (44. 1617,22,29) and what may be inferred about the "Truth" from which
Christ came as a "seed" (44.21-36), there are no references whatso
ever to God the Father. Thus, the author is resolutely Christocentric
- Christ raises himself!
Another evidence of the author's Christian orientation is his stress
on the importance of "faith," which is acceptance of the reality of the
resurrection of Christ from the dead (45.14-46.4,14-17,20). Regard
less of how skillful or cogent, philosophical argumentation cannot
"persuade" men that resurrection is true (46.3-10). Also, "faith" is
trust that believers participate in the "spiritual resurrection" exper
ienced by Christ (46.8-13). Thus, "belief" is inextricably linked with
18Mcnard, Schenke, and especially Troger.
19The text always uses XPfJUT� for Xf"U'T�. Cf. 43.37; 48.8-10; 49.38-50.1.
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"immortality" (46.20-21), recalling the tie between "faith" and "eter
nal life" in Johannine literature.20 Only an elect few possess it, for
.,
many are a,r,uTo,.
Finally, our author's use of the NT as his ultimate court of appeal
is indisputable proof of his adherence to the Christian faith. Guaran
tee of believers' resurrection with Christ, proof that those resurrected
have identifiable form, and the demonstration that the believer should
consider himself already risen are all rooted in the author's "exposi
tion" of the "Word of Truth" (43.34, 45.4). While this "Word" prob
ably includes some Valentinian School tradition and exegesis, it most
certainly encompasses the NT Scriptures as well. He knows and spe
cifically cites in loose fashion the "Gospel" (48.6-11 = Mark 9:2-8,
par.) and the "Apostle" (45.24-28 = a combination of Rom 8:17 and
Eph 2:5-6). He also echoes a number of NT writings in a style remi
niscent of cultured men·of the late Roman Empire,21 as do many Fa
thers of the Great Church.22 Our commentary shows that he distinct
ly echoes John and Matt from the "Gospel," as well as Rom, 1-2 Cor,
Eph, Phil, Col from the "Apostle." Indeed, there may also be fainter
allusions to Luke, Acts, 1-2 Thess, 2 Tim, Titus, Heb, 1-2 Pet, 1
John, 3 John.23 Thus, while the author is influenced profoundly by
his Gnostic and Gnostically-mediated Platonic ideas, he nonetheless
makes frequent use of NT language and finds decisive its teaching
about the resurrection (pace Layton).
2.

The Gnostic Milieu

Virtually all commentators concur that the author of Treat. Res. is
a Gnostic Christian. Some, claiming to find no clearly distinguishable
characteristics within his teaching, are content to say that it could
have come from any one of several early Gnostic sects. 24 Most schol
ars, however, hold that the Gnosticism reflected is clearly Valentin
ian.25
20Cf., e.g., John 3:36, 5:24, 6:47, 11:25-26, and I John 5:13.
21See W. Kroll, Studien zum Verstiindnis der romischen Literatur (Stuttgart,
1924) I 39ff.
22See H. E. W. Turner, The Pattern of Christian Truth: A Study in the Relations
between Orthodoxy and Heresy in the Early Church (London, 1954) 273.
23See further Peel, Epistle, 17ff.
24So H.-M. Schcnke, OLZ 60 (1965) 473 and ZNW 59 (1968) 125, followed by
his pupil, K.-W. Troger, TLZ 101 (1976) 928.
25So Pucch, Quispe!, Malinine, Zandee, Daniclou, Haenchen, Lcipoldt, van
Unnik, Stead, Haardt, Gaffron, Rudolph, Bazan, Peretto, Frid, Barns, Martin and
Layton. For details, see Peel, Gnosis und Auferstehung, 164, n. 3.
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Several types of evidence are adduced to demonstrate the Valen
tinian provenance. First, although other Gnostics taught that the spir
itual resurrection has already occurred, (e.g., Menander, Simon and
Carpocrates, the Mandaeans, the Manichaeans, the writers of the
Corpus Hermeticum), the most striking parallels to the form of this
teaching presented in Treat. Res. (49.15-16) have been found among
the Valentinians.26 By them, as by our author (d. 44.1-3; 46.2324,30-32; 49.25-28), resurrection is equated with possessing true
knowledge, as well as faith. Also, like Valentinus himself, Treat. Res.
teaches only the resurrection of spirit, both "psychic" and "fleshly"
elements being excluded (45.40-46.2).27
Second, there are several conceptual complexes in Treat. Res.
which seem clearly Valentinian. In terms of cosmology, a Pleroma or
Divine Fullness (7rA�pwµa), including the Elect" All" (46.38-47.1, cf.
47.26-29), the Savior (44.34-36), and certain "emanations" (7rpo
f3o>..al, 45.11-13), pre-existed prior to some disruption which led to
creation of the "world" (46.35-38).28 Such a disruption (which may
have entailed the fall of Sophia, though neither she nor the Demiurge
are ever explicitly mentioned in the text) resulted in a "deficiency"
(iiuTlp71µa) in the "system" (uvUT7JJJ,a) of the Pleroma (49.4-5), a
"deficiency" that apparently only the divine Savior could rectify
through His "restoration" (a7roicaTO.uTau,s-, 44.30-33) of the "All."
(All terms in quotation marks can be paralleled from Valentinian
sources.)
As a result of this disruption, the "world" comes into being as anti
thetical to the Pleroma (46.35-38). Moreover, the "world" is nega
tively evaluated (45.16-17; 47.5-6); is a place of "change," "becom
ing," and "illusion" (45.16-17; 48.13-28); and seems under the con
trol of inimical "dominions," "deities," and an "Element" (the Demi
urge?).
Moreover, some pivotal images and terms appear in the text which
can be readily paralleled from Valentinian sources: Christ as a "seed"
(u7rlpµa) of Truth (44.21-36); "light flowing down upon the dark
ness" (49.2-4) as symbolic of the resurrection; a trichotomous anthro
pology implied by the allusion to "the pneumatic resurrection" which
destroys ("swallows up") "the psychic resurrection" and "the fleshly
26(:f., e.g., the views of the Valentinians combattcd by Tertullian in De praes.

haer. 33.7, De res. rrwrt. 19.2-7 and by Irenaeus, Haer. 2.31.2.
27Stt further ed. pr. xi, xxiii.
28See Peel, Epistle, 106ff.
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resurrection" (45.39-46.2); the use of contrasts, such as ,coup.or vs.
alwv (47.5-8), and p.Ep&up.os vs, lvwu,s (49.9-16).
While it is true that several distinguishing theologoumena of
Valentinian teaching are missing - notably, mention of gnosis of the
Highest, Unknown Father; clear allusion to Sophia or the Demiurge;
presentation of an explicitly docetic Christ; comment on the "syzygoi"
formed between pneumatics and their personal, angelic counterparts
at the death / ascent of the Elect - their omission does not preclude the
possibility of a Valentinian provenance. This is because, as stated pre
viously, Treat. Res. clearly presupposes prior instruction of the re
cipient, Rheginos, and his brethren in basic mythology to which the
author alludes only vaguely. Also, it is quite possible, as argued else
where29 that Treat. Res. reflects a form of Valentinian thought that at
some points is at variance with the forms reported upon by Clement of
Alexandria, Irenaeus, Hippolytus, and Epiphanius. Certainly, the
burden of proof rests upon those who wish to deny a Valentinian
background. They must demonstrate that the complexes of concepts
outlined above all appear together in at least one other known, non
Valentinian school of Gnostic thought reported upon by the heresi
ologists!
3. The Platonic Milieu
Recently, Layton has argued that the author of Treat. Res., "who is
probably a Valentinian,"30 is most accurately characterized as a "sec
ond-century Middle Platonist."31 As such, he teaches a tripartite an
thropology (vovs, v,vx�, ulipf), from which only the vovs, devoid of
any type of resurrection flesh or body, shall survive in the "resurrec
tion."32 Such is set against a background of distinction between the
world of Being (undying objects, including the "Good" itself), of
which the individual vovs is part, and the sphere of corruptible be
coming (48.20-27). The vovs (= the essential and immortal self), by
attaining true "self knowledge" (49.16-18) and through intellectual
"practice" (49.30-33) of contemplating the truth,33 can actually
attain salvation in the present. Disengagement of the superior vovs
from the inferior body of flesh "is metaphorically an uprising or avli29Peel, Treatise, 179-80.
30Layton, "Vision," 209, n. 86.
31Layton, "Vision," 208.
32Layton, "Vision," 208.
33Layton, Treatise, 111.
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uTau,s in the sense that the intellect here and now ascends the stair
case of abstractions ...(cf. Plato, Symp. 2nE) .. . until it comes to
view (Plato's word is y,vwu,cnv, 'have gnosis of') the wide ocean of
the beautiful and good itself."34 Only in the present does resurrection
have any relevance· for the Christian, for at death the vovs sheds the
body and ascends to the Pleromatic Good. In the present, the fleshly
body hinders and threatens the inner vovs.
Other Platonic traits have been identified by different scholars. Ed.
pr. (xxv-xxvi), for example, argue that the contrast between ,coup.or
and alwv in 45.16-18 parallels the Platonic contrast between "image"
and "living model / archetype." The "intelligible world" is said to be
the opposite of the "sensible" world in 46.35-47.1, a cosmology remi
niscent of Plato. And, reference to the salvation of the "All" in 47.26 is
said to echo faithfully the Platonic view that identifies man complete
ly, the integral man, with his vovs.35 We ourselves have underscored
the notions of pre-existence of souls (46.38-47.1, cf. 47.4-6; 49.3036) and of "practicing" for dying (49.28-33) as possibly echoing Pla
tonic conceptions.36
To call Treat. Res. the product of a "second-century Christian Pla
tonist," however, is to emphasize one of the spheres of influence that
has impacted upon our author to the exclusion of others, notably, the
Christian. For example, it is clear that even though the author seems
to adhere to belief in the pre-existence of the self (which he calls the
vovs, not the v,vx�, as Plato and Plotinus) and its extrication from the
body at death, this vovs is not intrinsically immortal. The resurrection
of Christ and faith in this event are critical for achievement of the
spiritual resurrection of the self, according to the author of Treat. Res.
Further, the author's use of the term "resurrection" connotes more
than the post mortem ascent of the bare "soul" or vovs. He speaks of a
"garment of light"(= "rays," 45.30-31) worn by the Elect (45.30-31)
in ascension, of the survival of "living members" that exist invisibly
within the external, fleshly members (47.38-48.3), and probably of
the reception of a new resurrection "flesh" in the post mortem ascent
(47.6-8). Moreover, the author is remarkably negative about philo
sophers and philosophical persuasion (46.3-13) for one who suppos
edly and unabashedly embraces second-century Middle Platonism.
Finally, to affirm that the "spiritual resurrection" "swallows up" (a
34Layton, "Vision," 208.
35Cf. ed. pr., 17.
36Peel, Epistle, 159-60.
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Pauline expression meaning "destroys" or renders irrelevant; cf. 1 Cor
15:54; 2 Cor 5:4d) the "psychic" resurrection (as well as the "fleshly")
is more distinctly a Gnostic than a Platonic view. Could a Platonist
say the "psychical element" (the v,vx�) does not survive death?
At two other critical points our author demonstrates radical differ
ence from Middle Platonism: the absence of any mention whatsoever
of the goal of beatific vision of the Good or Ultimate Ideas, and his
suggestion that the resurrection state entails the retention of personal
ly identifiable characteristics, i.e., a "new body." This latter certainly
seems the thrust of the author's allusion to Elijah and Moses from the
Synoptic Transfiguration pericope as a revelation of those who have
arisen (48.6-13). To argue, as Layton does,37 that just the opposite is
meant, namely, that the appearance of these two OT greats at the
Transfiguration might wrongly suggest that the resurrection is a kind
of phantom survival, turns the meaning of the text of Treat. Res. on its
head! To make his argument convincing, Layton would have to dem
onstrate that our author understands the appearance of Moses and
Elijah to refer to something other than the post mortem state or that
their appearance at the Transfiguration is only illusory. However,
Layton does not and cannot sustain such an argument.
Thus, we must conclude with ed. pr. that, like Valentinus himself
and those of his school, our author's thinking has been influenced by
Platonic thought. Even so, this Platonism is radically altered by a
Gnostically-inspired acosmic dualism and by a spiritually-conceived,
Christian-inspired idea of resurrection that clearly owes something to
the Apostle Paul.
4. Conclusion
In our view, the author is a Christian Gnostic whose thought dis
plays the distinctive impact of Platonic ideas as mediated through and
altered by a Valentinian Gnostic frame of reference.
VII. TEACHING OF THE LETTER
1.

Cosmology and Anthropology

The author's eschatological teaching presupposes a cosmic dualism:
a pre-existent "system" (uvunip.a) of heavenly emanations called the
"Pleroma" (wA�prop.a.) (46.35-38, cf. 45.10-13) vs. "this place"
37Layton, Treatise, 94-96,

130;

"Vision,"

207-2o8.
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(To?Tos) or "world" (44.18,36; 45.16,30; 46.9,11,38; 47.6-26; 48.15,
28; 49.33). The world itself has come into being through a disruption
in this Pleroma (46.35-38), the resulting condition being called a "de
ficiency" (vu-rlp71p.a, 49.4-5, cf. 44.30-33). Passing comments make
clear the evil, corruptible nature of this world (e.g., 46.36-38, its
"smallness;" 47.5-6 and 47.17-26, its susceptibility to corruption;
48.13-16,27-28, its illusory nature). Moreover, it apparently is under
the control of powers described as "dominions," "deities," and a coer
cive·"Element" (44.18,37-38; 45.16; 46.38; 47.6).
The "All," i.e., the totality of the Elect (47.26-29), pre-existed in
the Pleroma (46.38-47.1) prior to incarnation in this earthly sphere
(47.4-6). This understanding has led the author to a tripartite an
thropology: an immortal, inner man (= spirit) incarnated in a dis
pensible soul and a transient body. More precisely, the external body
of flesh encompasses the "visible members," which are subject to "old
age," "corruption" (47.11-13,17-20), and abandonment (awovula) at
death (47.33-36). To live "according to the flesh" (cf. Rom 8:4-5,1213; 2 Cor 10:2) is to follow the path of error and death (49.9-16).
"Better than the flesh," however, and its "cause of life" (47.9-10) is
the invisible inner man, the "spiritual" self, which is constituted of
"mind" (vovs), its thought, and the inward and invisible "members"
{µtATJ, 46.15-17,24; 47.38-48.2). That this immortal, inner man is
distinct from and superior to the dispensible "soul" (v,vx�) is made
clear by the implications to be drawn from 45.39-46.2: "the spiritual
(wvEvµaTuc�) resurrection . . . swallows up the psychic (v,vxuc�) in
the same way as the fleshly (uap,c,,c�)-"
This cosmological and anthropological understanding has interest
ing implications for the author's view of life and death. As demon
strated elsewhere,38 two different words are used for life: J1€€1s1oc
(otTos o /3los) in 45.35 and 49.20; and TTWWNZ (probably� (a>�) in
47.10; 48.2,21,23. The former is used exclusively of earthly existence
as qualified by the death that terminates it. As such, f3los would seem
uniquely characteristic of the fleshly body. The latter term for life,
(ro�, is used of the undying nature of the Elect as qualified by the
resurrection they experience. As such, (ro� is distinctive of the inner,
spiritual members and mind. "Death," in turn, is the cessation of
earthly "life" (f3los), that which is diametrically opposed to "life"
((ro�). All humans are subject to a "Law of Nature," i.e., corruption
38Peel,

Epistle 114-116.
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and decay, which the author calls a "Law of Death" (44.17-21). For
believers, such death entails extinction of life in the body and separa
tion from it (47.30-48.1, cf. 47.17-22). To be noted is the fact that,
unlike biblical writers, our author makes no connection whatsoever
between death and sin. The latter is never mentioned.
2.

The Savior and the Believer

a. The Savior's Work
Of decisive importance in attainment of the resurrection is the work
of the Savior, Jesus Christ (48.18-19; 49.38-50.1), and the response
of the believer to that work. In short, resurrection is not an automatic
process, in spite of what might seem to be implied by the author's
anthropology.
Two aspects of the Savior's work are emphasized in Treat. Res.:
first, the eschatological one of destroying death and conferring immor
tality; second, the didactic one of teaching the "Truth" and communi
cating "knowledge." The first of these unfolds through several stages.
Initially, the "Son of Man" pre-existed as a pre-cosmic "seed of
Truth" (44.21-36). As such, he seems to have been the "emanation"
(wpo/3o'A�) of the Pleromatic deities "Truth" and "Spirit" (45.12-13).
He seems to have had nothing to do with the disruption of the "Ple
roma" or creation of the world (as implied by 48.10-13). Next, the
Savior appears in mediis rebus, living in this worldly "place," having
taken on a body of "flesh" (44.13-15). Certain expressions imply his
"descent" from the Pleroma into this world (cf. 44.34-35; 45.19,2628). By assuming "flesh," the "Son of Man" participated representa
tively in the humanity of mankind (44.21-29), including the apparent
experience of death (46.16-17, d. 45.25-26). Finally, we learn that
the Savior destroyed death by "swallowing it up" (45.14-15), "con
quering" it through his divine nature as "Son of God" (44.27-29, cf.
45.4-11). He accomplished this by extricating himself from this "per
ishing world," transforming himself into an immortal deity, destroy
ing his visible nature with his invisible, and ascending into the Ple
roma (45.16-21). Indeed, in a passage which superficially echoes the
language of Pauline mysticism (45.24-28, cf. Rom 8:17 and Eph 2:56), the author insists that the Elect participated proleptically in the
Savior's dying, rising, and ascension.
Through the "Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ," then, the resurrec
tion was brought into being (48.16-19), the "way of immortality" was
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opened (45.14-39), "rest" was conferred on the faithful (43.35-38),
and the Elect were revealed (45.10-11). This was all integral to the
"Son of Man's" cosmic role of "restoring" (a,ro,caTaUTau,s) the Ple
roma. Thus, he "makes the Good" (49.8-9).
The second major aspect of the Savior's work lies in communicating
knowledge. He confers the "Truth" that grants eschatological "Rest"
(43.35-44.3). This "Truth" conveys knowledge of man's corruptible
condition and of the Savior's work (43.34; 45.3-11); this is the "Solu
tion" to the problems of human existence (45.5-11). Much of what the
author teaches Rheginos is "knowledge" given him by the "Lord Jesus
Christ" (49.37-50.1). To be noted is the fact that knowledge of the
Agnostos Theos is not mentioned as part of the Savior's teaching.
b. The Believer's Response
Though the Savior's work is the sine qua non of resurrection hope,
the author of Treat. Res. clearly indicates that reception of this escha
tological prize is contingent upon human responses of "faith" (wlu
ns), "knowledge" (yvrou,s), and "practice" (au,c�cns). However, the
capacity for such responses seems limited to the Elect few.
(i.) Election: In a key passage, 46.20-34, the author states: "we are
elected (TNCATTT = EKAEKTos) to salvation and redemption, since we
are predestined (AzoyNTA(9N = wpo o pl(nv) from the beginning."
Since he does not mention the Deity who might have predestined the
Elect, the author's main interest lies in the working out and confirma
tion of election in Christ. (Cf. 45.4-13, where we read of Christ's
revealing who the "bound-for-resurrection" Elect are; and 45.28-35
where mention is made of Christ's "enclosing" of the Elect until their
death.) Also, allusion to their election "from the beginning" (46.27:
.JC.IN ti<9Apii = aw' apxfis) suggests a pre-cosmic choice coinciding
with their Pleromatic existence as "the All" (46.35-47.1). These Elect
are destined to share in the "Wisdom of the Truth" (46.28-34), a clear
linking of resurrection with gnosis. Most human beings, however,
(including most "philosophers of this world," 46.8-10) are not among
the Elect (44.8-10) and will "fall into the folly of those without
knowledge" (46.25-29).
(ii.) Faith and Knowledge: A defining characteristic of the Elect is
that they have the capacity for "faith" (wluns). In 46.3-24 we learn
that "faith" is both acceptance of the reality of Christ's resurrection
from the dead (cf. 45.14-46.4,14-20) and trust in the surety of that
same "spiritual resurrection" for those who believe in him (cf. 46.8-
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13). Indeed, so inextricably are "belief" and "resurrection" woven to
gether, it may be said that to have "faith" is to be immortal (46.20-21).
The very opposites of faith are philosophical "persuasion" or demon
stration (wEl6uv) and "doubt" (l>urTa{uv, 46.3-7; 47.1-3; 47.3648.3). The spiritual resurrection should remain a matter of confident
hope.
Complementary with "believing" is the Elect's "knowing." The ob
ject of such "knowing" is not an Agnostos Theos, however, but the Son
of Man and his resurrection (46.13-17). To "know" him is to "know"
the "Truth," the gnostically-interpreted scriptural tradition (44.1-3;
45.3-11; 46.30-32). Moreover, such "knowledge" is, in part, a ratio
nalistic process, bound up with "thought" originating in the "mind"
(cf. 46.22; 47.29;.48.10). Thus, it is said that one may "know" his own
shortcomings as a teacher (44,39) and "know" of the inevitability of
one's own death (49.16-19). There is no mention of "knowledge" at
tained through ecstatic experience. Finally, there is a sense in which
"knowing" invests one with immortality in that through it one should
consider death as already passed (49.25-28). Grasping the "Truth"
gives one eschatological "Rest" in the present (44.1-3) and in the fu
ture (46.30-32). The "mind" of those who have "known" the Savior is
immortal (46.23-24).
(iii.) Practice: Full appropriation of the benefits of Christ's resur
rection also requires "practice" on the part of the Elect (49.25-26).
"Practice" (au,ci,v) and "exercise" (yvp.va{Eu6at) are needed to free
oneself from the inimical power of the cosmos (i.e., "this Element" =
O"TOtXE&OV). Such "practice" seems to refer to mental attitude: getting
rid of doubts about the resurrection (47.2-3, cf. 47.36-48.3), avoid
ance of divisive opinion (46.10-17; 49.9-16?), entertaining correct
thought about salvation (47.26-30; 48.10-11). Thus, the "exercise"
expected of the Elect seems to be a type of internal or mental training
designed to give confidence about the resurrection (cf. 1 Tim 4.7-8). It
is unclear whether auKELV also implies an ascetic ethic.
3. The Goals of Eschatology
a. Realized Eschatology
Our author places major stress on the already realized or presently
experienced aspects of eschatology. On the one hand, the Elect should
consider himself already dead (49.16-30). While death is certainly the
biological end of every mortal (49.16-24, cf. 45.32-35), the believer
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has already died with Christ (44.27-29; 45.14-15; 45.25-26). Fur
ther, since Christ has "swallowed up" (45.14-15) and thus "con
quered" death as the divine Son of God (44.27-29, cf. 45.4-11), it
must be understood as merely a stage of transition. Thus, there is no
room for dread, anxiety, or doubt about death.
On the other hand, since the Elect knows himself to be already
dead, he should recognize that "in Christ" (45.22-28) he is already
resurrected and in rest (49.9-30). The election of the "All" gives
assurance of present possession of the resurrection (47.26-29). More
over, the Elect are granted "rest" (avawavuts, 44.6), the state of being
without anxiety about death or afterlife and of anticipating now the
fully-resurrected state.

b. Unrealized Eschatology
At the same time, while not equally emphasized, the inevitability of
biological death and the fulfillment of resurrection in post mortem
ascent are also acknowledged. Every man is subject to the "Law of
Nature," i.e., a law of physical death (44.17-21). Even the Elect who
possess resurrection "life" (((I)�) must consequently die, and some
have done so already (46.7-8). This is because they possess bodies
subject to aging and corruption (47.17-19; 47.33-48.3). The "setting
in life" (= death) is thus unescapable (49.16-21) and needs frank ac
knowledgment (49.16-21).
Further, the author affirms that the Elect, while "already raised,"
will not be fully raised until their death (cf. 49.9-30; 47.26-29; 44.6f.
with 45.32-46.2). At death, the Elect are "drawn" to heaven by the
Savior (45.34-39). The inner, spiritual self "departs" and experiences
a blessed "absence" from the fleshly body (47.19-24,35-38). Thus, in
contrast to Pauline views of the resurrection (1 Cor 15; 1 Thess 4), our
author severs the event from the history of salvation, eliminates it
from end-time expectation, and individualizes that experience.
c. The Resurrection Body
The resurrection, according to our text, is neither the escape of the
bare "spirit" (wvEvp.a) or "mind" (vovs-) from the physical body, nor is
it the survival of the earthly flesh (i.e., the flesh possessed during
earthly life). After death there is an ascension of the inward, invisible
"members," covered by a new spiritual "flesh" (uap[, 47.4-8). Thus,
in the author's view, discontinuity between the earthly and the resur
rection body is occasioned by death and departure from the external,
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visi ble members and flesh; whereas continuity of identity is furnished
by the inner spiritual man and his new, post mortem flesh (47.4-8).
The "proof" of this is offered by the appearance of Elijah and Moses
in the Transfiguration pericope in the Gospel (48.3-11). Both are re
vealed as recognizable in their post mortem state.
Acquisition of this "spiritual flesh" may be referred to in the au
thor's assertions that resurrection involves a "transformation ((98€1€
= p.t:Taµopq,ovu6a, or aAAaua-ELv: cf. Matt 17:2; 1 Cor 15:51-52) of
things, and a transition into newness" (48.35-38). It may also be im
plied in 48.38-49.1: "For imperishability de[scends] upon the perish
able." The idea of laying aside one type of flesh to take on another,
heavenly or spiritual form may owe something to 2 Cor 5:1-4.
Treat. Res. 45.39-46.2 implies that this "spiritual" form of the
resurrection renders irrelevant the "psychic" form of resurrection (i.e.,
escape of the bare "1vx� from the body, a la Plato) and the "fleshly"
form of resurrection (i.e., restoration of the literal flesh, as maintained
by many Church Fathers).
d. The Final Destiny
In 44.30-33 we read of the Son of Man's ultimate goal in his saving
work, namely, the "restoration" to the Pleroma. Presumably, this
"restoration" (a?TOKaTaa-Taa-,s) will rectify the "deficiency" (vudp71µa) left in the Pleroma by creation of this lower world and the coming
into cosmic existence of the "All," i.e., the Elect. Clearly, neither the
world nor the totality of humanity will be included in the "restora
tion," the former because of its corruptible and inimical nature, the
latter because of double predestination. In 46.28-31, express mention
is made of the election of some to the "wisdom (uvvt:uu· or uooq,po
uvv71) of the Truth," as well as of the condemnation of others to "the
folly (aq,pouvv71 or ltvo,a) of those without knowledge." This "resto
ration" is the final goal toward which the whole salvation process
moves.
4. The "Time" of Salvation
Our author's consciousness of time moves between two poles: the
"beginning" (cy�pn = apx� in 44.33-34; 46.27), or pre-existent state
of the perfect Pleroma; and the "restoration" (awo,caTa<TTa<TLS, 44.3133) or return of the Pleroma to its initial perfection. Between these
two is a period of cosmic time, a time of aging, corruption, and bio
logical death (45.16-17; 47.17-19). Since resurrection is contrasted
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with such cosmic time of illusion, flux, and change (48.22-27), we
may conclude that the latter is but another sphere of imprisonment
from which the Elect seek escape. To make this possible, there has
entered cosmic time the Savior, Christ. His descent, suffering, and
resurrection have opened the way out of cosmic imprisonment (44.2136; 45.14-21,25-39; 46.14-20; 48.16-19).
Major emphasis is placed, as in the Gospel of John, on the present,
i.e., on what of saving significance has already occurred for the be
liever (43.34-37; 45.22-28; 46. 20-24; 47.26-29; 49.15-16; 49.25-26).
The Elect believer has already died and risen with Christ; he already
possesses the resurrection. At the same time, as indicated earlier, each
individual still living has not yet experienced biological death, and the
"restoration" of the Pleroma has not yet occurred. Unlike the escha
tological tension characteristic of the NT, however, with its emphasis
on the not yet of Christ's Parousia, Treat. Res. presents a mostly real
ized eschatology. The Pauline "eschatological reservation" (1 Cor
15:22-26,51-56; 1 Thess 4:13-15) has dissolved, with resurrection of
all the faithful at the end-time being replaced with individually-ex
perienced resurrection in the now. Not future hope, but present
knowledge is emphasized!
VIII. AUTHORSHIP, DATE AND PROVENANCE
1.

Authorship

The first editors39 have argued that Treat. Res. has emanated from
the Oriental School of Valentinianism and that it was probably
penned by none other than Valentinus himself shortly before or just
after his break with the Church at Rome ca. 144 C.E. This would
imply that the letter was probably written from Italy.
In support of these conclusions ed. pr. have sought to show affinities
of the author's teaching with Oriental Valentinianism, that school
founded by Valentinus himself. For example, the Oriental School,
like Treat. Res. 45.39-46.2, taught that resurrection involved only the
"pneumatic element" or "spirit" of a believer, not as the Occidental
School taught, the "psychic element" or "soul." Also, the Oriental
School, like Treat. Res. 44.30-36, held that Christ had only a pneu
matic body; whereas, the Occidental School maintained the Savior
had a pneumatic "seed," plus a psychic body. Further, ed. pr.40 have
39Ed. pr., xx-xxiii, xxxi-xxxiii.
40£d. pr., xxiv-xxv, and "Notes Critiques," passim.
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sought to adduce numerous parallels to Treat. Res. from the Gos.
Truth in Codex I to support their claim that if the latter was written
by Valentinus himself, then it is probable the former was, too. Final
ly, ed. pr.41 have offered six arguments - involving Treat. Res.'s
literary genre, the author's ambivalent attitude toward philosophy,
his elegant style, his claim to a "secret" tradition from Christ (49.3750.1), his address to pupils like that of a schoolmaster, his affinities
with Asiatic Theology, his ambiguous views on the resurrection
"body" - to demonstrate that nothing precludes the possibility that
Valentinus was the author.
As noted earlier (Vl,2,supra), a majority of scholars agree that the
author belongs to a Valentinian Gnostic School. A few would further
concur with ed. pr. that the School is the Oriental.42 Most, however,
hold that the evidence is too ambiguous to identify the author with any
particular Valentinian School. 43 For example, though nothing ex
plicit is said about the Savior possessing a "psychic body," Treat. Res.
does affirm, apparently unlike Oriental Valentinians, that Christ pos
sessed "humanity" (44.21-26), "existed in the flesh" (44.10), and "suf
fered" (46.16-17). Further, our own detailed examination44 has led to
the conclusions that: (a) the six arguments offered by ed. pr. are, indi
vidually-considered, inconclusive at best; (b) the Gos. Truth and
Treat. Res. were certainly not written by the same author, even if the
former be held to be from Valentinus himself; and (c) Treat. Res.
omits several theologoumena considered crucial to Valentinus' own
original teaching, e.g., the marriage after death of the "pneumatics" to
their angelic counterparts and consequent entrance as "syzygoi" into
the Bridal Chamber of the Pleroma.45 A majority of scholars, there
fore, remain sceptical about Valentinus himself as the author.46
It may be concluded only that the author is an anonymous Chris
tian Gnostic teacher who is familiar with a form of Valentinian Gnos
ticism. Further, that form seems to be a later stage of Valentinianism:
one in which there is greater stress on "faith" than on "gnosis," in
which Christological docetism has become less explicit, in which a
41£d. pr., xxv-xxix.
42Barns, Peretto, Haardt.
43So, e.g., Leipoldt, van Unnik, Gaffron, Krause, Layton, Peel.
44Peel, Epistle, chap. 5, passim.
45£xc. Theod. 63.1; Irenaeus, Haer. 1.6.1; Clement of Alexandria, Strom. 2.20.
114.3-6.
46So Daniclou, Haenchen, Leipoldt, van Unnik, Haardt, Stead, G affron, Ru
dolph, Martin, Layton, Peel.
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tripartite anthropology has come under the influence of Paul's con
ception of a spiritual resurrection body, in which mastery of the pre
cise names and relations of pleromatic aeons has waned in impor
tance. 47
2.

Date

Several lines of investigation converge in pointing toward the late
second century as the probable time of composition of the Greek orig
inal of our text. One of these has been the effort to show that the
author's developed sense of NT canon (with its division of "Gospel"
and "Apostle") is reflective of the mid- to late-second century. 48 An
other has been van Unnik's attempt49 to place the document's teach
ing within the framework of controversies over the resurrection which
occupied the Great Church in the second century. Exemplars of this
controversy include Justin, Irenaeus, Tertullian, Minucius Felix, the
Acts of Paul and Thecla, Pseudo-Justin, and Athenagoras. Still an
other line has been pursued by Layton 50 in his efforts to demonstrate
affinities between Treat. Res. and the Middle Platonism of the late
second century, as reflected, for example, in Clement of Alexandria
and the Late Stoa. The balance of probability thus indicates the late
second century. 51
3. Provenance
Nothing in the text permits us to draw any firm conclusions about
the place of composition in Treat. Res. or the place of the addressee,
Rheginos and his circle. 52 In that Valentinians were found in Egypt,
Italy, and elsewhere in Europe, and given our difficulties in identify
ing the text with the Oriental or Occidental School of this Gnostic
sect, it is impossible to be more precise.

47See Peel, Epistle, 179-80.
48So Peel, Epistle, 23-24.
49JEH

15 (1964) 141-52, 153-67.

50Treatise, 2-4, passim.

51So also Peretto, Martin, Dehandschutter, Gaffron, Layton, Peel.
attempt (OLZ 60 (1965) 471) to identify the "place" (T0"71"0s) where
Rheginos "remains" in 44.17-19 with "Palestine" overlooks the commonplace use of
T0"71"0t for "this world" in philosophical literature of the second century.
52Schenke's
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Some there are, my son Rheginos,I who want
to learn many things. I They have this goalI when
they are occupied with questions I whose answer is
lacking. 3° If they succeed with these, they usuallyI
think very highly ofl themselves. But I do not thinkl
that they have stood withinI the Word of Truth.
They seek 35 rather their own rest, whichI we have
received through ourI Savior, our Lord Christ.
44- 1 We received it (i.e., Rest) when we came to
know I the truth and restedI ourselves upon it. ButI
since you ask us 5 pleasantly what is properI
concerning the resurrection, I am writing! you (to
say) that it is necessary.I To be sure, many arel
lacking faith in it, but there are a few 10 who find it.I
So then, let us discussI the matter.I
How did the Lord proclaimI things while he exist
ed 15 in flesh and afterl he had revealed himself as
SonI of God? He livedI in this place where youI re
main, speaking 20 about the Law of Nature - but I
callI it "Death!" Now the SonI of God, Rheginos,I
was Son of Man. I He embraced them 2 5 both, posses
sing thel humanity and the divinity,! so that on the
one hand he might vanquishI death through hisI be
ing Son of God, 3° and that on the other through the
Son ofl Man the restorationI to the Pleroma I might
occur; because! he was originally from above, 35 a
seed of the Truth, beforeI this structure (of the cos
mos) had come into beingl In this (structure) many
dominions andI divinities came into existence.I
I know that I am presenting 45- 1 the solution in
difficult terms,I but there is nothingI difficult in the
Word I of Truth. But since 5 the Solution appearedI
so as not to leave anything hidden,I but to reveal allI
things openly concerningI existence - the destruc
tion 10 of evil on the one hand, the revelationI of the
43-25
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elect on the other. This (Solution) isl the emanation
of Truth and I Spirit, Grace is of the Truth. I
The Savior swallowed up 1 5 death - (of this) you
are not reckoned as being ignorant - I for he put
aside the world I which is perishing. He transformed
[himself) I into an imperishable Aeon I and raised
himself up, having 20 swallowed the visible I by the
invisible, I and he gave us I the way of our
immortality. Then, I indeed, as the Apostle 25 said,
"We suffered I with him, and we arose I with him,
and we went to heaven I with him." Now if we arel
manifest in 3° this world wearing! him, we are that
one's beams, I and we are I embraced by I him until
our setting, that is 35 to say, our death in this life. I
We are drawn to heaven I by him, like beams! by the
sun, not being restrained I by anything. This is 4° the
spiritual resurrection I 46- 1 which swallows up the
psychic! in the same way as the fleshly. I
But if there is one who I does not believe, he does
not have 5 the (capacity to be) persuaded. For it is the
domain of faith,! my son, and not that which be
longs I to persuasion: the dead shall I arise! There is
one who believes I among the philosophers who are in
this world. 10 At least he will arise. And let not the
philosopher! who is in this world have cause tol be
lieve that he is one who returns himself! by himself
- and (that) because of our faith!! For we have
known the Son of 1 5 Man, and we have believed I that
he rose from among the I dead. This is he of whom we
say, I "He became the destruction I of death, as he is a
great one 20 in whom they believe."! <Great> are
those who believe. I
The thought of those I who are saved shall not per
ish. I The mind of those who have known him shall
not perish. 25 Therefore, we are elected to I salvation
and redemption since I we are predestined from the
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beginning I not to fall into the I foolishness of those
who are without knowledge, 3° but we shall enter in
to the I wisdom of those who have known the I Truth.
Indeed, the Truth which is kept I cannot be aban
doned, I nor has it been. 35 "Strong is the system of
thel Pleroma; small is that which I broke loose (and)
becamel (the) world. But the All isl what is encom
passed. It has not 47• 1 come into being; it was exist
ing." So, I never doubt concerning I the resurrection,
my son Rheginos! I For if you were not existing 5 in
flesh, you received flesh when you I entered this
world. Why I will you not receive flesh when you I
ascend into the Aeon? I That which is better than the
flesh is that which is 10 for it (the) cause of life. I That
which came into being on your account, is it not I
yours? Does not that which is yours I exist with you? I
Yet, while you are in this world, what is it that you
1
5 lack? This is what I you have been making every
effort to learn. I
The afterbirth of the body is I old age, and you I
exist in corruption. You have 20 absence as a gain. I
For you will not give up what I is better if you depart.
That which is worsel has diminution,! but there is
grace for it.
Nothing, 25 then, redeems us froml this world. But
the All which I we are, we are saved. We have re
ceived I salvation from end I to end. Let us think in
this way! 3° Let us comprehend in this way!
But I there are some (who) wish to understand,! in
the enquiry about I those things they are looking into,
whether I he who is saved, if he leaves 35 his body
behind, willl be saved immediately. Letl no one
doubt concerning this. I . . . indeed, the visible mem
bers I which are dead 48· 1 shall not be saved, for (only)
the living [members]! which exist withinl them
would arise.
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What,I then, is the resurrection? 5 It is always the
disclosure ofl those who have risen. For if youl re
member reading in the Gospel I that Elijah ap
peared I and Moses 10 with him, do not think the re
surrection I is an illusion. I It is no illusion, but I it is
truth! Indeed, it is morel fitting to say that 1 5 the
world is an illusion,I rather than the resurrection
whichI has come into being through I our Lord the
Savior,I Jesus Christ.
20
But what am I telling! you now? Those who are
living I shall die. How I do they live in an illusion? I
The rich have become poor, 25 and the kings have
been-overthrown. I Everything is pronel to change.
The worldl is an illusion! - lest,I indeed, I rail at
3° things to excess!
But I the resurrection does not have I this aforesaid
character, for I it is the truth which stands firm. I It is
the revelation of 35 what is, and the transformation I
of things, and a I transition into I newness. For imper
ishability 49· 1 [descends) uponl the perishable; the
light flowsl down upon the darkness,! swallowing it
up; and the Pleroma 5 fills up the deficiency. I These
are the symbols and I the images of the resurrection. I
He (Christ) it is who makes the I good.
Therefore, do not 10 think in part, 0 Rheginos,I
nor live I in conformity with this flesh for the sake ofl
unanimity, but flee I from the divisions and the '5 fet
ters, and already you have I the resurrection. For ifl
he who will die knowsI about himself that he I will
die - even if he spends many 20 years in this life, he
isl brought to this -1 why not consider yourselfl as
risen and (already)! brought to this? 2 s If you have I
the resurrection but continue as ifl you are to die
- and yet that one knows I that he has died -
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why, then, I do I ignore your 3° lack of exercise? It is
fitting for each I one to practice I in a number of ways,
and I he shall be released from this Element I that he
may not fall into error but shall himself 35 receive
again I what at first was. I
These things I have received from! the generosity
of my 5°· 1 Lord, Jesus Christ. [I have] taught! you
and your [brethren], my sons, concerning them,1
while I have not omitted any ofl the things suitable
for strengthening you (pl.). 5 But if there is one thing
written! which is obscure in my exposition ofl the
Word, I shall interpret it for you (pl.) I when you
(pl.) ask. But now,I do not be jealous of anyone who
is in your number 10 when he is able to help. I
Many are looking into! this which I have written I
to you. To these I say: I peace (be) among them and
grace. 1 5 I greet you and those who love I you (pl.) in
brotherly love. I
The Treatise on the Resurrection
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II. LINGUISTIC INTRODUCTION

The Tripartite Tractate is written in the Subachmimic (or "Lyco
politan") 1 dialect, although there are some characteristics of other
dialects, especially Sahidic, as well as numerous anomalies in orthog
raphy and morphology.
1.

Orthography

The text exhibits a number of characteristic peculiarities. A com
mon phenomenon is the full orthography ey, oy, or yoy for y.
Thus, for example, Meye may appear as M££ye, Meoye, Meyoye,
and Meeyoye. Similarly, e�y appears as e�yoy (131.34); NT£y
as NT£yoy (112.17; 121.9; 135.24). The circumstantial with an in
definite article appears as eyoy (51.21, 54.7, and frequently). Re
lated to the phenomenon may be the forms eyM� Y (53.15) and
ey<9�y (86.33) and �YT£yloyc1oc (75.35-36), £T�y.xrr�yq
(75.36) and eyeoyNTOY (75.31). The latter cases may represent a
diphthongization of a simple vowel due to the influence of a neighbor
ing syllable.2
1 For the alternative designation of this dialect, cf. R. Kasser, "Dialectes, sous
dialectes et 'dialecticules' dans l'Egypte copte," ZAS 92 (1965) 106-115 and the intro
duction to R. Kasser, W. Vychichl, Dictionaire auxiliaire, etymologique et comp/et de la
langue copte, Case. 1 (Geneva: EIEPO, 1967). For a special study of subachmimic, cf.
P. Nagel, Untersuchungen zur Grammatik des subachmimischen Dialekts (Diss. Halle,
1964).
2Cf. Thomassen, (Tripartite Tractate, 37), who cites similar phenomena from
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There is a considerable instability in the writing of certain conso
nants. Thus, double T is frequently contracted after the relative £T
and the prefixes MNT- and �T- (e.g., 56.21; 93.16; 117.7). Similarly,
T.X is occasionally contracted to a simple .x, as in MN.X�CIZHT
(78.29-30; 82.21; 110.8) and MN.X�eip � oyc_y (85.36).3 Likewise, T6
is occasionally written for a simple 6 (54.38; 96.8; 97.37). On the
other hand, there is a reduplication of what is normally a single T
after £T-, MNT-, and �T- (e.g., N£Te�y 99.17, MNTTPMZ£ 117.28,
�TT�pXH 52.6)4 and after the article t (e.g., tTMNT�T�pH.XC
56.10, tTMNT<_yBHp 65.20, and tTMH£ 128.25).5
The aspirate, z, shows a certain instability, as is common in many
early Coptic manuscripts.6 Thus, a superfluous z appears in such
forms as Z£TZ£ (89.27), oy�Nzoy (90.26-27), oyzwz (127.14). z
is metathesized in such forms as NC�ZTP£ (54.26), z�e (57.2), and
oyzo (72.10). A similar instability appears in the conjugation bases
of the perfect I.
The greatest instability appears in the writing of N.7 A single N is
frequently reduplicated before oy, especially in such prepositions as
N, ZN, MN and z1TN. Other cases of such reduplication are less fre
quent. Note, e.g., NN£ (116.20), NNZPHI (129.22), NN£q (51.27),
NN£Y (66.24), NNHY (113.29), TT£TNN££q (111.23), and �TNN£y
(102.33). On the other hand, a single N is occasionally written where a
double N would be expected, as e.g., at 66.25; 79.6; 101.26. .
The conjunctions .a.e and r�r frequently appear in both nazalized
and non-nazalized forms. Thus, .a.e (e.g., 61.20) alternates with N.a. £
(e.g., 51.3) and r�r (51.28) with Nr�r (51.37). The copula T£ also
occasionally appears as NT£ (105.28) and the form T£ occasionally
appears for the preposition NT£ (e.g., 57.31). There is also an alter
ation in various forms between e and N. Thus, NT£ appears for the
relative £T£ (67.38; 113.37), and the conjunction NT£ occasionally
appears as £T£ (110.21; 126.31). Some of the variations in the morKahle, Bala'izah, chap. 8, par 26A.
3The phenomenon is noted independently by S. Emmel (BASP 17 (1980) 143)
and Thomassen (Tripartite Tractate, 39).
4Cf. Thomassen, Tripartite Tractate, 39.
5The same phenomenon appears in Gos. Truth 26.33,34; 27.1.
6Cf. ed. pr. l.29, and Thomassen (Tripartite Tractate, 39), who cites. e.g.,
Worrell, Coptic Sounds, 110, and Kahle, Bala'izah, chap. 8.
7The most complete discussion of the phenomenon is in Thomassen, Tripartite
Tractate, 37-39. Cf. also ed. pr. l.29.
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phology of the perfect I relative may also be related to this phe
nomenon.8
Phonetic similarity leads to the frequent interchange of certain con
sonants. The use of .a. for T is quite common, appearing, e.g., in the
forms �rrocT�.a.Hc (109.30), e.a.e (108.2), tM1oyproc (104.35),
N.a.�y(113.5), .a.�rM� (84.88), and <9ee1.a.e (67.34). This inter
change, coupled with the instability of N, creates the greatest diffi
culties with the form N.a.€, which can be the simple conjunctive par
ticle .a.e, the preposition NT€ (54.27 and frequently), or even the re
sumptive particle N61 (63.16; 68.16). Other consonants commonly
confused are B for q, as in zwq (54.34);9 c for <9 in CH<!) (94.36); .x
for 6 in N.XI (60.7 and frequently); l\. for r in TTWl\.(9 (98.1); N for M
(77.21 and frequently); 6 for Kin 6e (57.15,16). In words of Greek
origin there are some special cases; .a. is apparently confused with c in
rr�r�.a.1.a.oc ·(passim); 10 c with 2 in <J>�NT�ce (79.31); <9 with z
in <91K�Noc (55.33, 88.1); and 6 with Kin 61N.a.yNoc (106.37).
Normal assimilation of N to M before labials occurs throughout. In
addition there are unusual cases of assimilation in ZMNTON (102.21);
zXl\.�ye (112.16); and CXl\.�ZX (120.30).
The supralinear stroke is used in this text, as throughout Codex I,
in the ways common in Coptic manuscripts generally. It should be
noted, however, that in some forms the stroke alternates with the vow
el e. Thus, we find both €MTT�Teq (61.23) and MTT�Tcj (76.16);
£Mrrcj (77.36) and Mrrcj (79.33); €NT�q (52.5) and NT�q (65.24);
zeN and ZN (passim); and rreq (53.34) and rrcj (85.13). In the con
jugation bases, this alteration can lead to ambiguities between first
tenses, second tenses and circumstantials.
2.

Vocalization

The Tri. Trac. exhibits a mixture of forms, alter�ting primarily
between those of Sahidic and Subachmimic. Note, e.g., the preposi
tions e-, ero- and �-, �r�-; epN- and �pN-; MMo- and MM�-;
<9�ro- and <9�r�-; z�ro- and z�r�-; the adverbs eaol\. and
�B�l\.; ezoyN and �zoyN; ezr�I and �zpHI; ON and �N; the
nouns oe1<9 and �€1<9; eooy and e�y; NOB€ and N�ae1; CMO T
and CM�T; corr and c�rr; cooyN and c�yNe; oyoe1N and
8Cf. Thomassen, Tripartite Tractate, 38.
9Note the similar phenomenon is Gos. Truth 39.20.
10Note that at 101.30 n,-p,-.11.1coc has been corrected to n,.p,-.11.1.11.oc! Kasser
(ed. pr. l.22, n.10) suggests that this spelling may reflect a popular etymology deriving
wap�l:ina-os from wapal:ill:iop.a,.
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oy�e1N; oy.x�e1Te and oy.xeeTe; ZMOT and ZM�T; z�rr and
zerr; 6oM and 6�M; 6oNc and 6�Nc; .xoe1c and .x�e1c; the verbs
�M�ZT€ and €M�ZTE; MTON and MT�N; COTM- and c�TMe-;
T�zo and Tezo; <9Op<9p and <9�p<9p; .xrro- and .xrr�-; the
pronouns NTOq and NT�q; the adjectives N06 and N �6; <9OMNT and
<9�MNT; and the demonstrative rree1 and rr �€1. In most cases the A 2
form predominates (�, �8 �7'., �N, �€1(9, �zoyN, �zpHl, e�y,
MM�-. MT�N, NT�q. CM�T, c�yN€, T€ZO, oy�€1N, <9�r �-.
<9�P<9P, .x�e1c). In some cases the S form is more frequent
(�M�ZTE, No6, oy.x�EIT€, 6oM, 6oNc). There are also cases of
hybrid forms <�ro-, �801'., �€N, ezpHI, T€zo-). These
phenomena may be due to the transmission of the text in Coptic. It
may have originally been translated into one dialect (Sahidic?), then
adapted, inconsistently, into Subachmimic. Alternatively, the
translator may have attempted to render the text into Subachmimic,
although he was more familiar with Sahidic.
Several other unusual features of vocalization should be noted. A 2
forms normally ending in e occasionally end in H, and forms normally
ending in o occasionally end in w. Thus, e.g., pHT€ alternates with
pHTH, <918€ with <918H, TX6o with TX6w, TC �e1O with TC�e1w,
TC€NO with TC€NW, Toy.xo with Toy.xw, T€ZO with T€ZW,
08810 with 0B81W, T�.xo with T�.XW, and zo with zw. Further
more, as in other A texts, certain words which normally end in w
occasionally end here in oy, such as Koy, C8OY, T�.xoy, zscoy,
.xoy, 6oy. A similar phenomenon appears occasionally in words of
Greek origin where w or o is replaced by oy, as in JT1'.HpoyM� and
.x�oyc. Finally, certain words normally ending in e in both S and
A 2 here end in (e)1, such as K€K€1, N �8€1, rr�ype1, .x �e1. This
phenomenon appears elsewhere in Codex I and in other A 2 texts.
The forms of the qualitative verbs whose infinitive ends in o regu
larly end in T in the Tri. Trac., a characteristic of Subachmimic.11
3. Conjugation Bases
The following forms are attested in the Tri. Trac. Passages where
relatively rare or unusual forms occur are listed in brackets. Prob
lematic items are marked with an asterisk and discussed at the end of
the section.
l lCf. Kahle, Bala'izah,214 and Thomassen, Tripartite Tractate, 41-42. Excep
tions to this general rule here are T'-€1HY and T2BBIHY, which display the common S
ending.
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A. Bipartite Conjugations
Present
Pres. I: 3 sg. q,c; 3 pl. ce
Neg.:
3 sg. q . ..€N, Nq .. . €N; 3 pl. C€ .. . €N, NC€ ...€N
Pret.:
3 sg. N€q, N�q (94.28), N€C, N�C (105.13); 3 pl.
Ney, N�y; Norn. N€p€ (82.1); Pret. circ. 3 sg.€N€C
(136.20); Pret. rel. 3 sg. €T€N€q, €T€N�q (88.11),
€T€N�C (105.27); 3 pl. €T€N€ Y, €T€N�Y (90.16),
€T�N�Y (88.[ 2)
Pres. II: 1 sg. €€1 (137.20); 3 sg. eq; �q (60.35?); 3 pl. ey;
Norn. �re (102.2)
Circ.*: 1 sg. ee1; 3 sg. eq, �q (60.35?), ec; 3 sg. neg. €NC
. .. €N (54.2 5); 3 pl. ey; 3 pl. neg. €NC€ ...€N;
Norn. € (73.32; 92.14; 93.10; 105.8; 113.7), ep e
(135.11)
Rel. *:
1 sg. et (66.[ 2); 3 sg. €T, €Tij, €TC €T€q (58.38),
€T€�q (101.1 I?), €T�q (113.36); I pl. €TN (125.3),
€T€N (94.35); 3 pl. €T, €TOY, €T�Y (l12.20;
117.19); €NT�Y (97.31?); Norn. €T€ (59.4; 121.8;
134.26), €T€p€, €T�p€ (55.29; 127.24)
Future
Fut. I : 3 sg. qN�, CN�; l pl. TNN� (121.l5); 3 pl. C€N�;
Nom.N�
Pret. (Imperf.
Fut.) : 3 sg. N�CN� (77.4); 3 pl. N€ YN� (64.36; 68.17);
Pret. circ.€N£qN� (86.19)
Neg.:
3 sg. qN� ...€N; 3 pl. C€N� ...€N
Fut. II: 3 sg. eqN�, �qN� (87.28); 3 pl. eyN�; Norn. ep e
.•• N� (104.23-24)
Circ.:
3 sg. eqN�, €CH�; 3 pl. eyN�; 3 pl. neg. €NC€N�
...€N (95.11), €NC€N� (l37.10), Norn. €p€ ...N�
(137.9)
Rel.*:
3 sg. €T� (89.36; 120.3; l 26.23), €TijN�, €T�qN�
(120.10); I pl. €TNN� (79.3), €T�NN� (51.1); 3 pl.
€TOYN�, €T€N� (121.28); Norn. €TA. ... N�
(104.12), €T€p€ ...N� (107.24), €T�p€ ... N�
(122.37)
B. Tripartite Conjugations
Perfect, base �
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1 sg. A€1 (130.13); 3 sg. Aq, Ac; 1 pl. AN; 3 pl. Ay;
Norn. A
Pret.:
3 sg. N€Aq; 3 pl. N€Ay (130.35; 137.15)
Perf. II*: 3 sg. NTAq (104.26), epeAq (80.37; 122.18), neg.
€p€Aq . . . €N (52.19), €p€NNTAq (114.34), neg.
€p€NTAC . .. €N (73.20); 3 pl. NTAY, €NTAY (77.29;
81.u), €p€AY (129.19), €p€NTAY (to4.20; 120.33)
Circ.:
3 sg. €Aq, €AC; 3 pl. €Ay; Norn. €A
Rel.*:
1 sg. NTAJ (59.5); €NTAJ (55.29); 3 sg. NTAq, NTAC,
€NTAq, €NTAC, €TAq, €T€Aq; l pl. NTAN (51.4),
€NTAN, €TAN, €T€AN (t24.7); 3 pl. NTAY, €NTAY,
€TAY, €T€Ay; Norn. €NTA, €NTAA (76.34), €TA,
€TAA (105.22), €T€A
Perfect, base Az;-zAPerf. I: Norn. ZA (87.17)
Circ:
Norn. ezA (134.4)
Rel.*:
3 sg. NTAZ, €NTAZ, €TAZ, €T€zAq (104.29); 3 pl.
NTAZ, €NTAZ, €TAZ; Norn. €TAZA (103.19)
Negative Perfect
Neg. Perf. I*:
1sg. Mm (137.24); 3 sg. MIT€q, €MITq (77.36); 3 pl.
MITOY, MMITOy (120.35; 121.2); Norn. MIT€, €NIT€
(113.28)
Pret.:
3 pl. N€MITOY (118.24); Norn. N€MIT€ (84.2)
Circ.:
3 sg. €MITeq; 3 pl. €MITOY
Rel.:
3 sg. €T€MIT€q (61.30), €T€MITij (u6.26); 3 pl.
€T€MIT oy; Norn. €T€MIT€ (52.4)
Praesens Consuetudinis (Aorist)
Praes. cons. I:
3 sg. (9Aq (79.10); (9Ap€q (69.11; 108.26); (9Ap€C
(108.18); 3 pl. (9AY (92.28; 93.1,8); (9Apoy (93.4;
125.19); Norn. (9Ap€ (108.32)
Pret.:
N€(9Apoy (92.25)
Praes. cons. II*:
3 pl. €(9AY (u4.39), €Y(9AY (86.33), €(9Apoy
(98.14)
Circ.:
3 sg. €(9AC (77.4); 3 pl. €(9AY (92.34), €(9Apoy
(72.5)
Rel.:
3 pl. €T€(9AY (81.20), €T€(9Apoy (54.30), €T
(9Apoy (rn7.33); Norn. €T€(9Ap€ (82.29)
Perf. I:
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Negative Praesens Consuetudinis (Aorist)
Neg. praes. cons.:
3 sg. MA.q, MA.C
Circ.:
3 sg. £MA.C (60.13); eyMA.Y (53.15)
3 pl. £T£MA.Y (57.25; 128.21; 134.9); Norn. £T£
Rel.:
MA.p£ (124.10)
Third Future
Fut. 111*:3 pl. eye (75.31), A.y<A.> (99.16)
Neg.:
3 pl. Noy (92.19), NNOY (98.34)
Conjunctive
Conj.*: 3 sg. Nq, q (63.19,26[?]; 67.4; 74.35; 75.2; 75.20;
86.20[?]; 88.24; 96.15); NTjiNTij (107.32?); 3 pl. NC£;
Norn. NT£ (59.37)
I pl. NTNTM (124.31); 3 pl. NC£TM (62.21,23)
Neg.:
C. Clause Conjugations
Temporal: 3 sg. NTA.peq, NTjiNTij (107.32?); 3 pl. NTA.poy;
Norn. NTA.pe
"Until": 3 sg. <9A.NT£q (99.18); <9A.T£q (96.13; 134.33); 3 pl.
<!)A.TOY (135.10); Norn. <!)A.NT£ (123.r6,26; 126.11),
(9A.T£ (85.29)
"Not Yet":
3 sg. MTT A.Tij (76.16); 3 pl. MTTA.TOY (133.26); Norn.
MTTA.T£ (117.26)
Norn. N£ MTTA.T£
Pret.:
Circ.:
3 sg. £MJT A.Tij, £MJT A.T£q, 3 pl. £MJT A.TOY, £M
JT A.TA.y, Nom. £MJT A.T£
Rel.:
3 sg. £T£MTTA.Tij (95.6); Norn. £T£MTTA.T£ (122.26)
Conditional*
3 sg. A.C<!JA. (108.23); I pl. £N(9A. (132.16); 3 pl.
ey<9A. (57.6; 62.4; 131.31), A.Y<!JA. (108.14); ey<9A.N
(129.r7)
Causative (Inflected)
Infinitive 3 sg. Tpeq, Tij (51.35; 75.28), TC (75.10); 1 pl. TPN,
TN (51.2); 3 pl. Tpoy, Tpey (89.4), Toy (75.16;
118.10; 1 31.6); Norn. Tpe
Neg.:
1 pl. A.TMTN (130.9); 3 pl. A.TMTpoy (52.26)
4. Remarks on the Conjugation Bases

Present circumstantial: The original editors considered the form A-q
at 53.25 and 60.35 to be circumstantial. The first instance is simply a
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perf. I. The second is probably a present tense, since a qualitative,
which usually appears only in the present, follows. The form is prob
ably a circumstantial, although it could also be a second tense. This
case is but one of several apparently irregular uses of the qualitative.
Either this text violates a fundamental rule of Coptic syntax by using
qualitative forms with tripartite conjugation bases, or, more likely,
dialectical phonology has produced anomalous forms of certain con
jugation bases.
Present relative: Here again appears the problem of the qualitative
used with apparently tripartite conjugation bases. The phenomenon
appears in seven passages: ENT�q�BE(9 (61.19), ENT�q<9oon
(66.39), ENT�YTC�El�IT (97.31), ETE�qK��T (101.11), €T�y
(900TT (112.20; 117.19), and ET�qoE1 (113.36). The form �BE<:!) in
61.19 may not, in fact, be a qualitative. The qualitative <9oorr at
66.39 is probably corrupt for <9WTT, and the conjugation base is a
normal perf. rel. In the forms with ET�-(112.20; 113.36; 117.19), the
qualitatives, and a present tense, are approprite and the relative con
verters should be seen as involving a hyper-subachmimic vocalization.
A similar phenomenon appears in the forms ET�rE (55.29; 122.37;
127.24), which normally appears as ETErE in S and A 2, in the future
relatives ET�NN� (51.1) and ET� ... N� (104.12), and in the preterite
forms N�q, N�C and N�Y- The other relative converters in the list
above, ENT�Y, and ETE�q, may also be anomalous forms of the pres
ent relative, if the text is not corrupt.
Future relative: One clear example of the A 2 form ET�, without N,
appears at 89.30. Other possible examples listed by ed. pr. are better
understood as different forms, the perfect relative (67.37; 126.23;
128.4) or the present relative, ET, with �El, the qualitative of E!pE
(120.3).
Perfect II: In Coptic generally there is a possibility of confusing the
perf. II and perf. rel. Here, too, the form NT�- (ENT�-) can serve for
both conjugations. In addition, the Tri. Trac. uses four other forms
which might be taken as perf. II: (1) ErENT�-. (2) Er€�-. (3) €�-.
and (4) ETE�-- Four examples of the first form appear (73.20,
104.20, 114.34, and 120.33), all in contexts where a second tense is
appropriate, i.e., where the sentence has an emphasized adverbial ele
ment. In addition, at 73.20, the form is negated with EN, the appro
priate negation for a second tense. Ed. pr. suggest that this form is a
"derived perf. II," apparently expressing a notion of causality. Such a
nuance may be found in 104.20 and 114.34, but it is certainly not
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apparent in the two other examples. It seems best to understand the
form as an allomorph of the perf. II. without any specific semantic
connotation. Four examples of the second form (ErEA-) appear
(52.19; 80.37; 122.18; 129.19). Ed. pr. (1.29) suggest that this form is a
"derived perf. I.," but this seems unlikely. In the last two examples
there are clearly adverbial elements which could be emphasized by a
second tense. In the second example, at 80.37, there is no clear ad
verbial element, although the text in the following line is quite pos
sibly corrupt. Similarly, there is no obvious adverbial element em
phasized in the first example. It might be possible to understand all
these forms as instances of the perf. circ. The fact, however, that the
form at 52.19 is negated with EN indicates that it is a second tense.
Both this form and that at 80.37 would then be examples of an "em
ploi abusif" of the second tense.12 The third possible form of the perf.
II. (EA-) is morphologically equivalent to the perf. circ. The form,
though unusual, is attested elsewhere in Coptic.13 It is unlikely, how
ever, that any of the instances in this text which are held by ed. pr. to
be perf. II (69.4; 73.1; 77.31; 109.5; 114.16; 130.25) are such. At 109.5
the converter E is restored by ed. pr., but this restoration is unnec
essary and the form is best understood simply as a perf. I. In all the
other cases the form can be easily understood as a perf. circ. One ex
ample of the form ETEAq, (77.37) is suggested by ed. pr. to be a perf.
II. This form, however, is simply a perf. rel.
Perfect relative: This conjugation base displays a variety of forms
which can be reduced to three basic types: (1) iiiTA"; (2) ENTA",
which is simply an orthographic variant of the first type; and (3)
ET(E)A ... The use of these forms with the conjugation base A2 is
usually confined to c;ises where the subject of the relative clause is the
same as the antecedent, except in the form ETE2Aq at 104.29. Some
what anomalous are the forms ENTAA (76.34) and ETAA (105.22).
These may be defective writings of ENTA2A and ETA2A respectively.
Negative perfect I: Note the orthographic variant EMnq (77.36) for
the more normal MnEq and ENTTE (113.28) for MITE. The first in
stance of the form cannot properly be a circumstantial. The second
12Cf. H.J. Polotsky, Etudes de syntaxe copte (Cairo, 1944) 51-53 (=Collected
Papers, 155-57). Sec also his remarks in "The Coptic Conjugation System," Or. 29
(196o) 4o8 (=Collected Papers, 254). The "emplois abusifs" in the Tri. Trac. would
probably fall under Polotsky's type C, "phrases contradictoires."
13Cf. G. Steindorff, Lehrbuch, #341, p. 150, where several examples from She
nute are listed; W. Till, Koptische Grammatik, #334, p. 172; and H. J. Polotsky,
Etudes de syntax copte, 48-49 (=Collected Papers, 152-53).
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instance could be a circumstantial, but a neg. perf. I. is more appro
priate. Ed. pr. (II.302) consider the forms MMnoy (120.35; 121.2} as
circumstantials, but they are probably simply orthographic variants
of the neg. perf. I. The phenomenon of a reduplicated initial con
sonant appears elsewhere in the text and that is probably involved
here.14
Praesens consuetudinis II: See the remarks on the Conditional.
Future III: Clear cases of this conjugation base appear at 75.31
(where the text EyE{oy}NToy must be emended; otherwise the
Stern-Jernstedt rule would be violated), and in �Y�rHz at 99.16, af
ter J(EK�CE, where it is syntactically appropriate. The final � of the
conjugation base has here been elided with the initial � of the in
finitive. Ed. pr. (1.29} also list TTET�Y�MEYE at 79.35, but the text
here is probably corrupt for TTET�YMEYE, either a normal perf. rel.
or possibly the anomalous pres. rel. encountered in this text. In their
notes, ed. pr. also suggest that Ey6�NTC at 67.32 and 70.9 is an error
for Ey�6NTC, fut. III. This is a possible explanation, especially at
67.32, although at 70.9 the form is simply a pres. circ. with the A 2
prepronominal infinitive of 61NE. The same may be true of 67.32.15

Conjunctive: This conjugation base has forms both with and with
out initial N. The latter type, characteristic of A, is found in eight
passages, listed above. Ed. pr. consider q at 96.12 to be a conjunctive,
but this appears to be a simple pres. I. The prenominal form NT£
appears at 59.37. Ed. pr. also find the form at 113.37, but that is
probably a preposition.
The forms NTN (51.2) and NT<j (51.35) are probably to be under
stood as causative infinitives. Cf. the causative infinitive ET<j (75.28).
Nonetheless, it might be possible to construe both forms as instances
of the conjunctive. The form NT<j, characteristic of the conjunctive in
B, is also found at Gos. Truth 34.14. Ed. pr. also consider NTOY at
82.37 to be a conjunctive, but the lacuna in the line following (83.1)
makes this uncertain.
Conditional: The conditional appears once in the ordinary form
EY(!)�N (129.17}. The forms �C(!)� (108.14}, EN(!)� (132.16), EY
'9� (57.6; 62.4; 131.31), �ycy� (108.14), and EY(!)�Y (86.33) are
problematic. Ed. pr. (1.30) generally take these forms as instances of
the praes. cons. II., which appears once elsewhere in the form £(9�14Cf. the discussion of orthography above.
15Note the fut. II. EYN16NTC after .X€K1C€ at 53.13.
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poy (98.14). 16 Such an interpretation is quite likely for EY<9�Y at
86.33, which, however, ed. pr. take to be a circumstantial. Cf. Eq<9�q
in Gos. Truth 28.31. The other forms listed here can be satisfactorily
explained as conditionals. They are not as anomalous as ed. pr. sug
gest. Note that the conditional in A is generally �q<9�. Note too the
conditionals in the Gos. Truth Eq<9� (22.3; 24.34; 34.5) and Ey<9�
(22.4), as well as the forms Eq<9�N (24.38) and EY<Y�N (24.30). Cf.
also Gos. Thom. EY<9� (32.19), as well as Eq<9�N (32.17) and Ey
<9�N (32.23).

5. Syntactical Features
A complete analysis of the syntax of the Coptic of the Tripartite
Tractate is not possible in the context of this introduction. Certain
features, however, are worthy of note.
Nominal sentences: One prominent feature of the nominal sentence
in this text is the frequent reduplication of the copula. This phenom
enon occurs when the predicate of the sentence is complex, composed
of a substantive plus genitive or circumstantial modifier. In one case
(113.33-34) the predicate is composed of a substantivized relative
continued by a conjunctive. For occurrences of these constructions, see
the index of Coptic words, s.v. TT€.
It should be noted in this connection that various other conjugation
bases may be reduplicated, including the circumstantial (67.29-30;
69.28; 79.23; 85.12; 87.24; 105.8-9); the preterit (82.1-2; 83.7-8); and
the negative perfect (94.40).
Conditional sentences: The appearances of the conditional conju
gation base have already been treated in the discussion of the con
jugation bases. In addition to those cases, conditional conjunctions ap
pear with various constructions; E<9(w)rrE with nominal sentences
(116.24, 130.10) and the imp. fut. (137.11); E<9J(E with a nominal
sentence (54.33; 101.1), pres. I (55.30), impf. (83.7; 94.28), and fut. I
(121.16); EIMHTI with a nominal sentence (74.33) and conj. (124.11);
and El MH with pres. I (74.35). Four examples of a contrary-to-fact
condition appear, with slightly different constructions; ENE ...
NEYN� (64.33-36), NEYN� ...EN€ (69.17-20), €(9�C ... N�CN�
(77.4), and ENEqN� ... EIMHTI (86.19).
Comparative sentences: A relatively common phenomenon
throughout the text is the comparative sentence, which utilizes a wide
1 6This form also appears as the praes. cons. circ. at 72.5.
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variety of conjunctions and constructions (57.8-12; 57.40-58.4;
61.29-33; 62.27-29; 63.29-34; 64.12-13,31-36; 69.20-22; 73.28-36;
89.8-10; 108.36-37; 119.34-36; 126.1-6; 129.20-25; 136.11). Most
frequently, some form of pHTE is used as one of the correlatives. See
the Coptic index, s.v., but forms of CMAT, ZE, and zwc also appear.
The protasis in such a sentence may contain either a relative clause
(57.8; 62.27; 69.20), a circumstantial (129.20), a second tense (73.28),
or a nominal sentence (63.29). Similarly the apodosis may contain a
relative (57.12; 61.33), a circumstantial (89.10), a second tense
(73.36), or a perf. I (58.4, 69.22). The appearance of a causative in
finitive in the apodosis is probably due to an ellipse (62.29).
Final clauses: For final expressions two constructions are frequent
ly used. First, J(EKAC(E) may be used with various conjugation bas
es, fut. II (53.13; 63.17; 73.26-27; 77.1; 87.27-28; 96.3; 98.32,37;
99.1,26-27; 103.8-9,39; 104.23-24; 105.5; 107.16,22; II1.2; 117.4-5;
126.32; 127.23; 128.12), fut. III (92 .18-19; 99.12-16; 107.7,9), neg.
conj. (68.21; 124.31). Anomalous are the present circumstantial at
67.31-32 and the nominal sentence at 136.10. In these cases the text
may be corrupt.
Secondly, the causative or inflected infinitive, preceded by the prep
osition A, may be used, either with a notion of purpose (61.3,4,5,7,9,
12,31; 69.22; 75.33; 76.33; 86.i; 91.14,17,23; 92.3; 95.33; 99.6,29;
100.32,34; 102.33; 103.22; 105.19; 106.27; 110.30; 126.16,24) or of re
sult (52.17,26; 55.31; 60.32; 72.7; 75.14,16,33; 75.38[note the use of
mpHTE = &o-TE]; 84.11; 96.11; 99.33; 116.14; 117.21; 121.10[note the
use of zwcTE]; 123.6,8,14; 127.5; 133.4).
Causative (inflected) infinitive: In addition to the uses of the causa
tive infinitive introduced with the preposition A in final expressions
noted above, this construction is also frequently used as a complement
to nouns and verbs: KW (107.3; 116.15; 118.12); MEEYE (65.13; 72.4,
14-15; 83.23; 91.15; 95.10; I15.5,34; 126.29; 134.14); ji AllOY (89.31;
125.17); f €NEpr1 (97.22; I I 3.24; 114.3); f <!JEY (86.17; 95.23;
130.9); t (61.33; 62.28,29; 71.15; 73.7; 90.13; 114.29); TW(9 (77.10;
107.29); oyw<9(E) (57.27; 71.14; 87.16; 94.2; 98.29; 126.26 [J(E
TTTpoy-]); XpEIA (124.20,21,22); (9WTT€ (80.4; 82.35); <9<9£ (76.30;
77.8); ZMAT (51.5; 61.35); 6AM (52.28; 54.15; 59.17; 60.24,26; 63.10;
73.13; 79.20; 88.24; 127.10); and various others (55.31; 61.26; 75.18;
79.31; 82.5; 86.14; 100.14,16,17,18; 108.7; 110.28; 115.22; 117.13;
130.23).
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6. Stylistic Features
The Tri. Trac. is an elaborately constructed work written in a com
plex, florid and sometimes allusive style which occasions numerous
difficulties of interpretation. The opening sections of the work, deal- ·
ing with the highest transcendent principles, are composed in a sol
emn rhetorical mode, with several series of lengthy paratactic affirma
tions (e.g., 52.7-34; 53.21-28; 55.16-27), and asyndetic coordinations
(e.g., 55.3-5; 56.26-30). One of these series is virtually a litany of
titles of the Son (66.13-29). In later sections of the work, complex
periods frequently appear (e.g., 110.22-31; 119.16-122.14). Many of
these periods are syntactically ambiguous, due to the presence of
forms which can be construed as either circumstantials or second
tenses (e.g., 61.20-24; 67.28-31; 79.4-6; 81.8-14). Ambiguities fre
quently arise from the presence of pronominal elements, the anteced
ents of which are uncertain (e.g., 56.34; 69.10-14; 72.32-75.9; 88.812; 121.7-8; 123.22). A particular aim of the notes in this edition has
been to clarify such stylistic ambiguities through a careful analysis of
the syntax and to identify the sometimes opaque allusions to various
actors in the cosmic drama.
It may well be that some of the ambiguities in the text arise from the
fact that the work is a translation and that the translator either had an
imperfect understanding of his Vorlage or an inadequate command of
Coptic. 17 That the work is, in fact, a translation from Greek would be
generally presupposed. That presupposition is strikingly confirmed in
at least one case where an obscure Coptic phrase becomes intelligible
when viewed as a literal rendering of a technical term of Greek phi
losophy (65.10).18
One particularly striking feature of the text, which may reflect its
Greek Vorlage, is the use of the particle J(E. In Coptic generally this
particle may serve as a conjunction or as an introduction to quoted
17Note the judgement of Kasser, (ed. pr. 1.35), that the translator of the text,
who, according to Kasser, reworked a Sahidic translation into Subachmimic, was a
"homme vraisemblcment plus grec que copte." Cf. also the parenthetical remark at
137.21-23, "For, though I continually use these words, I have not understood his
meaning." This remark may, however, refer to the contents of the text, not to its
language. In any case, the judgment of Kasscr exaggerates the anomalous character of
the Coptic of the Tri. Trac., cf. Thomassen (Tripartite Tractate, 60-61).
l8Thomassen (Tripartite Tractate, 21) sees a reflection of a Greek Vorlage in
such constructions as jf<9�pi'i N-, which presumably translates Greek verbs
compounded with wpo-. Cf. 61.1-2; 62.19; 82.24; 107.28; n�£1 £T�Yt io �r�q (87.9)
translating I, wap�A71n,�; and NITynoc N<9�pi'i (123.15), translating ol o.pxJrvwo,.
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discourse (Cf. Gk. 8n recitativum). The particle functions in these
ways in the Tri. Trac., but in addition it appears as a paragraph
initial particle, frequently in conjunction with tither particles (J(E ...
MEN, J(E ...6€: see the indices). This phenomenon, not noted by the
original editors except in the case of the initial J(E at 51.1, has been
highlighted by Schenke, 19 and independently by the present editors in
the previously published translation of the text.20 The significance of
the phenomenon is unclear. Schenke argues that it indicates that our
text is not a tractate but a series of excerpts from a longer work.21 The
excerptor's 8n is, as Kasser notes,22 a feature of Byzantine excerpta.
More contemporary examples of a similar phenomenon can be found
in the 8n which introduces the Introduction to the Dialogues of Plato
by Albinus,23 and the 8T& which introduces many episodes in Aelian's
Varia Historia. 24 If Schenke is correct and the text is an excerpt, some
of its allusive qualities and its referential ambiguities might be ex
plained. However, it is doubtful that we have here simply a series of
excerpts. Despite its ambiguities, the text does present a continuous
and relatively coherent account of Valentinian theology. If the text is
an excerpt, the epitomator has been quite skillful in selecting his ma
terial. Thus, the strange J(E's in the text, instead of being citation
particles, are more likely simply paragraph markers. For a compa
rable phenomenon note the paragraph markers in the Pistis Sophia, 25
which often appear in connection with particles such as .A€ and 6€,
as in the Tri. Trac. (Cf. e.g., in the Schmidt-MacDermot edition p. 4,
line 12; 5.20; 7.5; 8.3; 13.15; 15.3 and passim). If this interpretation of
J(E as a paragraph marker is correct, it probably does not reflect a
feature of a Greek Vorlage.
One other explanation of the unusual J(E is possible. It should be
t9H.-M. Schcnkc, ZAS 105 (1978) 133-141.
20[n James M. Robinson, ed., The Nag Hammadi Library in English (San
Francisco: Harper and Row, 1977).
21Schenke, op. cit. 135 also notes the few first-person references in the text and
suggests that these arc due to the hand of the cpitomator. Cf. e.g., 137.21-23 cited in
note 18.
22£d. pr. I. 287.
23for a discussion of the significance of this, cf. John Dillon, The Middle Pla
tonists (Ithaca: Cornell, 1977) 304.
24Cf. Aelian, Varia Historia (ed. R. Hercher; Leipzig: Teubncr, 1866; reprinted
Graz: Akadcmische Druck und Verlagsanstalt, 1971), e.g., 7.3,4; 8.3; 9.2,3,6,12. We
owe this reference to George MacRac.
25Pistis Sophia (Carl Schmidt, ed.; Violet MacDermot, trans.; NHS 9; Leiden:
Brill, 1978).
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noted that in later Greek yap is used to express simple continuation or
connection, without any causal force. 26 It may be that in the Greek
Vorlage of the Tri. Trac. yap was used in such a way, roughly equiva
lent to�- The Coptic translator then woodenly rendered such occur
rences with J(E.
7. The State of the Text
In addition to the various orthographic and phonological peculiari
ties of this text, which are probably due to scribal conventions or are
dialectical characteristics, the text contains a rather large number of
scribal errors. Some of these have been corrected in antiquity. These
corrected errors involve: (a) the omission of letters or words subse
quently added (57.2 0,36; 59.18,20; 60.35; 61 .23; 66.6,2 0; 69.12; 70.4;
71.2 i; 78.33; 82 .4; 93.i8; 95.22; 97.i4; 98.34; 99.7; IOI.1 3,14,2 3;
1 06.4,7,2 3; 1 07.2 8,2 9; 1 08.7,1 6; 11 0.1 5; 111 .1 6,32 ; 1 12 .4; 11 3.13;
11 6.2 9; 1 17.1 5,2 5,31; 11 8.2 ,19; 120.1,22 ,31 ; 121.21 ,26; 126.2 3; 12 7.1 3;
12 8.1 7; 12 9.1 6; 130.34; 134.9,2 6; 138.14,2 6); (b) letters erroneously
written then deleted with lines or dots (51 .2 4; 65.16; 69.12 ; 71.21 ;
82 .21; 84.2 ; 89.1; 91 .28; 92 .1 3-14; 95.1 7; 11 3.2 4; 11 7.1 3; 121 .28); (c)
letters erroneously_ written then erased or written over (51. ro,15,2 4;
52.32 ,38; 54.7,1 6,22 ; 55.40; 62.1 9; 65.1 ,4,1 7,2 4; 68.8,24,34; 69.12;
70.2 6; 73.35; 74.2 4,30; 75.38; 76.11 ; 78.1 3,36; 79.1 6,17; 80.34; 81.1 7,
34,35; 83.6,11 ; 85.io,35; 87.1 0,33; 89.1 7,22; 90.1 ,33,37; 91.9,24,35;
92 .7; 93.15,2 5,37; 94.6,11 ,13,2 0; 95.3,5,2 9; 96.1 3,32 ; 98.33,35; 99.32 ;
100.2 5; 1 01 .9,14,16,2 4,2 5,30; 103.26,28; 104.2 ,2 7,32 ,34; 1 05.1 7,26;
1 06.2,7; 108.6,13,1 4; 109.7,1 6; 1 10.1 5,2 5; 111 .8,11 ,16,1 9,2 5; 112 .2 4;
113.13,1 4,1 7,2 5,2 9,31;
1 1 5.2 ; 11 6.1 8; 117.2 ,1 2,13,33,38; 119.1 0;
12 0.33; 121 .4,2 8; 122 .11 ,1 8,35; 12 5.34; 12 6.33,34; 127.3,2 3; 12 8.1 ,22 ,
2 3,32,35; 12 9.16,31 ; 131.2; 134.2 0; 135.8,1 1; 137.2 3).
In addition, there are numerous uncorrected scribal errors. These
fall into several major categories. Firstly, there are cases where a let
ter or letters have been omitted (51.40; 52.4,17,21; 53.4; 54.28; 56.5;
57.31 ; 58.16,2 9; 60.5,14; 61.1 8; 62 .22 ; 65.12; 66.20,32; 67.12,23; 68.4;
69.21 ,2 5; 7o.6,2 7,32,37; 71.33; 72.31; 73.9,22 ; 74.4,5; 77.2 5; 78.1 5;
79.11,2 7,34; 82 .11,12,26,37; 87.18,20,21; 88.7,32 ; 90.37; 93.36; 94-4,
1 3; 95.6; 96.2 6; 98.34; 99.1 3,1 6,2 4; 1 00.25,2 6; 1 01 .10,1 6,22 ; 102 .2;
1 03.1 0; 104.5,1 7; 1 05.4; 106.5,11 ; 108.2 4,32 ; 109.13; 112 .3,21 ; 11 5.9,
26Cf. Bauer-Arndt-Gingrich, A Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament
(2nd ed.; Chicago: Univ. of Chicago, 1979) 152b; Blass-Debrunner-Funk, Greek Gram
mar, #451-52, pp. 234-36, and Thomassen, Tripartite Tractate, 19-20.
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23,35; 116.9,26; 117.13; 118.11,16; 119.14,19; 120.21; 121.10; 124.30;
125.18,24; 126.21; 128.27; 131.26; 132.14; 134.5; 136.24; 138.9).
It should be noted that certain phenomena treated by ed. pr. as er
rors of the foregoing type are simply orthographic or syntactical pecu
liarities. (a) The text regularly exhibits the crasis of the indefinite
article oy before words beginning with oy (53.34; 65.15; 69.22;
71.33; 75.17; 79.16; 117.33; 118.30; 122.33; 136.27). (b) Initial double
N is frequently written as a single N (60.6; 84.7; 94.13; 100.7; 101.19).
(c) Nouns of Greek origin beginning with aw regularly do not have
the definite article (64.9; 66.27; 72.2,18; 75.14; 77.5; 78.26; 80.27,35;
81.30; 94.12; 95.5; 96.34; 97.21; 101.18; 102.32; 107.28; 122.27,31;
127.32; 128.8,32; 138.24). Note that there are exceptions (58.35;
59.36; 68.30; 73.4; 74.27; 78.31; 85.32; 86.20; 97.1; 101.4; 123.22;
124.14,19). (d) Similarly the Greek word c�rl is regularly used
anarthrously (113.38; 114.36; 115.37; 125.4,12,15; 133.16). (e) The
preposition N is used in this text frequently where St. Sah. would
normally use zii(59.7; 61 .18; 72.18; 79.30; 85.29). Related to this is
also the use of NTE" where NZHT" might be expected (112.17; 121.9).
(f) The A 2 conjunctive appears in the form q and emendation to Nq is
unnecessary (88.24; 96.15). (g) The A 2 future appears without the N
found in S (89.36). (h) Recognition of the function of the "introduc
tory particle," J(.E, makes emendation to the resumptive particle un
necessary (77.25; 117.36). (i) The verb TCTO can be spelled in several
ways TCTO, TCO, CTO. These forms should probably be viewed as
orthographic alternatives and not treated as errors (82.3,9; 123.6;
128.14). G) The contraction of double T and TJ(. is regular.
A second class of uncorrected scribal error involves the addition of
unnecessary letters, either by simple dittography (53.9; 58.16; 62.26;
63.29,32; 66.1; 67.24; 68.14,25; 71.19; 75.31,33,36; 83.29,35; 87.27;
88.25; 91.2; 94.37; 95.15; 97.29; 103.5; 104.28; 105.34; 111.10; 113.38;
115.3; 116.20; 117.3,21; 118.19; 119.2; 120.35; 121.13,23; 126.15; 128.9;
129.18,26) or for some other reason (52.4,21; 57.17; 58.13; 65.1,26;
67.28; 73.31;"75.5; 76.33; 79.35; 80.25; 81.1,17; 89.27; 90.3,26; 91.15;
94.40; 95.2; 96.30; 97.38; 98.4; 106.4,7,25; 107.28,29; 112.11; 115.20;
121.26; 123.23; 124.14,15; 125.21; 127.14; 130.7; 131.13; 132.32;
134.5).
A third common type of uncorrected scribal error involves the use of
the wrong suffix pronoun. The most frequent confusion is between
the orthographically similar third person masculine singular q and
the third person plural y. Thus q is frequently written. for y (63.8, 1 o;
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76.13; 81.2,34; 88.1,12,32; 92.20; 97.4; 103.3; 113.10; 118.11; 119.32;
123.14; 130.23), and conversely, y is written for q (55.4,10; 59.35;
68.2; 71.35; 89.18; 90.23; 115.4). The third person singular masculine
and feminine pronouns are less frequently confused. Thus q appears
for c (58.28; 110.20; 114.11; 124.6) and c for q (53.32; 107.15). Also
there is one apparent confusion of y for c (120.8), and of N for q
(88.20). Note that some scribal corrections involve alteration of such
pronouns (51.15; 54.16; 94.11; 98.35; 101.24; 120.33; 127.3).
A related series of errors involves the confusion of the singular and
plural articles in relative expressions. Thus TT appears for N (84.26;
90.33) and N for TT (133.16; 135.18).
There are several cases of metathesis (54.26; 57.2; 72.10; 128.6).
Finally, there are more serious cases of definite or possible corrup
tion which are not easily classified. For discussion of these, see the
notes (55.8; 57.29; 61.12; 62.11; 63.29; 66.39; 72.33; 77.32-33; 80.14,
27; 90.1; 91.8,37; 97.31; 100.25; 107.32; 109.36; 110.19,23,26,29;
117.34; 123.13; 124.5; 128.30).
Fillers are used throughout the text, at the beginning and ends of
lines, and especially at the bottom of a page (59.38; 66.40; 75.32-34;
82.2-3; 85.37; 89.36; 90.13; 9 3.37; 96.32; 9 7.39; 101.36; 118.36;
119.23-27). Marginal marks of uncertain significance appear at
127.19 and 129.1, and the three major segments of the tractate are
divided by decorative markings, described in detail in the notes, ad Loe.
(104.3; 108.12).
The extent of corruption in the text suggests that there was some
history of transmission of the Tripartite Tractate in Coptic. This
seems to be confirmed by the appearance within a line (66.31) of the
scribal convention of representing word-final N with a stroke above
the preceding vowel, a convention usually reserved for the end of a
line. Cf., e.g., 59.26.
III. TITLE AND GENRE

CG l,5 is an elaborate, but untitled, theological treatise which gives
an account of the whole process of devolution from and reintegration
into the primordial Godhead. Because the text is divided by scribal
decoration into three segments, the original editors have called it the
Tractatus Tripartitus. The three divisions correspond to the three ma
jor acts in the drama. Part I gives an account of the Father and the
entities which emanate from him. Part II tells of the creation of hu-
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manity and Adam's fall. Part III describes the Savior's incarnation
and the human responses to his coming.
The text is one of the longest (88 pages) and best preserved docu
ments in the Nag Hammadi library. Prior to its discovery it was total
ly unknown. No other copies of the Tri. Trac. exist, nor are there
references to it in patristic literature. In its detailed, comprehensive
and systematic theological speculation it is virtually unparalleled
among Nag Hammadi texts. Only A Valentinian Exposition (CG
Xl,2) follows a similar program. Among other theological literature
of the second and third centuries Origen's De principiis may offer the
closest parallel in terms of genre.
IV. THE PLACE OF THE TRI. TRAC. IN THE HISTORY OF
RELIGION.

Heresiological accounts agree that Valentinus stands among the
early and prominent Christian Gnostic teachers, having been active in
Rome c. 140 A.D. His followers in the following generation (160-180
A.D.) divided into two major schools: the eastern, represented prom
inently by Theodotus, and the western, represented by Ptolemy and
Heracleon. The heresiologists attest that Valentinian teachers dis
agreed on the interpretation of several fundamental issues, including
the nature of the Father, the origin and structure of the Pleroma, the
motives and results of the fall of Sophia, and the nature of the redemp
tion offered by Christ. The Tri. Trac. engages each of these issues,
taking positions which resemble the "Monadic" version of Valentin
ian ontology recounted by Hippolytus,27 the theology of Val. Exp.,
and the soteriology of the western school, which held that Christ of
fered redemption to psychic as well as spiritual Christians. Yet the
Tri. Trac. revises the major themes of Valentinian theology more
radically than any other extant source and approximates more closely
than any other Valentinian thinker to the positions taken by more
orthodox theologians of the third and fourth centuries.28
27Ref. 6.29.2.

28The analysis of the Tri. Trac. by the original editors obscures the text's
revisionism, because in their effort to find parallels to the text in other Valentinian
literature, they assimilated its viewpoint to that of other sources. For example, they
continually read the text's account of the Logos as the story of Sophia, although the
author deliberately and consistently reinterprets that story.
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V. DATE AND PROVENANCE

The Tri. Trac. is clearly the work of a single author, probably with
in the western Valentinian tradition. 29 The text has certain affinities
in particular with the theology of Heracleon, but the suggestion of the
original editors30 that Heracleon himself was the author of the text is
at least unprovable and at most unlikely. The fact that the Tri. Trac.
carries its revision of Valentinianism farther than other extant Valen
tinian sources, including the fragments of Heracleon, suggests that its
author was a later representative of western Valentinianism. The
affinities of the Tri. Trac. in form and content with literature of the
third century and the possibility that the revision of Valentinianism
developed here may be a response to orthodox criticism such as that of
Irenaeus, suggest a date for the text in the first half of the third cen
tury A.O., although a date in the late third or early fourth century
cannot be excluded.3 1
VI. CONTENT AND THEOLOGY

The following is an outline of the topics treated in the text:
29Thomassen (Tripartite Traclale, 25-31) argues for affiliation of the text with
oriental Valentinianism. There are, to be sure, some interesting parallels between the
Tri. Trac. and that branch of the school. See, e.g., the note to 86.25. Such parallels are
best explained as survivals of original Valentinian positions, which were modified by
some of the major western Valentinians.
Thomassm's position is based primarily on an analysis of the soteriology of the text
which does not do justice to the author's view of the psychics, which, on our analysis,
stands within the western tradition.
On the fundamental issues separating western and oriental Valmtinianism see also,
E. Pagels, "Conflicting Views of Valentinian Eschatology: lrenaeus and the Excerpta
ex Theodolo," HTR 67 (1974) 35-53; "Gnostic and Orthodox Views of Christ's Pas
sion: Paradigms for the Christian's Response to Persecution?" Rediscovery, 1.262-88,
and J.-D. Kaestli, "Valentiniasme italien et valentinisme oriental: Leurs divergences a
propos de la nature du corps de Jesus," Rediscovery, 1.391-403. For a different view,
cf. J. F. McCue, "Conflicting Versions of Valentinianism J Irenaeus and the Excerpla
ex Theodolo," Rediscovery, 1.404-416. McCue minimizes the importance of Exe.
Theod. 63, which suggests that ultimately the inferior status of _the psychics will be
eliminated and they will be joined with the pneumatics in the Ogdoad, the key position
shared by Western Valentinianism and the Tri. Trac.
30(;f. ed. pr. 1.37. The thesis was originally advanced by H.-Ch. Puech and G.
Quispe!, VC 9 (1955) 65-102. Cf. also Colpe, ]AC 22 (1979) 105-rn6.
3IA third-century date is defended by Thomassen (Tripartite Tractate, 31-36),
particularly on the grounds of the text's doctrinal affinities with Origenism; its rejection
of a Catholic notion of a substance of the Father; and its possible use of a non-LXX
text of Gen 3:1 at rn7.11-13, which may reflect Origen's Hexapla.
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Part I 51.1-rn4.3

Introduction 51.1 -8
2. The Father 51.8-57.8
3. The Son and the Church 57.8-59.38
4. Aeonic Emanations 60.1-67.37
5. Aeonic Life 67.38-74.18
6. The Imperfect Begetting by the Logos 74.18-80. 11
7. The Conversion of the Logos 80.11-85.15
8. The Emanation of the Savior 85.15-90.13
9. The Pleroma of the Logos 90.14-95.38
IO. The Organization 95.38-rn4.3
1.

Part II rn4.14-rn8.12

11. The Creation of Humanity rn4.4-rn8.12
Part III rn8.13-138.27

12. The Variety of Theologies rn8.13-114.30
13. The Incarnate Savior and His Companions 114.31-118.14
14. The Tripartition of Humanity 118.14-122.12
15. The Process of Restoration 122.12-129.34
16. The' Restoration of the Calling and Conclusion 129. 34-138.27
1-2. The Introduction: The Father (51.1-57.8)
In the opening section, the Tri. Trac. uses terms familiar from
Valentinian32 and philosophical, especially Platonic,33 sources to de
scribe the Father. Some elements in this description offer more spe
cific clues to its position among the schools of Valentinian theology.
While Valentinus and Ptolemy's disciples 34 posit a primal dyad con
sisting of the Father and Sige (Silence), our author insists that the
Father is wholly unique, a �single one," (51.15-16) with no co-worker
(53.36-37). The author may be referring to other Valentinian theo32E.g., "He who is." 52.11, cf. Gos. Truth 28.12-13; Val Exp. 22.18; "ineffable"
54.39, cf. Val. Exp. 24.39; 29.31; Irenaeus, Haer. 1.11.1; "incomprehensible" 53.2, cf.
Gos. Truth 17.22; 18.32.
33See Puech and Quispe!, art cit. and J. Zandee, The Terminology of Plotinus
and of Some Gnostic Writings, Mainly the Fourth Treatise of the Jung Codex (Istanbul:
Nederlands historisch-archaeologish Institut in het Nabije Oosten, 1961). Further sig
nificant parallels are discussed in the notes to the text. Thomassen (Tripartite Tractate,
passim) also calls attention to many connections of the text to the Platonic tradition.
34Cf. Irenaeus, Haer. 1.11.1 for what may be the teaching of Valentinus himself
and 1.1.1 for Ptolemy.
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logians when he declares that to say the opposite is "ignorant" (53.3839). In its insistence on the Father's uniqueness, the Tri. Trac. paral
lels the monadic Valentinian ontology described by Hippolytus and
represented at Nag Hammadi by Val. Exp. 3 5
In the monadic Valentinian systems the figure Sige is interpreted as
a quality or state of the Father's being, and not an independent hypos
tasis caking the role of his consort or syzygy. 36 Thus, in these systems
Sige plays no part in the primal generative act, as she does in dyadic
systems. The Tri. Trac. goes even further in this demythologizing
direction. For, while the other representatives of this type of Valen
tinianism37 hold that the Father produces the aeons Nous (Mind) and
Aletheia (Truth) as a means of projecting other aeons, the Tri. Trac.
suggests that these entities, like Sige, are only attributes of the Father
(55.7-17).
3. The Son and the Church (57.8-59.38)
Our author's second major revision of Valentinianism follows the
first. The unitary Father, acting alone, produces "a first-born and on
ly Son" (57.18-19), who "exists from the beginning" (57.34). The love
between Father and Son in turn produces the Church, which "exists
before the aeons" (58.30-31). Here again no feminine principle is in
volved in the eternal process of generation.
The principle of triplicity evinced on the highest level of being per
vades the whole system. There appear in turn three levels of aeonic
emanation, three classes of the Logos' offspring, and finally three clas
ses of human being, while the structure of the world as a whole falls
into three parts: the aeonic Pleroma with the primal Trinity at its
head, the intermediary world of the Logos and the material world
under the governance of the Demiurge.38
4. Aeonic Emanation (50.1-67.37)
The discussion of the aeons opens with an account of their gener35for Hippolytus, cf. Ref. 6.29.2-8. In Val. Exp., note in particular 23.20-23. W.
R. Schoedel ("Gnostic Monism and the Gospel of Truth," Rediscovery, 1.379-90) calls
attention to the possible affiliation of this type of Valentinianism with the Gos. Truth.
36Cf. Val. Exp. 22.21-24 and Hippolytus, Ref. 6.29.3-4. See also lrenaeus, Haer.

1.11.3.

37Cf. Val. Exp. 24.34-29.27 and Hippolytus, Ref. 6.29.6-10.
38The Tri. Trac. thus illustrates the principle observed by F. F. Sagnard (La
Gnose Valentinienne [Paris: Vrin, 19471) that the relationship between the three levels
of being in Valentinian cosmology is one of model and copy.
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ation which involves a significant application of fundamental philo
sophical principles. The aeons, like Platonic ideas in the mind of God,
"were forever in the thought of the Father" (60.2-3). As such, these
aeons existed only potentially. They did not "exist for themselves"
(60.28-29), but only "had existence in the manner of a seed" (60.3031). They come into their own actual existence by a recognition grant
ed to them by the Father that He exists (61.1-18). This movement
from potential to actual or authentic existence through a revelation of
the primordial principle is the archetype of the soteriological move
ment on every level of being.
5. Aeonic Life (67.38-74.18)

Our author next describes how the aeons, in turn, become produc
tive of further emanations, once again illustrating a generally impor
tant principle. For the aeons produce offspring by giving glory to the
Father (68.3-5). The aeons who thus constitute the Pleroma or full
ness of divine being are not, as in comparable Valentinian systems,39
a specific number of pairs of masculine and feminine entities, but are
all "properties and powers of the Father" (73.10-11).
6. The Imperfect Begetting by the Logos (74.18-80.11)

Following from the production of the third level of aeons comes the
Logos, whose activity provides the transition from the transcendent
Pleroma to the world of the oikonomia. In this account the Tri. Trac.
boldly revises earlier Valentinian accounts of the disturbances in the
Pleroma. In those accounts the generation of the non-Pleromatic
world was attributed to the activity of a feminine figure, Sophia. Here
she has been transformed into the masculine Logos, a possibility sug
gested in Heracleon's interpretation of the Johannine prologue.40
Different explanations of the disturbance caused by Sophia are pro
vided in Valentinian sources. According to one version, Sophia's prob
lem was a matter of hybris. She tried to generate and bear fruit apart
from her masculine syzygy in order to match the Father's act of soli
tary generation.41 According to the other explanation, Sophia tried to
39Cf. Val. Exp. and Hippolytus, Ref. 6.29.2-3. The Tri. Trac. clearly bypasses
the debate on the progression and sequence of the aeons mentioned by lrenaeus, Haer.
1.12.1-3.
40Cf. Fr. 1 on John 1:3 in Origen, In Joh. 2.14.
41Cf. lrenaeus, Haer. 1.2.3 and Hippolytus, Ref. 6.30.7-8. See also G. Quispe!,
vc 28 (1974) 38-39.
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comprehend the greatness of the Father by her own efforts.42 In re
counting the activity of the Logos our author includes both forms of
motivation ascribed to Sophia: The Logos both "attempted an act be
yond his power" (76.7-8) and "acted magnanimously, from an abun
dant love" (76.19-20). The Tri. Trac., unlike other Valentinian
sources, resists the temptation to assess the activity of the Logos, how
ever caused, in a pejorative way. Instead, our text declares explicitly
that "it is not fitting to criticize the movement of the Logos," since that
movement became the cause of a "system which has been destined to
come about" (77.6-11). The Logos, having received wisdom (75.28),
acts freely (75.35-76.1), intending what is good (76.3-4). The posi
tive evaluation of the process of devolution from the primordial God
head is reinforced by affirmations that this process took place by the
Father's will (76.24-77.1).
Thus, while the account of the Tri. Trac. has important parallels
with other Valentinian texts, it ought not be simply reduced to those
accounts, as is done by the original editors, who regularly equate Lo
gos with Sophia and describe him as the "fallen aeon. "43 Although the
actions of the Logos occasion the production of deficient beings, even
this, according to,the theodicy of this text, is part of the divine plan.
7. The Conversion of th� Logos (80.11-85.15)
Among other Valentinians different accounts are given of the pro
cess whereby the sufferings of Sophia were resolved. Some say that a
Limit44 was imposed on her which led her to abandon her futile pro
ject; others add that she underwent conversion.45 The author of the
Tri. Trac., like the author of Val. Exp. (34.23f) apparently knows
both versions, but chooses to stress the latter. 46 Our text goes further
than other sources in emphasizing that the Logos is the initiator, not
the recipient, of the resolution of his defective begetting. He is the one
who "converted himself to the good" (81.28-29). From the activity of
his conversion issues the psychic order of beings (82.10-24), which
engages in conflict with the hylic order which was the result of his
defective begetting (83.34-85.15).
42Cf. Irenaeus, Haer. 1.2.2. Val. Exp. knows both explanations, but emphasizes
the former, emotional, explanation (36.28-38).
43E.g., ed. pr. l.44-47,337-347.
44For a discussion of the various Valentinian opinions on the nature and function
of the Limit, see the note to 76.33.
45Note p.ETavola in Irenaeus, Haer. 1.2.3.
46Cf. G. Quispe!, VC 28 {1974) 38-39.
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8. The Emanation of the Savior (85.15-90.13)
Following his conversion the Logos divides in two. His better self
ascends into the Pleroma where he intercedes for the "one who is
defective" (85.25-26). The aeons of the Pleroma joyously agree to
help and they pray to the Father. They then bring forth the "Son of
his will" (86.36), the Savior (87.7). This division of the Logos resem
bles in some respects the account by Ptolemy of two Sophias. 47 It is
even closer to the account attributed to Valentinus himself, but the
details of the division of the Logos and the production of the Savior
show various unique features.48
The fact that the Savior is given the name Son in this account illus
trates an important principle operative throughout the text. Beings on
the intermediate level of reality may be given the name which proper
ly belongs 49 only to a being in the highest level of reality, by what may
be called a principle of analogous predication. The underlying as
sumption is that lower levels of reality are copies of models at a higher
level. Failure to distinguish which level of reality is under discussion
can lead to enormous confusion in the identification of particular
characters in the cosmic drama. 50
9. The Pleroma of the Logos (90.14-95.38)
Through the revelation mediated by the Savior, the extra-Plero
matic Logos is illumined and "his Pleroma" comes into being. This
Pleroma or "aeon" (95.26) stands above the hylic and psychic orders
of the offspring of the Logos (93.14-19). It is given a variety of names,
but above all it is called the Church (94.21). It thus serves as a copy of
the whole Pleromatic world (93.25-26), and ultimately of the third
member of the primordial Triad. In turn, it serves as the model of the
Church in the phenomenal world. Its major attribute is its harmony
which resembles the pleromatic harmony (94.21-23), a characteristic
also highlighted in another Valentinian text from Nag Hammadi,
lnterp. Know. 18.22-20.22.
47Cf. lrenaeus, Haer. 1.2.4 for the account of the upper Pleromatic Sophia and
the lower Achamoth.
48Cf. lrenaeus, Haer. 1.11.1. For further discussion of the generation of the
Savior, see the note to 86.25 .
49Note the fr uent affirmations early in the text that names are being applied in
eq
a "proper" way (51.39 ; 5 2.3; 53.5; etc.).
50See e.g., the discussion of the identity of the figures named at 85.15, 86.36, and
87.11-13.
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IO. The Organization (95.38-104.3)
Once the Logos has established himself (96.17), he turns to estab
lish the oikonomia or "organization" of the non-Pleromatic world. As
part of this system he appoints archons "to keep order" (99.16), each
with a specific hierarchial rank and responsibility. Over all of them he
appoints a chief Archon or Demiurge (100.7-8), who is given the
names of the Father (100.28-30). Unlike some other Valentinian ac
counts of this figure,51 this Archon, who serves the Logos as his hand
and mouth (101.34-35), is not characterized by negative attributes,
except that he is unaware that "the movement within him is from the
spirit" (101.3-4).
11. The Creation of Humanity (104.4-rn8.12)
In the second part of the tractate our author gives his interpretation
of Genesis 1-3, from Adam's creation to the human experience of
Paradise and the fall. The author first explains the purpose of crea
tion as educative, particularly for those characterized by "smallness,"
i.e., the psychics.52 The author then describes the process of creation,
which involves participation by the spiritual Logos, the Demiurge
and his angelic servants, including both psychic and hylic powers
(104.3-rn5.10). The "soul of the first human being," then, is consti
tuted of three elements, a spiritual part from the Logos, a psychic part
from the Demiurge and the powers of the right, and a hylic part from
the powers of the left (105.29-106.5). The latter element is, it should
be noted, not material in any literal sense. As one component of the
soul, it corresponds with the "hylic soul" mentioned in Exe. Theod.
52-1-53.1.
The formulation of this section is extremely significant. The text
offers no basis for assuming that the souls of subsequent human be
ings differ from that of the first. Thus, for the Tri. Trac. at least, the
tripartition of human beings (118.14-28) is not determined by the
constitution of different types of human souls. This tripartition occurs
only as a result of the Savior's coming, and is effected on the basis of
the response of different human beings to the revelation, as different
people actualize the different potentialities of the human soul. Such a
51Heracleon, Fr. 40, in Origen, In Joh. 13.60; Irenaeus, Haer. 1.5-4- Hippolytus,
Ref 6.33; and the Ap. john CG II,1:13.5-13.

52Sec in particular w4.21; 89.w; 90.4-10. Cf. lnterp. Know. 10.27-33; 14.28-29.
Contra ed. pr. II. 193, the world is not created for the formation of those who are
spiritual.
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position may be a response to orthodox accusations that Valentinian
soteriology is deterministic. 53
The final section of part two offers an account of Eden, which
apparently presupposes an allegorical interpretation of the trees in
paradise, the serpent, and the penalty of death. Unlike some other
Gnostic interpretations of Paradise which value the tree of knowledge
above the tree of life, or which indict the creator for misleading hu
man beings and punishing them out of jealousy, the Tri. Trac. defends
a more orthodox interpretation. Basically the author is concerned to
offer a theodicy: although an evil power misled Adam, it was "the
spirit" who planned that he should experience the death of ignorance
so that he should finally receive "the greatest good, which is life eter
nal, that is, firm knowledge of the Totalities, and the reception of all
good things" (107.36-108.3). For none of Adam's sufferings occur
apart from "the Father's will" (108.17).
12. The Variety of Theologies (108.13-114. 30)
In this section, which begins part three, the author advances a com
mon argument of Christian apologetics, describing the relation of
Christ's coming to Hebrew prophecy and pagan philosophy as three
different stages in the revelation of truth. Thus the majority of the
pagans, "who have gone as far as the visible elements" (109.21-24)
have a material apprehension of the deity.54 Some pagans, however,
have apprehended a higher order of being, the hylic "powers of the
left" in the intermediary world. Inspired by these powers, such per
sons attributed the nature of reality to various causes, principles loose
ly associated with various schools of philosophy (109.5-24). The dis
agreement among the philosophers, a standard apologetic topos, is
then explained by the contentious nature of the powers they appre
hended (109.27-28).
A second type of apprehension of the truth occurs with the Hebrew
prophets. Where the Greeks manifested contradictions and discord,
the prophets manifested unanimous testimony to one God (111.17),
another apologetic topos. This uniformity is again attributed to the
character of the object of the prophet's apprehension, the psychic or
der of the intermediary world which is ruled by the Demiurge.55
53Cf. e.g., Clement of Alexandria, Strom. 2.3.10,2; Exe. Theod. 56.3.
54For a similar opinion in Heracleon, cf. Fr. 21 in Origen, In Joh. 13.17.
55Qnce again, Heracleon offers important parallels in Fr. 21 in Origen, In Joh.
13.17 and Fr. 22 in Origen, In Joh. 13.19.
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Thus, as the psychic powers "preserve ... mutual agreement primarily
by the one more exalted than they" (111.20-23), so the prophets agree
in proclaiming the "coming of the Savior," the true source of knowl
edge of the Father (113.2-114.30). The prophetic apprehension is,
however, defective, both because it ultimately led to a diversity of
theological views (110.22-1 13.1) and because the prophets themselves
did not realize who "the Savior truly is," "an unbegotten, impassible
Logos who came into being in the flesh" (113.35-38).
13. The Incarnate Savior and His Companions (114.31-118.14)
The third type of revelation unfolds as the eternal Logos "came into
being in the flesh" (113.38). The author's account of the reality of the
incarnation is quite emphatic. The Savior, moved by compassion for
mortals, willingly "became what they are" (114.33-34), "accepted
their smallness" (115.6), and "let himself be conceived and born as an
infant, in body and soul" (115.9-11). For their sake he even "became
manifest in an involuntary suffering, taking upon himself the death of
those he intended to save" (114.4-115.7). This treatment of the incar
nation cannot be interpreted, as is done by the original editors, as
equivalent to the docetic view attributed to Ptolemy by Irenaeus. 56
Like other western Valentinian texts,57 the Tri. Trac. does not deny
that the Savior actually was born, suffered and died. Like those texts,
it is concerned to show how, in his incarnation, Christ transcends hu
man nature and so prevails over suffering and death. The evidence
from Nag Hammadi, and especially from the Tri. Trac., confirms
what Harnack observed long ago: "The characteristic of Gnostic
Christology is not docetism, but the doctrine of the two natures." 58
Here again, our author approximates later orthodox Christology
more closely than the followers of Ptolemy as described by Irenaeus.
Like other western Valentinian theologians, he apparently is grap
pling with the problems which were to become the center of Chris
tological debate in the fourth century.
Following the account of the Savior's incarnation the author ex56For the original editors' assessment of the docetism of the text, cf. ed. pr. II.14,
209-10. See lrenaeus, Haer. 1.7.2, where Christ is said to have "passed through Mary
like water through a tube."
57
Gos. Truth 18.24; 20.6; 20.io-14; lnterp. Know. 4.30-32; and Treat. Res.
44.21-28.
the literature cited in n.29.
5BA. von Harnack, Lehrbuch der Dogmengeschichte (4th ed.; Ttibingen: Mohr,
also the recent discussion by K. Koschorke, Die Polemik der Gnostiker
19io) 286.
gegen das kirchliche Christentum (NHS 2; Leiden: Brill, 1978) 26.

er.
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plains that "others" came with him (115.30). These entities cannot be,
as the original editors suggest, guardian angels of the elect, since they
clearly become incarnate (115. 30; 116.2-5) and are simply the elect or
spiritual human beings who share in the Savior's soteriological work.
Despite their spiritual status, these beings once in the world need
teaching and redemption.59 Not surprisingly, the author counts him
self among the elect. He states that "we have served Jesus Christ in
revelation and union" (117.16), helping to release "from the servile
nature in which they have suffered" those who were "slaves of ignor
ance" (117.26) as Adam was after the fall.
14. The Tripartition of Humanity (118.14-122.12)
The account of the incarnation of the elect to serve the Savior intro
duces the discussion of his mission. At his coming, "mankind came to
be in three essential types, the spiritual, the psychic and the hylic"
(118.14-17). The account of creation has shown that the archetypical
human soul contains all three potentialities (106.18-31). Only when
the Savior comes does each person's response to him actualize one of
the three potentialities, revealing which is to predominate in that per
son (118.21-27).
It is difficult to reconcile the teaching of the Tri. Trac. with the
patristic reports of Valentinian soteriology which speak of being
"saved by nature."60 These accounts may reflect a misunderstanding
of Valentinian anthropology or may give evidence for a different or
earlier branch of Valentinianism.
The author of the Tri. Trac. agrees with Heracleon61 that the elect
characteristically respond to the Savior immediately, while those who
hesitate in their response reveal themselves as psychics who need fur
ther instruction "through a voice" (119.3). The latter image also re
calls language of Heracleon.62 Those who respond to Christ's coming
with hatred "shun the shining of the light" (119.8-17) and thus are
revealed to be hylic.
In the discussion of psychic human beings, this text offers a more
elaborate and more carefully nuanced discussion than any in extant
Valentinian literature. One group of psychics, who correspond to the
59Cf. 124.25-125.24. For discussion of the role of the elect in the salvific mission
of the Savior, cf. Heracleon, Fr. 31 in Origen, In Joh. 13.38 and Dial. Sau. 140.14-18.
60Cr. Clement of Alexandria, Strom. 2.3.10,2; Exe. Theod. 56.3.
61 Fr. 17 in Origen, In Joh. 13.10.
-<>2Fr. 5 in Origen, In Joh. 6.20.
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Logos' remembrance and his prayer (119.30-31), receive complete
salvation when they end their hesitation. Another group, affected by
the "lust for power" are "mixed" (120.21). This group divides in two.
Some eventually abandon their ambition and receive a reward
(120.27-29); others persist in their ambition and incur judgment. On
ly those who persist to the end in their improper attitude will be con
demned with hylics.
15. The Process of Restoration (122.12-129.34)
The section opens with a general discussion of the present and fu
ture relationships between the "election" and the "calling," technical
terms for spiritual and psychic human beings. Using imagery of the
bridal chamber, the present status of each is contrasted. The election
is within the chamber (122.15-16) due to its intimate union with the
Savior. The calling remains outside, like "those who rejoice at the
bridechamber" (122.21). A preliminary stage of restoration of the psy
chic element, the calling, is indicated, for this group "will have . . . the
aeon of the images"· (122.25-26), i.e., the Pleroma of the Logos in the
intermediate world. There, before they join the elect, now referred to
with the image of the perfect man (123.4),63 the calling have a "place
of instruction" (123.12), where they receive "resemblance to the im
ages and archetypes" (123.14-15). Finally, both election and calling
are restored together into the Pleroma (123.21-29). In the ecclesiology
developed in this section of the tractate, the author maintains the posi
tion of western Valentinianism64 that the Church consists of both
spiritual and psychic members. The final restoration of "the whole
body" will occur only when "all the members of the body of the
Church" (123.17-18) are united in the Pleroma.
After the general discussion of the process of restoration, the author
digresses to cover several topics related to his soteriology. He first
notes that all beings outside the Pleroma need redemption, including
the Son "who had become a man" (125.1). Discussion of the Son's
need for redemption leads the author to reconsider the intent of the
Father in initiating the salvific process (125.24-127.24). This section
includes important remarks on the author's theodicy.
63Here and elsewhere in this section the author develops NT imagery about the
Church as the body of the Savior in a complex and somewhat confusing way. See the
discussion in the notes to 122.13,28 and 123.4.
64Cf. Interp. Know. 16.19-19.26 and K. Koschorke, "Eine neugefundcne gnos
tische Gemeindcordnung," ZTK 76 (1979) 30-60.
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Then our author launches into another digression, on the "baptism
which exists in the fullest sense" (127.25-129.34), which involves an
orthodox Trinitarian confession of the names of Father, Son, and Ho
ly Spirit. The author seems to repudiate the Valentinian practice of a
second baptism. 65 He suggests that Gnostic Christians can see in the
ordinary Christian ritual the deeper spiritual meanings which he al
ludes to in a series of names for the sacrament (128.19-129.34).
16. The Restoration of the Calling and Conclusion (129.34-138.27)
While identifying himself as one of the elect, the author turns back
to consider the "calling" (130.1-131. 13), discussing the "causes and
effects of grace" upon the psychics. He then describes in greater detail
the character of the eschatological "rest," which is seen to consist in
the elimination of multiplicity and the attainment of unity. Here
(132.20-28) the author recalls a common formula concerning the rec
onciliation of opposites used in early Christian baptism (cf. Gal 3:28).
This formula was interpreted by Western Valentinian sources in a
specific symbolic way,66 wherein the elements of the opposed pairs
refer to spiritual and psychic Christians respectively. If our author
follows such a tradition, he intends to show that all distinctions be
tween psychics and pneumatics will cease when Christ becomes "all in
all" (132.28).
The final pages of the text are badly damaged. They may have in
volved the further delineation of an eschatological tableau. They con
clude with a bit of hymnic praise to "the Savior, the Redeemer of all
those who belong to the one filled with love, through his Holy Spirit,
from now through all generations forever" (138.20-25).
Summary
This brief review indicates that the Tri. Trac. offers important evi
dence for the development of at least one branch of Western Valen
tinian theology as it increasingly accommodated to orthodox Chris
tianity. A central focus of the text is its theodicy. Throughout, the
author attempts to show how the Father, who is perfectly good and
loving, nevertheless wills that the creatures which come into existence
should experience the evil of ignorance. His purpose is twofold: first
to demonstrate that no one can know Him "by his own wisdom or
65Cf. lr enaeus, 1.21.2-3 where Valentinian debate about baptism is discussed.
Heradeon, Fr. 5 in Origen, In Joh. 6.20; Gos. Phil. 52.2-18; 72.18; and
Exe. Theod. 21.1-3,57-58.
66Cf.
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power" (126.13-15), but only through His grace and will. Second, He
intends to bring all, through the experience of deprivation, to the full
and joyous consciousness which consists in knowing Him (126.15-28).
In the process of developing this theodicy our author revises tradi
tional Valentinian speculation apparently in order to reconcile it with
the doctrine of the "great Church." This revision is most apparent in
six areas. First, the uniqueness of the Father is stressed, as in some
other Valentinian sources, and it is affirmed that He is the one who
begot and created the universe (52.4-6). Second, the initial offspring
of the Father is not a syzygistic dyad, as is the case even in other
"monistic" Valentinian systems, but a unique entity. Furthermore, as
in later orthodoxy, the Father and the Son together generate the
Church as the third member of the primordial Trinity. Third, the
origin of the universe is not attributed to the "fall" of a feminine aeon
Sophia, but to the inadvertant act of the masculine Logos, whose defi
cient production is nonetheless in accord with the Father's will.
Fourth, the Demiurge or Archon directly responsible for the phenom
enal world is viewed in a relatively positive light, as the instrument of
the Logos, and is never described as "foolish" or "arrogant." Fifth, the
tripartition of humanity is seen even more clearly than in other
Valentinian texts to be a result of the response of human beings to the
coming of the Savior. Finally, it is affirmed, in line with Western
Valentinian tradition, that psychics are as much a part of the Church
as are spirituals, and although they are now distinct groups, both can
hope for the same eschatological fate. In the development of this posi
tion particular care is taken to delineate the different types of psychic
response to the Savior.
The author's positive assessment of the psychics and his anticipa
tion of their future redemption accords with his acceptance of com
mon Christian baptism as an efficacious sacrament, once its true spiri
tual significance is understood. Although our author is clearly a
Valentinian Christian, his theology implies that he sees no basic con
tradiction between his own theological reflection and the beliefs and
practices of Christians he would consider psychic. In a bold attempt to
propound a Christian theology on a Valentinian basis, he offers an
interpretation of Valentinian speculation designed to reconcile Gnos
tic teaching with more orthodox doctrine.
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Part I
Introduction
51.3 As for what we can say about the things which
are exalted, I what is fitting is that we I begin with the
Father, who is the root ofl the Totality, the one from
whom we have received 5 grace to I speak about him.
1.

The Father
He existed I before anything other than himself I
came into being. The Father is a I single one, like a
10 number, for he is the first one and the one who I is
only himself. Yet he is I not like a solitary individual. I
Otherwise, how could he be a father? I For whenever
there is a "father," 1 5 the name "son" follows. But the
single I one, who alone is I the Father, is like a root I
with tree, branches I and fruit. It is said 20 of him that
he is I a father in the proper sense, since he is I inimit
able I and immutable. Because of I this he is single in
the proper sense 25 and is a god, because no I one is a
god for him nor I is anyone a father to him. I For he is
unbegotten and there is no other I who begot him, nor
3° another who created him. I For whoever is some
one's father I or his creator, I he, too, has a father and I
creator. It is certainly possible 35 for him to be father
and creator I of the one who came into being I from
him and the one whom he created, I for he is not a
father in the proper sense, nor 4° a god, because he
has 52 ·1 someone who begot [him and] who I created
him. It is, then, I only the Father and God in the
proper sense I that no one else begot. As for [the] To
talities, 5 he is the one who begot them and I created
them. He is without beginning I and without end.
Not only I is he without end - He is immortal for
2.
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this reason, I that he is unbegotten - 10 but he is also
invariable in I his eternal existence, I in his identity, in
that I by which he is established and in that I by which
he is great. Neither 1 5 will he remove himself from
that by which he I is, nor will anyone else I force him
to produce I an end which he has not ever desired. I He
has not had 20 anyone who initiated his own exis
tence. I Thus, he is himself unchanged I and no one
else I can remove him from his I existence and 2 5 his
identity, that in which he is, I and his greatness, so
that I he cannot be grasped; nor is it possible I for any
one else to change him into a different I form or to
reduce him, or alter him 3° or diminish him, - since
this is so I in the fullest sense of the truth - I who is
the unalterable, immutable one, I with immutability
clothing him. I
Not only is he the one 35 called I "without a begin
ning" and "without and end," I because he is unbegot
ten I and immortal; I but just as he has 4° no beginning
and no I end as he is, he is I unattainable 53- 1 in his
greatness, inscrutable I in his wisdom, incomprehen
sible I in his power, I and unfathomable in his 5 sweet
ness.
In the proper sense I he alone, the good, I the un
begotten Father and the I complete perfect one, is the
one filled I with all his offspring 10 and with every
virtue and with I everything of value. And he has I
more, that is, lack of any I malice, in order that it may
be discovered I that whoever has [anything] is indebt
ed to him, 15 because he gives it, being I himself un
reachable and unwearied I by that which he gives,
since he is wealthy I in the gifts which he bestows I and
at rest 20 in the favors which he grants. I
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He is of such a kind and I form and great magnitude
I that no one else has been with I him from the begin
ning; nor is there a place 2 5 in which he is, or from
which he has come forth, I or into which he will go; I
nor is there a primordial form, I which he uses as a
model I as he works; nor is there any difficulty
3° which accompanies him in what I he does; nor is
there any material which I is at his disposal, from
which <he> creates I what he creates; I nor any sub
stance within him from 35 which he begets what he
begets; I nor a co-worker I with him, working with
him on the things at which he works. I To say any
thing of this sort I is ignorant. Rather, (one should
speak of him) as 4° good, faultless, perfect, 54· 1 comp
lete, being himself the Totality. I
Not one of I the names which are conceived, I or
spoken, seen or 5 grasped, I not one of them applies to
him, I even though they are exceedingly glorious,
magnifying I and honored. However, I it is possible to
utter these names for his glory 10 and honor, in accor
dance with the capacity I of each of those who give
him glory. I Yet as for him, in his own I existence,
being I and form, '5 it is impossible for mind to con
ceive I him, nor can any speech I convey him, nor can
any eye I see him, nor can any body I grasp him, be
cause of 20 his inscrutable greatness I and his incom
prehensible depth, I and his immeasurable height, I
and his illimitable will. I This is the nature of the
2
s unbegotten one, which does not touch I anything
else; nor is it joined (to anything) I in the manner of
something which is limited. I Rather, he possesses this
constitution, I without having a 3 ° face or a form,
things which I are understood through I perception,
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whence also comes (the epithet) "the incomprehen
sible." I If he is incomprehensible, I then it follows that
35 he is unknowable, that he is the one who is incon
ceivable I by any thought, I invisible by any thing, I
ineffable by any word, I untouchable by any hand.
4° He alone I is the one who knows himself as he
55· 1 is, along with his form I and his greatness and his
magnitude, I and since he has the ability to I conceive
of himself, to see himself, to name s himself, to
comprehend himself, he I alone is the one who is his
own mind, I his own eye, I his own mouth, his own I
form, and he is what he thinks, w what he sees, I what
he speaks, I what he grasps, himself, I the one who is
inconceivable, I ineffable,
incomprehensible,
1
immutable, 5 while sustaining, joyous, I true,
delightful, I and restful is that which he conceives, I
that which he sees, that about which he speaks, I that
which he has as thought. 20 He transcends I all
wisdom, and is I above all intellect, and is I above all
glory, and is I above all beauty, and 2 5 all sweetness,
and all greatness, I and any depth and any height. I
If this one, who is I unknowable in his I nature, to
whom pertain all the greatnesses which 3 ° I already
mentioned, I if out of the abundance of his sweetness
he wishes to grant knowledge I so that he might be
known, I he has the ability to do so. I He has his
power, 35 which is his will. Now, however, I in silence
he himself holds back, I he who is I the great one, who
is the cause I of bringing the Totalities into their
4° eternal being.
56· 1 It is in I the proper sense that he begets I himself
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as ineffable, I since he alone is self-begotten, 5 since he
conceives of himself, and since he I knows himself as
he is. I What is worthy of I his admiration and glory
and honor I and praise, he produces JO because of the
boundlessness I of his greatness, and the I unsearch
ability of his I wisdom, and the immeasurability I of
his power and his 1 5 untasteable sweetness. I He is the
one who projects himself I thus, as generation, having I
glory and honor I marvelous and lovely; the one who
20

glorifies himself, I who marvels, <who> I honors,
who also loves; I the one who has I a Son, who subsists
2
5 in him, who is silent concerning him, who is I the
ineffable one I in the ineffable one, the I invisible one,
the incomprehensible one, I the inconceivable one in
3° the inconceivable one. Thus, I he exists in him for
ever. I The Father, in the way we mentioned earlier, I
in an unbegotten way, is the one in whom I he knows
himself, 35 who begot him having I a thought, I which
is the thought I of him, that is, the 57· perception of
him, which is the [ ... ] I of his constitution I forever.
That is, I however, in the proper sense, 5 [the] silence
and the wisdom I and the grace, if it is designated I
properly I in this way.
1

3. The Son and the Church
Just as [the] I Father exists in the proper sense,
JO the one before whom [ there was no one] I else and
[the one] I apart from [whom] there is no other unbe
gotten one, so I too the [Son] I exists in the proper
sense, 5 the one before whom there was no other, I
1
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and after whom I no other son exists. I Therefore, he is
a firstborn I and an only Son, 20 "firstborn" because no
one Iexists before him and "only Son" I because no one
is after I him. Furthermore, he has I his fruit, 25 that
which is unknowable because I of its surpassing
greatness. Yet I he wanted it to be known, I because of
the riches of his I sweetness. 3° And he revealed the
unexplainable power and I he combined with it I the
great abundance of his generosity. I
Not only did the Son exist I from the beginning, but
the Church, 35 too, existed from the beginning. INow,
he who thinks that the discovery I that the Son is an
only son I opposes the statement (about the Church)
- I because of the mysterious quality of the matter
4° it is not so. For just as 58·• the Father is a unity I
and has revealed himself I as Father for him I alone, so
too 5 the Son was found I to be a brother to himself
alone, I in virtue of the fact that he is unbegotten I and
without beginning. He I wonders at himself 10 [along
with the] Father, and he gives I [him(self)] glory and
honor and I [love.] Furthermore, he too I is the one
whom he conceives of I as Son, in accordance with the
5 dispositions: "without I beginning" and "without
end." I Thus is the matter I something which is fixed. I
Being innumerable and 20 illimitable, his offspring I
are indivisible. Those I which exist have come I forth
from the Son and the Father I like kisses, because of
the multitude 25 of some who kiss one I another with a
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I good, insatiable thought, I the kiss being a unity, al
though it involves I many kisses. This is to say, it is
the 3° Church consisting of many men that I existed
before the aeons, I which is called, in the proper I
sense, "the aeons of the aeons." I This is the nature of
the 35 holy imperishable spirits, I upon which the Son
rests, I since it is his essence, just as I the Father rests
59· 1 upon the Son.
4. Aeonic Emanations
[ ... ] I the Church exists in the I dispositions and
properties I in which the Father and the Son exist,
5 as I have said from the start. I Therefore, it subsists I
in the procreations of innumerable aeons. I Also in an
uncountable way [they] I too beget, by [the] properties
[and] rn the dispositions in which it (the Church) [ex
ists.] I [For] these [comprise its] I association which
[they form] I toward one another and [ toward those] I
who have come forth from [them] 1 5 toward the Son,
for whose glory they exist. I Therefore, I it is not pos
sible for mind to conceive of I him - He was the per
fection of that place - I nor can speech 20 express
them, for they are ineffable I and unnamable I and
inconceivable. They I alone have the ability I to name
themselves and to conceive 25 of themselves. For they
have not been rooted I in these places.
Those of that place I are ineffable, I (and) innumer
able in I the system which is 3° both the manner and
the I size, the joy, the gladness I of the unbegotten, I
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nameless, unnamable, I inconceivable, invisible, 35 in
comprehensible one. I It is the fullness of paternity, I
so that his abundance I is a begetting 60· 1 [ ••• ] of the
aeons.
They I were forever in I thought, for the Father I was
like a thought 5 and a place for them. When their I
generations had been established, the one who is
completely in control I wished to lay hold of and to
bring forth that which was deficient in the 10 [ ••• ,
and he brought] forth those I [ ... ] him. But since he is
I [as] he is, I [he is] a spring, which is not I diminished
by the water which 1 5 abundantly flows from it. I
While they were I in the Father's thought, that I is, in
the hidden depth, I the depth knew them, 20 but they I
were unable to know I the depth in which they were; I
nor was it I possible for them to know 2 5 themselves,
nor I for them to know any thing else. That I is, they
were I with the Father; they did not exist for I them
selves. Rather, 3° they only had I existence in the
manner I of a seed, so that it has been discovered I that
they existed like a I fetus. Like the word 35 he begot
them, subsisting I spermatically, and I the ones whom
he was to beget had not yet come into being 61.1 from
him. The one who I first thought of them, the Father, I
- not only so that they might exist for him, I but also
that they might exist for themselves as well, 5 that
they might then exist in [his] thought I as mental sub-
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stance I and that they might exist for themselves too,
-I sowed a thought like a [spermatic] seed. I Now, in
order that [they] 10 might know [what exists] I for
them, he graciously [granted the] I initial form, while
in order that they might [recognize] I who is the Fa
ther who exists [for them]. I he gave them the name
"Father" 15 by means of a voice proclaiming to them I
that what exists exists through I that name, which
they have I by virtue of the fact that they came into
being, because the exaltation, I which has escaped
their notice, is in the name.
20
The infant, while in the I form of a fetus I has
enough for itself, I before ever seeing the one who I
sowed it. Therefore, they had 25 the sole task I of
searching for him, realizing I that he exists, ever
wishing to find out I what exists. Since, however, I the
perfect Father is good, 3° just as he did not hear I them
at all so that they would exist (only) I in his thought,
but rather granted that I they, too, might come into
being, so I also will he give them grace 35 to know
what exists, I that is, the one who knows I himself eter
nally, 62· 1 [ ••• ] I form to [know] what I exists, just as
people are begotten in this I place: when they are
born, they are in 5 the light, so that they see those
who have begotten them.I
The Father brought forth everything, I like a little
child, I like a drop from a I spring, like a blossom
JO from a [vine], like a I [flower], like a <planting> I_
[ ...] in need of gaining I [nourishment] and growth
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and I faultlessness. He withheld it 1 5 for a time. He
who had thought I of it from the very beginning, I pos
sessed it from the very beginning, I and saw it, but he
closed it off I to those who first came from 20 him. (He
did this,) not out of envy, but I in order that the aeons
might not receive their faultlessness I from the very
beginning I and might not exalt themselves to the I
glory, to the Father, and might think 25 that from
themselves alone I they have this. But I just as he
wished I to grant that they might come into being, so I
too, in order that they might come into being as
3 ° faultless ones, when he wished, he gave them I the
perfect idea of I beneficience I toward them.
The one whom he raised up I as a light for those
who came 35 from himself, the one I from whom they
take their name, I he is the Son, who is full, complete I
and faultless. He brought him forth I mingled with
what came forth from 63· 1 him [ ...] I partaking of the
[ ... ] I the Totality, in accordance with [ ...] by which
each I one can receive [him] for himself, 5 though such
was not his greatness I before he was received by it.
Rather, I he exists by himself. As I for the parts in
which he exists in is own manner and I form and
greatness, 10 it is possible for <them> to see him I and
speak about that which they know I of him, since they
wear I him while he wears them, [because] I it is pos
sible for them to comprehend him. '5 He, however, is
as he is, I incomparable. I In order that the Father
might receive I honor from each one I and reveal him-
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self, even in his ineffability, I hidden, and invisible, I
they marvel at him mentally. I Therefore, the I great
ness of his }oftiness consists in the fact that they
2
5 speak about him and see him. I He becomes mani
fest, I so that he may be hymned because of the abun
dance I of his sweetness, with the grace I of < ... >.
And just as 3 ° the admirations I of the silences I are
eternal generations I and they are mental offspring, I
so too the dispositions 35 of the word are spiritual I
emanations. Both of them [admirations and disposi
tions], I since they belong to a word, 64· 1 are [seeds]
and I thoughts [ of] his offspring, I and roots which live I
forever, appearing 5 to be offspring which have come
forth from I themselves, being minds and I spiritual
offspring to I the glory of the Father.
There is no need I for voice and spirit, mind and
10
word, because there is no need to I [work at] that
which they desire I [to do], but on the pattern I by
which [he was] existing, so I are those who have come
forth from him, 1 5 begetting everything which they
desire. And I the one whom they conceive of, and I
whom they speak about, and the one I toward whom
they move, and I the one in whom they are, and 20 the
one whom they hymn, thereby glorifying him, I he has
I sons. For this is their procreative I power, like I those
from whom they have come, 25 according to their mu
tual assistance, I since they assist one another I like the
unbegotten ones. I
The Father, in accordance with his I exalted posi
tion over the Totalities, being 3° an unknown and
20
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incomprehensible one, I has such greatness I and mag
nitude, that, I if he had revealed himself I suddenly,
quickly, 35 to all the exalted ones among the aeons I
who had come forth from him, they I would have per
ished. Therefore, he I withheld his power and his in
exhaustibility I within that in which he 65· 1 is. [He is] I
ineffable [and] unnamable I and exalted above every
mind I and every word. This one, however, stretched
5 himself out I and it was that which he stretched out I
which gave a foundation and I a space and a dwelling
place for I the universe, a name of his being "the
10
one through whom," since he is I Father of the All,
out of his I laboring for those who exist, I having sown
into their thought that [they] I might seek after him.
The abundance of their [ ... ] 1 5 consists in the fact
that they understand that he I exists and in the fact
that they ask what it is I [that] was existing. This one
was I given to them for enjoyment and I nourishment
and joy and an abundance 20 of illumination, which I
consists in his fellow laboring, I his knowledge and his
mingling I with them, that is, the one I who is called
and is, in fact, 2 5 the Son, since he is the Totalities I
and the one of whom they know both who he is I and
that it is he who clothes. I This is the one who is called
I "Son" and the one of whom they understand 3° that
he exists and they were seeking I after him. This is the
one who exists I as Father and (as) the one about
whom they cannot speak, I and the one of whom they
do not conceive. I This is the one who first came into
being.
35 It is impossible for anyone to conceive I of him or
think of him. Or can anyone I approach there, toward
the exalted one, I toward the pre-existent in the pro
per I sense? But all the names conceived 66· 1 or spoken
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I about him are presented I in honor, as a trace I of him,
according to the ability of each 5 one of those who
glorify him. Now he I who arose from him when he
stretched I himself out for begetting and I for know
ledge on the part of the Totalities, he I [ ... ] all of the
names, without falsification, 10 and he is, I in the pro
per sense, the sole first one, I [the] man of the Father,
that is, the one whom I I call
the form of the formless, I
the body of the bodiless,
the face 1 5 of the invisible,
the word of [the] I unutterable,
the mind of the inconceivable, I
the fountain which flowed from I him,
the root of those who are planted, I
and the god of those who exist,
the light 20 of those whom he illumines,
the love of those I whom he loved,
the providence of those for whom he I providentially cares,
the wisdom I of those whom he made wise,
the power I of those to whom he gives power,
the assembly 25 [ of] those whom he assembles to
him,
the revelation I of the things which are sought
after,
the eye I of those who see,
the breath of those who breathe, I
the life of those who live,
the unity I of those who are mixed with the To
talities.
3° All of them exist in the single one, I as he clothes
himself completely I and by his single name I he is nev
er called. I And in 35 this unique way they are equally I
the single one and the Totalities. I He is neither di
vided as a body, I nor is he separated into the names I
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which he has [received], 4° (so that) he is one thing in
this way and another 67- 1 in (another way.] Also, nei
ther I does he change in [ ... ], nor I does he turn into
(the names] which he I [thinks of,] and become now
this, now 5 something else, this thing now being one
thing I and, at another time, something else, I but ra
ther he is wholly himself to the uttermost. (He] I is
each and every one of the Totalities I forever at the
same time. He is what 10 all of them are. He brought I
the Father to the Totalities. He also is the Totalities, I
for he is the one who is knowledge I for himself and he
is I each one of the properties. He 1 5 has the powers
and [he is] beyond I all that which he knows, I while
seeing himself in himself I completely and having a I
Son and form. Therefore, 20 his powers and proper
ties are innumerable I and inaudible, I because of the
begetting [by] which he I begets them. Innumerable I
and indivisible are 25 the begettings of his words, and I
his commands and his Totalities. I He knows them,
which things he himself is, I since they are in I the
single name, and 3° are all speaking in it. And I he
brings (them) forth, in order that I it might be dis
covered that they I exist according to their individual
properties in a unified way. I And he did not reveal
the multitude 35 to the Totalities at once I nor did he
reveal his equality I to those who had come forth from
him.I

5. Aeonic Life
All those who came forth from him, I <who> are
the aeons of the aeons, 68· 1 being emanations and off
spring of I <his> procreative nature, I they too, in
their procreative I nature, have <given> glory to 5 the
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Father, as he was I the cause of their establishment.
This is what I we said previously, namely that he cre
ates I the aeons as roots and 10 springs and fathers,
and that he I is the one to whom they give glory. They
have begotten, for I he has knowledge I and wisdom I
and the Totalities knew 1 5 that it is from knowledge I
and wisdom that they have come forth. I They would
have brought forth I a seeming honor: "The Father is
the one I who is the Totalities," 20 if the aeons had
risen up to give I honor individually. I Therefore, in
the I song of glorification and I in the power of the
unity 25 of him from I whom they have come, they
were drawn into a mingling I and a combination and
a unity I with one another. I They offered glory wor
thy of 3° the Father from the pleromatic I congrega
tion, which is a I single representation although
many, I because it was brought forth as a glory I for
the single one and because 35 they came forth toward
the one who I is himself the Totalities. Now, this
69· 1 was a praise [ ... ] I the one who brought forth the
Totalities, I being a first-fruit of the immortals I and
an eternal one, because, 5 having come forth from the
living aeons, being I perfect and full because of the
one who is perfect I and full, it left full I and perfect
those who have given glory in I a perfect way because
of the 10 fellowship. For, like the faultless Father, I
when he is glorified he I also hears the glory which
glorifies him, I so as to make them manifest as that
which I he is.
The cause of the second 1 5 honor which accrued to
THE TRIPARTITE TRACTATE
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them I is that which was returned I to them from the
Father when they had known I the grace by which
they bore fruit with one another I because of the Fa
ther. 20 As a result, just as they I <were> brought
forth in glory for the Father, I so too in order to ap
pear I perfect, they appeared I acting by giving glory.
They 25 were fathers of the third glory I according
to the independence and I the power which was begot
ten with them, I since each one of them individually
does not I exist so as to give glory 3° in a unitary way
to him whom he loves. I
They are the first and the I second and thus both of
them are perfect and I full, for they are manifestations
I of the Father who is perfect 35 and full, as well as of
those who came forth, I who are perfect by the fact
that they glorify I the perfect one. The fruit of the
third, however, I consists of honors of I the will of each
one of the aeons 4° and each one of the properties. - I
The Father has power. - It exists 7°· 1 fully, I perfect
in [ the thought] which is a product of I agreement,
since it is a product I of the individuality 5 of the ae
ons. It is this which he loves I and over which he has
power, I as it gives glory to the Father by means of it. I
For this reason, they are minds of I minds, which
are found to be 10 words of words, I elders of I elders,
degrees I of degrees, which are exalted above I one an
other. Each one 1 5 of those who give glory has I his
place and his I exaltation and his dwelling and his I
rest, which consists of the glory I which he brings
forth.
20
All those who glorify the Father I have their be
getting I eternally, - they beget in I the act of assisting
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one another - I since the emanations are limitless
and 25 immeasurable and since there is I no envy on
the part I of the Father toward those who came forth
from I him in regard to their begetting something I
equal or similar to him, since he is the one who
3° exists in the Totalities, begetting I and revealing
himself. I Whomever he wishes, he makes into a
father, I of whom he in fact is Father, I and a god, of
whom he in fact 35 is God, and he ·makes them I the
Totalities, whose I entirety he is. In the proper sense
all the names which 7 1•1 are great are kept there, I
these (names) which I the angels share, I who have
come into being in 5 the cosmos along with the
archons, although [they] do not have I any
resemblance I to the eternal beings.
The entire system I of the aeons has I a love and a
longing 10 for the perfect, complete discovery I of the
Father and this is their unimpeded agreement. I
Though the Father reveals I himself eternally, I he did
not wish 1 5 that they should know him, since he
grants that he be I conceived of in such a way as to be
sought for, while I keeping to himself his unsearch
able I primordial being.
It is he, I [the] Father, who gave root impulses 20 to
the aeons, since they are places I on the path which
leads toward him, I as toward a school of I behavior.
He has extended to them I faith in and prayer to him
whom 25 they do not see; and a firm hope I in him of
whom they do not conceive; I and a fruitful love, I
which looks toward that which it does not I see; and
an acceptable understanding 3° of the eternal mind; I
and a blessing, I which is riches and freedom; I and a
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wisdom of the one I who desires the glory of the Fa
ther 35 for <his> thought.
It is by virtue of his will that the Father, I the one
who is exalted, is known, 72•1 that is, I (by virtue of)
the spirit which breathes in the Totalities I and it
gives them an I idea of seeking after the 5 unknown
one, just as one is drawn I by a pleasant I aroma to
search for the thing I from which the aroma arises, I
since the aroma 10 of the Father surpasses these ordi
nary ones. I For his sweetness I leaves the aeons in I
ineffable pleasure I and it gives them their idea 5 of
mingling with him who I wants them to know him in I
a united way and to assist I one another in the spirit
which I is sown within them. Though existing 20 un
der a great weight, I they are renewed in an inex
pressable way, I since it is impossible I for them to be
separated from that I in which they are set in an un
comprehending way, 2 5 because they will not speak, I
being silent about the Father's glory, I about the one
who has power I to speak, and yet they will take form
from I him. He revealed [himself, though] 3° it is im
possible to speak of him. I They have him, hidden in I
a thought, since from I this one [ ... ]. They are silent
about I the way the Father is 35 in his form and his
nature I and his greatness, 73· while the aeons have
become worthy of knowing I through his spirit I that
he is unnamable and I incomprehensible. It is through
5 his spirit, which is the trace I of the search for him,
that he provides I them the ability to conceive of him
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and I to speak about him.
Each one I of the aeons is a name, <that is>, each of
10
the properties and powers of I the Father, since he
exists in many names, which are I intermingled and
harmonious with one another. I It is possible to speak
of him because I of the wealth of speech, just as the
Father 1 5 is a single name, because I he is a unity, yet
is innumerable I in his properties and I names.
The emanation of I the Totalities, which exist from
the one 20 who exists, did not occur according I to a
separation from one another, I as something cast off
from the one who begets I them. Rather, their beget
ting is like I a process of extension, 25 as the Father
extends himself I to those whom he loves, so that I
those who have come forth from him might I become
him as well.
Just as I the present aeon, though a 3° unity, is di
vided by units of time I and units of time are divided
into I years and years are divided into I seasons and
seasons into months, I and months into days, and days
35 into hours, and hours I into moments, so 74· 1 too the
aeon of the Truth, I since it is a unity I and multi
plicity, receives honor in the small I and the great
names according to the 5 power of each to grasp it by way I of analogy - like a spring I which is what it
is, I yet flows into streams I and lakes and canals 10 and
branches, or like a I root spread out beneath I trees and
branches with I its fruit, or like a I human body, which
is partitioned 15 in an indivisible way into members I
of members, primary members I and secondary, great
[and] I small.
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6. The Imperfect Begetting by the Logos
The aeons have brought [themselves] forth I in ac
cord with the third 20 fruit by the I freedom of the will I
and by the wisdom I with which he favored them for
their thought. I They do not wish to give honor
2
5 [with] that which is from an agreement, [though] I
it was produced for words of [praise] I for each of the
Pleromas. I Nor do they wish I to give honor with the
Totality. Nor do 3° they wish (to do so) with anyone
else I who was originally above I the depth of that one,
or (above) his I place, except, however, for the one
who exists I in the exalted name and 35 in the exalted
place, and only if he receives I from the one who
wished (to ·give honor), 75· 1 and takes it to him(self)
for the one above I him, and (only if) he begets I him
(self), so to speak, himself, and, I through that one,
begets him(self) 5 along with that which he is, and
himself I becomes renewed along with the one who
came upon him, I by his brother, and sees him I and
entreats him about the matter, I namely, he who
wished to ascend to him.
10
So that it might be in this way, I the one who I
wished to give honor does not say anything to him
about this, I except only that there is a limit I to speech
set in the Pleroma, so 1 5 that they are silent about the
incomprehensibility I of the Father, but they speak
about the one I who wishes to comprehend him. It
came to I one of the aeons that he should attempt I to
grasp the incomprehensibility 20 and give glory to it
and I especially to the ineffability of the Father. I
[Since] he is a Logos of the unity, I he is one, though
he is not from I the agreement of the Totalities, nor
2
5 from him who brought them forth, I namely, the
one who brought forth the Totality, the Father. I
This aeon was among those I to whom was given
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wisdom, so that he could become I pre-existent in each
one's 3° thought. By that which he wills I will they be
produced. Therefore, I he received a wise nature I in
order to examine the hidden basis, I since he is a wise
fruit; 35 for, the free will I which was begotten with I
the Totalities was a cause I for this one, such as to
make him do 76· 1 what he desired, with no one I to
restrain him.
The I intent, then, of the Logos, who I is this one,
was good. 5 When he had come forth, he gave I glory
to the Father, even if it led I to something beyond pos
sibility, I since he had wanted to bring forth one I who
is perfect, from an 10 agreement in which he had not
been, I and without having the I command. I
This aeon was last to have I <been> brought forth
by 1 5 mutual assistance, and he was small I in magni
tude. And before I he begot anything else for the glory
I of the will and in agreement with the Totalities, I he
acted, magnanimously, 20 from an abundant love, I
and set out I toward that which surrounds I the perfect
glory, for I it was not without the will of the Father
2
5 that the Logos was produced, which I is to say, not
without it I will he go forth. But I he, the Father, had
brought him forth I for those about whom he knew
that it was 3° fitting that they should come into being.
· The Father I and the Totalities drew away from
him, I so that the limit I which the Father had set I
might be established - for 35 it is not from grasping
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the incomprehensibility I but by the will 77- of the
Father, - and furthermore, (they withdrew) so that I
the things which have come to be might become I an
organization which would come into being. I If it
were to come, it would not come into being 5 by the
manifestation of the Pleroma. I Therefore, it is not
fitting to I criticize the movement which is the Logos, I
but it is fitting that we should say about I the move
ment of the Logos that it is a cause 10 of an organiza
tion which has been destined to I come about.
The Logos himself caused it to happen, I being
complete and unitary, I for the glory of the Father,
whom I he desired, and (he did so) being content with
it, 5 but those whom he wished to take hold ofl firmly
he begot in shadows I [and] copies and likenesses. I
For, he was not able to bear the sight I of the light, but
he looked into 20 the depth and he doubted. I Out of
this there was a division - he became I deeply trou
bled - and a turning away because of his I self-doubt
and division, forgetfulness I and ignorance of himself
and 2 5 <of that> which is.
His self-exaltation and I his expectation of compre
hending I the incomprehensible became firm for him I
and was in him. But the sicknesses I followed him
3° when he went beyond I himself, having come into
being I from self-doubt, namely from the fact I that he
did not <reach the attainment of> I the glories of the
Father, the one whose exalted status 35 is among
things unlimited. This one I did not attain him, for he
did not receive him. I
The one whom he himself brought forth 78- as a
unitary aeon I rushed up to I that which is his and this
kin of his I in the Pleroma abandoned 5 him who came
to be in the defect along with I those who had come
THE TRIPARTITE TRACTATE
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forth from him in I an imaginary way, since they are
not his. I
When he who produced I himself as perfect actually
did bring 10 himself forth, I he became weak like a
female nature I which has abandoned its I virile coun
terpart.
From that I which was deficient in itself there
1
5 came those things which came into being I from his
thought and [his] I arrogance, but from that I which is
perfect in him he left it and raised [himself] I up to
those who are his. He was 20 in the Pleroma as I a
remembrance for him so that he [would be] I saved
from his arrogance. I
The one who ran on high and I the one who drew
him to himself were not 2 5 barren, but in bringing I
forth a fruit in the Pleroma, I they upset those who I
were in the defect. I
Like the Pleromas are the things which came into
being from the 3° arrogant thought, I which are their
(the Pleromas') I likenesses, I copies, shadows, I and
phantasms, lacking 35 reason and the light, these I
which belong to the vain thought, I since they are not
products of anything. Therefore, 79· 1 their end will be
like I their beginning: from that which did I not exist
(they are) to return once again to I that which will not
be. It is they, however, 5 by themselves I who are
greater, more powerful, I and more honored than the
names I which are given to them, which are [their]
shadows. I In the manner of a reflection are they
beautiful. 1 ° For the [face] of the copy normally takes
its beauty I from that of which it is a copy. I
They thought of themselves I that they are beings
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existing by themselves I and are without a source,
1
5 since they do not see anything else I existing before
them. Therefore, they I [lived] in disobedience I [and]
acts of rebellion, without I having humbled them
selves before the one because of whom they came into
being.
20
They wanted to command I one another, over
coming one another I [in] their vain ambition, I while
the glory which they possess I contains a cause 25 [of]
the system which was to be. I
They are likenesses of the things which are ex
alted. I They were brought to a lust for power I in each
one of them, I according to the greatness of the name
3° of which each is a shadow, I each one imagining
that it is superior I to his fellows.
The thought of these I others was not barren, I but
just like <those> 35 of which they are shadows, all
that I they thought about they have as I potential sons;
80· 1 those of whom they thought I they had I as off
spring. Therefore, I it happened that many offspring
came forth from them, 5 as fighters I as warriors, as I
trouble makers, as apostates. I They are disobedient
beings, I lovers of power. 10 All [the] other beings of
this sort were [brought] I forth from these.
7. The Conversion of the Logos
The Logos was I a cause of those [who] I came into
being and he continued all the more I to be at a loss
and he was astonished. 1 5 Instead of perfection, he
saw a defect; I instead of unification, he saw division; I
instead of stability, he [saw] I disturbances; instead of
[rests,] I tumults. Neither was it [possible] 20 for him
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to make them cease from [loving] I disturbance, nor
was it possible for him I to destroy it. He was com
pletely powerless, I once his totality and his exaltation
I abandoned him.
Those who had come into being 25 not knowing
themselves I both did not know I the Pleromas from
which they came forth I and did not know I the one
who was the cause of 3° their existence.
The Logos, I being in I such unstable conditions, I
did not continue to bring I forth anything like emana
tions, 35 the things which are in the Pleroma, I the
glories which exist for the honor I of the Father.
Rather, he brought S1.1 forth little weaklings, I [hin
dered] by the illnesses I by which he too was hindered.
I It was the likeness of the disposition which was 5 a
unity, that which I was the cause of the things I which
do not themselves exist from the first. I
Until the one who brought I forth into the defect
these things which were thus 10 in need, until he I
judged those who came into being because I of him
contrary to reason - which is the judgment I which
became a condemnation - I he struggled against
them unto destruction, 1 5 that is, the ones who strug
gled against the condemnation I and whom the wrath
pursues, while I it (the wrath) accepts and I redeems
(them) from their (false) opinion and I apostasy, since
from it 20 [is] the conversion which is I also called
"metanoia." I The Logos turned to [another] opinion I
and another thought. I Having turned away from evil,
2
5 he turned toward the good things. I Following the
conversion came I the thought of the things which ex-
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ist I and the prayer for the one who converted I himself
to the good.
3° The one who is in the Pleroma I was what he first
prayed to and I remembered; then (he remembered)
his brothers I individually and (yet) always I with one
another; then all of them together; 35 but before all of
them, the Father. 82.i The prayer of the agreement I
was a help for him I in his own return I and (in that of)
the Totality, for a cause 5 of his remembering I those
who have existed from the first was I his being re
membered. This I is the thought which calls out I from
afar, bringing him back.
10
All his prayer and I remembering were I numer
ous powers according to that limit. I For there is noth
ing I barren in his thought.
1
5 The powers were good I and were greater than
those of the I likeness. For those belonging to the I like
ness also belong to a nature of [falsehood]. I From an
illusion 20 of similarity and a thought I of arrogrance
has [come about] I that which they became. And they I
originate from the thought I which first knew [them.]
2
5 To what do the former beings pertain? I They are
like forgetfulness I and heavy sleep; being I like those
who dream I troubled dreams, to whom 3° sleep comes
while they - I those who dream - are oppressed. I
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The others are I like some creatures of light I for him,
looking for 35 the rising of the sun, since it happened
that I they saw in him dreams I which are truly sweet.
83· 1 It immediately put a stop I [to] the emanations of
the thought. I They [did] not any longer have I their
substance and also they did 5 not have honor any
longer. I
Though he is not equal to those who I pre-existed, if
they were superior to I the likenesses, it was he alone I
through whom they were more exalted than those,
10
for they are not from a good intent. I
It was not I from the sickness which came into being
that they were produced, I from which is the good in
tent, I but (from) the one who 1 5 sought after the pre
existent. I Once he had prayed, he both raised I him
self to the good I and sowed in them I a pre-disposition
to seek 20 and pray to the I glorious pre-existent one, I
and he sowed in them a thought I about him and an
idea, so that they should I think that something
greater than themselves 25 exists prior to them, al
though they did not understand I what it was. Beget
ting I harmony and mutual love I through that
thought, I they acted in 3° unity and unanimity, I since
from I unity and from unanimity I they have received
their very being. I
They were stronger than them 35 in the lust for
power, I for they were more honored 84· 1 than the first
ones, who had been raised I above them. Those had
not I humbled themselves. They thought about them
selves I that they were beings originating from them
selves 5 alone and were I without a source. As they
THE TRIPARTITE TRACTATE
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brought [forth]Iat first according to their own birth,I
the two orders assaulted one another, I fighting for
10
command because of their manner ofIbeing. As a
result, they were submerged inIforces and naturesIin
accord with the condition of mutual assault,Ihaving
1
5 lust for powerIand all other thingsIof this sort. It
is from these that theIvain love of glory drawsIall of
them to 20 the desire of the lust I for power, while
noneIof them has the exaltedIthought nor acknow
ledgesIit.
The powers 25 of this thought are preparedIin the
works of the pre-existent I <ones>, those of which
they areIthe representations. For the orderIof those
of this sort 3° had mutual I harmony, but it I fought
against the orderIof those of the likeness, while the
order I of those of the likeness wages war 35 against
the representations and actsIagainst it alone, because
of itsIwrath. 85· 1 From this it [ ...]Ithem [ ...]Ione
another, many [ ...] I necessity appointed them [ ... ]
5 and might prevail [ ...]Iwas not a multitude, [ ... ]I
and their envy and their [ ...]I and their wrath and
violence andIdesire and prevailing ignorance ' 0 pro
duce empty matters and I powers of various sorts,
mixed inIgreat number with one another; while the
mind of the Logos, who wasIa cause of their begetTHE TRIPARTITE TRACTATE
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ting, was open to I a revelation of the hope 1 5 which
would come to him from above.
B. The Emanation of the Savior
The Logos I which moved had I the hope and the
expectation of him I who is exalted. As for those of the
shadow, he separated I himself from them in every
way, 20 since they fight against him and are not at all
humble I before him. He was content I with the beings
of the thought. And as for the one who is set up I in
this way and who is within the I exalted boundary,
remembering 2 5 the one who is defective, the Logos
brought him forth I in an invisible way, I among those
who came into being according to the thought, ac
cording I to the one who was with them, I until the
light shone upon him from 3° above as a lifegiver, the
one who was begotten I by the thought of brotherly
love I of the pre-existent Pleromas. I
The stumbling, which happened to the aeons I of
the Father of the Totalities who did 35 not suffer, was
brought to them, as if it were their own, I in a careful
and non-malicious I and immensely sweet way. 86· 1 [It
was brought to the] Totalities so that they might be
instructed about the I [defect] by the single one, I from
whom [alone] they all [received strength] I to elim
inate the defects.
The order 5 [which] was his came into being from I
him who ran [on] high and that which brought itself
forth I from him and from the entire perfection. I The
one who ran on high became I for the one who was
defective an intercessor with the 10 emanation of the
aeons which had come into being in accord with I the
things which exist. When he prayed I to them, they
consented joyously and I willingly, since they were in
agreement, and with harmonious I consent, to aid the
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5 defective one. They gathered together, I asking the
Father with beneficent intent I that there be aid from I
above, from the Father, for his glory, I since the defec
tive one could not become perfect in any other way,
1

20

unless it was the will of I the Pleroma of the Father,
which he had drawn to himself, I revealed, and given
to the defective I one. Then from the harmony, in a I
joyous willingness which had come into being, they
2
5 brought forth the fruit, which was a begetting I
from the harmony, a I unity, a possession of the To
talities, I revealing the countenance of I the Father, of
whom the aeons thought 3° as they gave glory and
prayed for help for their I brother with a wish in
which the Father counted himself I with them. Thus,
it was willingly and I gladly that they bring forth I the
fruit. And he made manifest the agreement of the
35 revelation of his union I with them - which is his
beloved I Son. 87• 1 But the Son in whom the Totalities
are pleased I put himself on them as a garment, I
through which _I he gave perfection to the defective
one, 5 and gave confirmation to those who are perfect,
I the one who is properly called I "Savior" and "the
Redeemer" I and "the Well-Pleasing one" and "the
Beloved," I "the one to whom prayers have been of
fered" and "the Christ" and 10 "the Light of those ap
pointed," in accordance with the ones from whom I he
was brought forth, since he has become I the names of
the positions [which] were given I to him. Yet, what
other name may be applied I to him except "the Son,"
as we previously 1 5 said, since he is the knowledge I of
the Father, whom he wanted them I to know?
Not only did the aeons I generate the countenance
of the Father to whom I they gave praise, which was
written previously, but also 20 they generated their
own; for the aeons I who give glory generated their
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countenance I and their face. They were produced as
an army I for him, as for a king, I since the beings of
the thought have a 25 powerful fellowship and an in
termingled I harmony. They came forth I in a multi
faceted form, in I order that the one to whom help was
to be given might I see those to whom he had prayed
3° for help. He also sees the one who gave I it to him.
The fruit I of the agreement wjth him, of which we
previously spoke, I is subject to the power of the To
talities. I For the Father has set the Totalities within
him, 35 both the ones which pre-exist I and the ones
which are, and the ones which will be. 88· 1 He was
capable (of doing it). He revealed I those which he
had placed within him. I He did not give them, when
he entrusted (them) to him. I He directed the organ
ization of the universe 5 according to the authority
which was given him I from the first and (according
to) the power of the task. I Thus, he began and effec
ted I his revelation.
The one I in whom the Father is and the one 10 in
whom the Totalities are <was> created I before the
one who lacked I sight. He instructed him about those
who searched I for their sight, by I means of the shin
ing of that perfect light. 1 5 He first perfected him I in
ineffable joy. He I perfected him for himself as a per
fect one I and he also gave him what is appropriate to
each I individual. For this is the determination of
20

the first joy. And <he> sowed I in him in an
invisible way I a word which is destined to be I
knowledge. And he gave him power I to separate and
cast out from himself 25 those who are disobedient to
him. I Thus, he made himself manifest I to him. But to
those I who came into being because of him he I re-
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vealed a form surpassing 3° them. They acted in a
hostile way I toward one another. Suddenly he re
vealed himself to them, I approaching them I in the
form of lightning. And I in putting an end to the en
tanglement which they have with 35 one another he
stopped it 89· 1 by the sudden revelation, I which they
were not informed about, I did not expect, I and did
not know of. Because of this, they 5 were afraid and
fell down, since they were not able to bear I the ap
pearance of the light which struck I them. The one
who appeared was an I assault for the two orders.
Just as I the beings of thought had been given the
name 10 "little one," so they have I a faint notion that
they have the I exalted one, - he exists before them,
- and they I have sown within them an attitude of I
amazement at the exalted one who 1 5 will become
manifest. Therefore, they welcomed I his revelation
and I they worshipped him. They became I convinced
witnesses to <him>. They acknowledged I the light
which had come into being as 20 one stronger than
those who fought against them. The I beings of the
likeness, however, were exceedingly afraid, I since
they were not able to hear about him I in the begin
ning, that there is a vision of this sort. I Therefore
they fell down 25 to the pit of ignorance I which is
called "the Outer Darkness," I and "Chaos" and I
"Hades" and "the Abyss." He set up what I was be
neath the order of the beings 3 ° of thought, as it was I
stronger than they. They were worthy of I ruling over
the unspeakable darkness, I since it is theirs I and is
the lot which was assigned to them. He 35 granted
them that they, too, should be of use I for the organ
ization which was to come, 9°· 1 to which he had
[assigned] them.
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There is a great I difference between the revelation
of the one who came into being I to the one who was
defective and to those things which are to come into
being because ofl him. For he revealed himself to him
within 5 him, since he is with him, is I a fellow suf
ferer with him, gives I him rest little by little, makes I
him grow, lifts him up, gives himself I to him com
pletely for enjoyment from 10 a vision. But to those
who fall outside, I he revealed himself quickly and I in
a striking way and he withdrew to himself suddenly I
without having let them see him. I
THE TRIPARTITE TRACTATE 90.1-91.5

9. The Pleroma of the Logos
When the Logos which was defective was illu
mined, 1 5 his Pleroma began. I He escaped those who
had disturbed I him at first. He became I unmixed
with them. He stripped off I that arrogant thought.
20

He received mingling with the Rest, I when those
who had been disobedient to him at first I bent down
and humbled themselves before him. I And [he] re
joiced I over the visitation of his brothers 25 who had
visited him. He gave I glory and praise to those who
had become manifest I as a help to him, while he gave
thanks, I because he had escaped those who revolted
against him, I and admired and honored the greatness
3° and those who had appeared to him in a I deter
mined way. He generated manifest images I of the liv
ing visages, pleasing I among [things] which are good,
existing I among the things which exist, resembling
35 them in beauty, but unequal to them I in truth,
since they [are] not from I an agreement with him,
between the one who brought them 91•1 forth and the
one who revealed himself to him. But I in wisdom and
knowledge I he acts, mingling the Logos with I him
(self) entirely. Therefore, those which came 5 forth
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from him are great, just as I that which is truly great. I
After he was amazed at the beauty I of the ones who
had appeared to him, I he professed gratitude for this
10
visitation. The Logos performed this activity, I
through those from whom he had received I aid, for
the stability I of those who had come into being be
cause of him and I so that they might receive some
thing good, 1 5 since he thought to pray for the· organ
ization I of all those who came forth from him, I which
is stabilized, so that it might make them established. I
Therefore, those whom he intentionally produced I
are in chariots, 20 just as those who came into being,
those who I have appeared, so that they might pass
through I every place of things which are below, I so
that each one might be given the place I which is con
stituted as he 25 is. This is destruction I for the beings
of the likeness, yet is an act of beneficence I for the
beings of the thought, a revelation I /DittographyJ I of
those who are from 3° the ordinance, which was a
unity I while suffering, while they are seeds, I which
have not come to be by themselves. I
The one who appeared was a countenance I of the
Father and of the harmony. He was 35 a garment
(composed) of every grace, and food I which is for
those whom the Logos I brought forth while praying
and [giving] glory and I honor. 92•1 This is the one
whom he glorified and honored I while looking to
those to whom he prayed, I so that he might perfect
them through the I images which he had brought
forth.
The Logos added 5 even more to I their mutual as
sistance and I to the hope of the promise, since I they
have joy and abundant rest I and undefiled pleasures.
10
He generated those whom he I remembered at first,
THE TRIPARTITE TRACTATE
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when they I were not with him, (he generated them)
having the perfection. I [Dittography] I Now, while
he who belongs to the vision is with him, 1 5 he exists
in hope and I faith in the perfect Father, as much as
the Totalities. I He appears to him before he I mingles
with him in order that the things which have I come
into being might not perish by looking 20 upon the
light, for they can I not accept the great, exalted stat
ure. I
The thought of the Logos, I who had returned to his
stability I and ruled over those who had 25 come into
being because of him, was called I"Aeon" and "Place"
of I all those whom he had brought forth I in accord
with the ordinance, and it is also called I "Synagogue
of 3° Salvation," because he healed him(self) from I
the dispersal, which is the multifarious thought I and
returned to I the single thought. Similarly, I it is called
"Storehouse," 35 because of the rest which he I ob
tained, giving (it) to himself alone. 93· 1 And it is also
called "Bride," I because of the joy of the one I who
gave himself to him in the hope of fruit I from the
union, and who appeared to him. 5 It is also called
"Kingdom," I because of the stability which he re
ceived, while he I rejoices at the domination over those
who fought him. I And it is called "the Joy I of the
Lord," because of the gladness in [which he]
10
clothed himself. With him is the light, I giving him
recompense for the I good things which are in him I
and (with him is) the thought of freedom. I
The aeon, of whom we previously spoke, 1 s is
above the two orders I of those who fight against one
another. I It is not a companion of those who hold
dominion and I is not implicated in the illnesses and
weaknesses, I things belonging to the thought and to
the likeness.
20
That in which the Logos set I himself, perfect in
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joy, I was an aeon, having I the form of matter, but also
having I the constitution of the cause, which 25 is the
one who revealed himself. (The aeon was) an image I
of those things which are in the Pleroma, I those
things which came into being from the abundance I of
the enjoyment of the one who exists I joyously. It,
moreover, the 3° countenance of the one who revealed
himself, was I in the sincerity and the attentiveness I
and the promise concerning I the things for which he
asked. It had I the designation of the Son 35 and his
essence and his power and his I form, who is the one
whom he loved I and in whom he was pleased,
94· 1 who was entreated in a loving way. I It was light
and was a desire I to be established and an openness I
for instruction and an eye for vision, 5 qualities
which it had I from the exalted ones. It was also
wisdom I for his thinking in opposition to the things
beneath the I organization. It was also a word for I
speaking and the perfection of the things 10 of this
sort. And it is these who I took form with him, but
according to the image I of the Pleroma, having I their
fathers who are the ones who gave them life, I each
one being a copy 1 5 of each one of the faces, I which
are forms of maleness, I since they are not from the
illness which I is femaleness, but are from I this one
who already has left behind 20 the sickness. It has the
name I "the Church," for in harmony I they resemble
the harmony in the assembly I of those who have
revealed themselves.
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That I which came into being in the image of the
2
5 light, it too is perfect, I inasmuch as it is an image of
the I one existing light, which is the I Totalities. Even
if it was inferior to the one of whom I it is an image,
nevertheless it has 3° its indivisibility, because I it is a
countenance of the I indivisible light. Those, however,
I who came into being in the image I of each one of the
aeons, 35 they in essence are in the one whom we I
previously mentioned, but in power they are not
equal, I because it (the power) is in each I of them. In I
this mingling with one another 4° they have equality,
95· 1 but each one has not cast off what is peculiar to
itself. I Therefore, they are passions, I for passion is
sickness, since I they are productions not of the agree
ment 5 of the Pleroma, but of this one, I prematurely,
before he received the Father. Hence, I the agreement
with his Totality and will I was something beneficial
for the organization I which was to come. It was
granted them 10 to pass through the places which are
below, I since the places are unable I to accomodate
their I sudden, hasty coming, unless (they come) indi
vidually, I one by one. 1 5 Their coming is necessary,
since I by them will everything be perfected. I
In short, the Logos received the vision of all things, I
those which pre-exist and those which are now I and
those which will be, 20 since he has been entrusted I
with the organization of all that which I exists. Some
things are already I in things which are fit for I coming
into being, but the seeds which are to 25 be he has
within himself, I because of the promise which be-
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longed to that I which he conceived, as something be
longing I to seeds which are to be. And I he produced
his offspring, that 3° is, the revelation of that which I
he conceived. For a while, however, the seed of I
promise is guarded, I so that those who have been ap
pointed for a I mission might be appointed 35 by the
coming of the Savior and of those who I are with him,
the ones who are first I in knowledge and glory of I the
Father.
1 o.

The Organization

It is fitting, from 96· 1 the prayer which he made and
the I conversion which occurred because of it, I that
some should perish I while others benefit 5 and still
others be I set apart. He first prepared I the punish
ment of those who are I disobedient, making use of a
power I of the one who appeared, the one from whom
he received 10 authority over all things, I so as to be
separate from him. He is I the one who is below and
he also keeps himself I apart from that which is ex
alted, until he I prepares the organization of all those
things 1 5 which are external, and gives to each the
place I which is assigned to it. I
The Logos established him(self) at I first, when he
beautified the Totalities, as I a basic principle and
cause 20 and ruler of the things which I came to be,
like the Father, the one who I was the cause of the
establishment, I which was the first to exist after him. I
He created the pre-existent images, 25 which he·
brought forth I in thanks and glorification. Then I he
beautified the place of those whom he had I brought
forth in glory, which is called I "Paradise" and 3° "the
Enjoyment" and "the Joy full I of sustenance" and
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"the Joy," which I pre-exist. And of I every goodness
which exists in I the Pleroma, it preserves the image.
35 Then he beautified the kingdom, I like a city I filled
with everything pleasing, I which is brotherly love
and I the great generosity, which is filled 97· 1 with the
holy spirits and [the] I mighty powers which govern I
them, which the Logos I produced and established 5 in
power. Then (he beautified) the place of I the Church
which assembles in this place, I having the form of the
I Church which exists in the aeons, which glorifies I
the Father. After these (he beautifi�) the place 10 of
the faith and obedience (which arises) from I hope,
which things the Logos received I when the light ap
peared; I then (he beautified the place of) the disposi
tion, which is prayer [and] I supplication, which were
followed by forgiveness 1 5 and the word concerning I
the one who would appear.
All the spiritual places I are in spiritual power. I
They are separate from the beings I of the thought,
since the power is established in 20 an image, which is
that which separates I the Pleroma from the Logos,
while the power I which is active in prophesying
about I the things which will be, directs the beings of
the thought I which have come into being toward that
which is pre-existent, 25 and it does not permit them
to mix with the things which I have come into being
through a vision of the things which are I with him.
The beings of the thought which I is outside are
humble; they I preserve the representation of the ple
romatic, 3° especially because of the sharing I in the
names by which they are beautiful. I
The conversion is I humble toward the beings of the
thought, and the law, I too, is humble toward them,
35 (the law) of the judgment, which is the condemna
tion and I the wrath. Also humble toward them I is the
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power which separates those who I fall below them,
sends them I far off and does not allow them 98· 1 [to]
spread out over the beings of the thought and I the
conversion, which (power) consists in fear and I per
plexity and forgetfulness and astonishment and I ig
norance and the things which have come into being
5 in the manner of a likeness, through phantasy. I And
these things, too, which were in fact lowly, I are given
the exalted names. I There is no knowledge for those
who have come I fonh from them with arrogance
10
and lust for power I and disobedience and
falsehood. I
To each one he gave I a name, since the two orders
are I in a name. Those belonging to the thought and
those of the representation 1 5 are called I "the Right
Ones" and "Psychic" and I "the Fiery Ones" and "the
Middle Ones." I Those who belong to the arrogant
thought and those of the likeness I are called "the
Left," 20 "Hylic," "the Dark Ones," and "the Last." I
After the Logos established I each one in his order, I
both the images and the representations and the like
nesses, I he kept the aeon of the images 2 5 pure from
all those who I fight against it, since it is a place of joy.
I However, to those of the thought he revealed I the
thought which he had stripped I from himself, desir
ing to draw them 3° into a material union, for the
sake I of their system and dwelling place I and in order
that they might also bring forth I an impulse for dimi
nution from I their attraction to evil, so that they
might not any more 35 rejoice in the glory I of their
environment and be dissolved, I but might rather see I
their sickness in which they suffer, 99· 1 so that they
THE TRIPARTITE TRACTATE
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might beget love I and continuous searching after I the
one who is able to heal them I of the inferiority. Also
over those 5 who belong to the likeness, he set I the
word of beauty, so that he might I bring them into a
form. He also set I over them the law of judgment. I
Again, he set over them [the] 10 powers which the
roots had produced I [in] their lust for power. He [ap
pointed] I them as rulers over them, so that I either by
the support of the word which is beautiful I or by the
threat of the [law] 1 5 or by the power of lust for I
power the order might be preserved I from those who
have reduced it to evil, I while the Logos is pleased
with them, I since they are useful for the organization.
The Logos knows the agreement 20 in the lust for
power of the I two orders. I To these and to all the
others, he I graciously granted their desire. He gave I
to each one the appropriate rank, 25 and it was or
dered I that each one I be a ruler over a I place and an
activity. He yields to the place I of the one more ex
alted than himself, in order to command 3° the other
places in an activity I which is in the alloted activity I
which falls to him to have control over I because of his
mode of being. I As a result, there are commanders
and 35 subordinates in positions of domination I and
subjection among the angels 100•1 and archangels,
while the activities I are of various types and are dif
ferent. I Each one of the archons with his I race and his
perquisites to which his lot 5 has claim, just as they I
appeared, each was on guard, since they have been
entrusted I with the organization and none I lacks a
command and I none is without kingship from 10 the
end of the heavens to the end of the I [earth], even to
the foundations of the [earth] I and to the places be-
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neath the earth. There are I kings, there are lords and
those who give I commands, some 1 5 for administering
punishment, others I for administering justice, still
others for I giving rest and healing, others I for teach
ing, others for guarding. I
Over all the archons he appointed an Archon
20
with no one commanding I him. He is the lord of all
of them, I that is, the countenance which the Logos I
brought forth in his thought I as a representation of
the Father of the Totalities. Therefore, 25 he is
adorned with every <name> I which <is> a repre
sentation of him, since he is characterized by every
property I and glorious quality. For he too is called I
"father" and "god" and "demiurge" and I "king" and
"judge" and "place" 3° and "dwelling" and "law." I
The Logos uses him I as a hand, to beautify and I
work on the things below and he I uses him as a
mouth, 35 to say the things which will be prophesied. I
The things which he has spoken he does. I When he
saw that they were great and I good and wonderful,
he was I pleased and rejoiced, as 101•1 if he himself in
his own thought I had been the one to say them and do
I them, not knowing that the movement I within him is
from the spirit who moves 5 him in a determined way
toward those things which he wants. I
· In regard to the things which came into being from
him, he spoke of them I and they came into being as a
representation of the spiritual I places which we men
tioned previously I in the discussion about the images.
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Not only <did> he work, but also, as I the one
who is appointed as father of [his] organization, I he
engendered by himself and by the seeds, yet also [by I
the spirit] which is elect and which will descend I
through him to the places which are below. 15 Not
only does he speak spiritual words I of his own,
<but> in I an invisible way, I (he speaks) through the
spirit which calls out I and begets things greater than
his own essence.
20
Since in his I essence he is a "god" I and "father"
[and] all the rest of I the honorific titles, he was I think
ing that they were elements 25 of his own essence. He
established I a rest for those who obey I him, but for
those who I disobey him, he also established punish
ments. I With him, too, 3° there is a paradise and a I
kingdom and everything else I which exists in the
aeon I which exists before him. They are more val
uable I than the imprints, because of the thought
which 35 is connected with them, which is like 102•1 a
shadow and a garment, so to I speak, because he does
not see I in what way the things which exist actually
do exist.
He established I workers and 5 servants, assisting in
I what he will do and what he will say, I for in every
place where he worked I he left his countenance I in
his beautiful name, 10 effecting and speaking of I the
things which he thinks about.
He I established in his place I images of the light I
which appeared and of [those things which are]
1
5 spiritual, though they were of I his own essence.
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For, thus they were I honored in every place by him, I
being pure, from the countenance I of the one who ap
pointed them, and they were 20 established: paradises
I and kingdoms and rests I and promises and multi
tudes I of servants of his will, I and though they are
lords of dominions, 25 they are set beneath the one
who is I lord, the one who appointed them. I
After he listened to him I in this way, properly,
about the lights, I which are the source 3° and the sys
tem, he set them over I the beauty of the things below. I
The invisible spirit moved him in this way, I so that
he would 103· 1 wish to administer through I his own
servant, I whom he too used, I as a hand and 5 as a
mouth and as if I he were his face, (and his servant is)
the things which he brings, I order and threat and I
fear, in order that those [with] whom he has done I
what is ignorant 10 might despise the order which
[was given for them to] I keep, since they are fettered
in the [bonds of I the] archons which are on them [se
curely]. I
The whole establishment of matter I [is divided]
into three. The [strong] powers 1 5 which the spiritual
Logos I brought forth from phantasy I and arrogance,
he established I in the first spiritual rank. I Then those
(powers) which these produced by 20 their lust for
power, he set I in the middle area, since they are
powers I of ambition, so that they I might exercise do
minion and give commands with compulsion and
force I to the establishment which is beneath them.
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Those I which came into being through envy I and
jealousy and all the other offspring I from dispositions
of this sort, he set I in a servile order 3° controlling the
extremities, commanding I all those which exist and
all (the realm of) generation, I from whom come I rap
idly destroying illnesses, I who eagerly desire beget
ting, who are something 35 in the place where they
are from I and to which they will return. I And there
fore, he appointed over I them authoritative powers, I
acting [continuously] on matter, in order that 104· 1 the
offspring of those which exist might also exist I con
tinuously. For this is their I glory. I

2

5

*****
Part II
The Creation ofMaterial Humanity
The matter which Rows through its form 5 (is) a
cause by which the I invisibility which exists through
the powers I [ ... ] for them all, for I [ ... ], as they beget
before them and I [destroy.]
The thought which is set 10 between those of the
right [and] I those of the left is a power of [begetting]. I
All those which the [first ones] I will wish to make, so
to I speak, a projection of theirs, 1 5 like a shadow cast
from I and following a body, those things which I [are]
the roots of the visible creations, I namely, the entire
preparation of the I adornment of the images and rep
resentations 20 and likenesses, have come I into being
because of those who need I education and teaching
and formation, I so that the smallness I might grow,
11.
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little 25 by little, as through a mirror image. I For it
was for this reason that he created I mankind at the
end, having first I prepared and I provided for him the
things which he had created 3° for his sake. I
Like that of all else is the creation of mankind as
well. I The spiritual Logos I moved him I invisibly, as
he perfected 35 him through the 105· 1 Demiurge and
his angelic servants, I who shared in the act of fash
ioning in [multitudes, when he] I took counsel with
his archons. I Like a shadow is earthly man, 5 so that
he might be like [those] I who are cut off from the
Totalities. Also I he is something prepared by all of
them, those of the right I and those of the left, since
each one in [the] I orders gives a form to the [ ... ], 10 in
which it exists.
The [ ... ] which I the Logos [who was] I defective
brought forth, who [was] I in the sickness, did not re
semble him I because he brought it forth [forgetfully,]
1
5 ignorantly, and [defectively,] I and in all the other
weak ways, I although the Logos gave the first form I
through the Demiurge I out of ignorance, so that he
20
would learn that the exalted one exists I and would
know that he needs [him]. I This is what the prophet
called I "Living Spirit" and "Breath I of the exalted
aeons" and "[the] 25 Invisible" and this is the living
soul I which has given life to the power I which was
dead at first. For that which I is dead is ignorance. I
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It is fitting that we explain 3° about the soul of the
first human being, I that it is from the spiritual Logos,
I while the creator thinks I that it is his, since it is from I
him, as from a mouth through which 35 one breathes.
The creator also sent I down souls I from his sub
stance, since he, I too, has a power of procreation,
100·1
because he is something which has come into be
ing from the representation I of the Father. Also those
of the left brought forth, I as it were, men I of their
own, since they have 5 the likeness �f <being>. I
The spiritual substance is a I [ single thing] and a
single representation, I [and] its weakness is the deter
mination I [in many] forms. As for the substance 10 of
the psychics, its determination I is double, since it has
the knowledge I and the confession of the exalted one, I
and it is not inclined to evil, because of I the incli
nation of the thought. As for the material substance
1
5 its way is different I and in many forms, and it was
a weakness I which existed in many types I of
inclination.
The first human being is a I mixed formation, and a
20
mixed creation, and a deposit I of those of the left
and those of the right, I and a spiritual word I whose
attention is divided between each of the two I sub
stances from which he takes 25 his being. Therefore, I
it is said that I a paradise was planted for him, so that
he might I eat of the food of three I kinds of tree, since
it is a garden of the 3° threefold order, I and since it is
that which gives enjoyment.
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The I noble elect substance I which is in him was
more exalted. I It created and it did not wound
35 them. Therefore they issued I a command, making
a threat I and bringing upon him a great 107- 1 danger,
which is death. Only the I enjoyment of the things
which are evil I did he allow him to taste, I and from
the other tree with 5 the double (fruit) he did not al
low him I to eat, much I less from the tree of life, so
that [they would not] I acquire honor [ ... ] I them and
so that [they would not be ... ] 10 by the evil power
[which] I is called "the serpent." And he is more cun
ning I than all the evil powers. I He led man astray
[through] I the determination of those things which
belong to the thought 1 5 and the desires. <He> made
him transgress I the command, so that he would die. I
And he was expelled from I every enjoyment of that
place. I
This is the expulsion which was made 20 for him,
when he was expelled from the enjoyments I of the
things which belong to the likeness and those of the
representation. I It was a work of providence, so that I
it might be found that it is a short time I until man
will receive the enjoyment 25 of the things which are
eternally good, I in which is the place of rest. I This the
spirit ordained when I he first planned I that man
should experience the 3° great evil, which is death, I
that is complete ignorance of the Totality, I and that
he should experience I all the evils which I come from
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this and, 35 after the deprivations and cares which are
in these, I that he should receive of the greatest
good, which is I life eternal, that is, I firm
knowledge of the Totalities I and the reception of all
good things. 5 Because of the transgression of the first
man I death ruled. It was accustomed I to slay every
man I in the manifestation of its I [domination] which
had been given it [as] a kingdom, because of the
organization I of the Father's will, I of which we spoke
previously. I
108 1
•

10

*****
Part III
The Variety of Theologies
If both of the orders, I those on the right and those
on the left, 1 5 are brought together with one another
by I the thought which is set between them, I which
gives them their organization I with each other, it
happens I that they both act with the same 20 emula
tion of their deeds, with I those of the right resembling
those of the left I and those of the left resembling I
those of the right. And if at times the evil order I be
gins to do 25 evil in a I foolish way, I the <wise> order
emulates, I in the form of a man of violence, I also do
ing what is evil, 3° as if it were a power of a man I of
violence. At other times I the foolish order I attempts to
do good, I making itself like it, since the hidden order,
35 too, is zealous to do it. I Just as it is in I the things
which are established, [so] (it is) in the 1 09· 1 things
which have come to be. Since they bring I things un12.
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like one another, I those who were not instructed were
I unable to know the cause of the things which exist.
5 Therefore, I they have introduced other types (of ex
planation), I some saying that I it is according to prov
idence that the things which exist have their being. I
These are the people who observe 10 the stability and
the conformity of the movement of creation. I Others
say I that it is something alien. I These are people who
observe the I diversity and the lawlessness and the evil
of the powers. 15 Others say I that the things which
exist are what I is destined to happen. These are the
people who were I occupied with this matter. Others
say I that it is something in accordance with nature.
20

Others say that I it is a self-existent. The majority,
however, I all who have reached as far as the visible
elements, I do not know anything more I than them.
Those who were wise 25 among the Greeks and the
barbarians I have advanced to the powers which have I
come into being by way of imagination and I vain
thought. Those who have I come from these, in accord
with the mutual conflict 3° and rebellious manner I
active in them, I also spoke in a likely, I arrogant and I
imaginary way concerning the things 35 which they
thought of as wisdom, I although the likeness deceived
them, I since they thought that they had attained the
truth, 110•1 when they had (only) attained error. I
(They did so) not simply in minor appellations, but I
the powers themselves seem to hinder them, I as if
they were the Totality. 5 Therefore, the I order was
caught up in fighting I itself alone, because of the I
arrogant hostility of I one [ of the offspring] of the ar
chon who is 10 superior, who exists before him. I
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Therefore, nothing I was in agreement with its fel
lows, I nothing, neither I philosophy nor types of
medicine 15 nor types of rhetoric nor types I of music
nor types of I logic, but they are opinions and I theo
ries. I Ineffability held sway 20 in confusion, because
of the indescribable quality I of those who hold sway,
who give them I thoughts.
Now, as for the things which came I forth from the
<race> of the I Hebrews, things which are written by
2
5 the hylics who speak in the fashion of the Greeks, I
the powers of those who think about all I of them, so
to speak, the "right ones," the powers I which move
them all to think of I words and a representation, they
<brought> them, and 3° they grasped so as to attain I
the truth and used the confused powers I which act in
them. I Afterwards they attained to the order I of the
unmixed ones, the one which is established, the
35 unity which exists as a I representation of the rep
resentation of the Father. It is not invisible 111·1 in its
nature, but I a wisdom envelops it, so that I it might
preserve the form of the I truly invisible one. There
fore, 5 many angels have not been able to see it. I Also,
other men of I the Hebrew race, of whom we I already
spoke, namely the righteous ones I and the prophets,
did not think of anything 10 and did not say anything I
from imagination or through a I likeness or from eso
teric thinking, I but each one I by the power which was
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at work in him, 5 and while listening to the things
which he saw I and heard, spoke of them in [ ... ]. I
They have a unified harmony I with one another after
the manner I of those who worked in them, 20 since
they preserve the connection and the I mutual har
mony primarily I by the confession of the one more
exalted I than they. And there is one who is greater
than they, I who was appointed since they have need
2
5 of him, and whom the spiritual Logos I begot along
with them as one who needs I the exalted one, in hope
and I expectation in accord with the thought which I is
the seed of salvation. 3° And he is an illuminating
word, which I consists of the thought and his offspring
and I his emanations. Since the righteous ones and I
the prophets, whom we have previously mentioned, I
preserve the confession and the 35 testimony concern
ing I the one who is great, made by their fathers who
were 112·1 looking for the hope and I the hearing, in
them is sown I the seed of prayer and the searching, I
which is sown in many 5 who have searched for
strengthening. I It appears and draws them to I love
the exalted one, to proclaim I these things as pertain
ing to a unity. I And it was a unity which 10 worked in
them when they spoke. I Their vision and their words
do not differ I because of the multitude I of those who
have given them the vision and I the word. Therefore,
those who have 1 5 listened to what they have said I
concerning this do not reject any I of it, but have ac
cepted the scriptures I in an altered way. By inter
preting I them they established 20 many heresies
which I exist to the present among the I Jews. Some I
say that God is one, I who made a proclamation 25 in
1
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the ancient scriptures. Others I say that he is many. I
Some say I that God is simple I and was a single mind
3° in nature. Others say I that his activity is linked
with I the establishment of good I and evil. Still others I
say that he is the 35 creator of that which has come
into being. Still others I.say that 11 3· 1 it was by the
angels that he created. I
The multitude of ideas of I this sort is the multitude
of forms and the abundance I of types of scripture,
that which produced 5 their teachers of the Law. The
I prophets, however, did not say anything of I their
own accord, I but each one of them I (spoke) of the
things which he had seen and 10 heard through the
proclamation of I the Savior. This is what he pro
claimed, I with the main subject of their I proclama
tion being that which each said concerning I the com
ing of the Savior, which is this coming. 15 Sometimes
the prophets speak about it I as if it will be. I Some
times (it is) as if the Savior speaks I from their
mouths, saying that the Savior will come I and show
favor to those who have not 20 known him. They have
not all joined I with one another in confessing any
thing, I but each one, on the basis of the I thing from
which he received power I to speak about him 25 and
on the basis of the place which he saw, I thinks that it
is from it I that he will be begotten and that he will I
come from that place. Not I one of them knew
3° whence he would come nor by whom he I would be
begotten, but he alone I is the one of whom it is wor
thy to speak, the one who I will be begotten and I will
suffer. Concerning 35 that which he previously was I
and that which he is eternally, I an unbegotten,
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impassible one from I the Logos, who came into being
in flesh, 114·1 he did not come into their thought. And
this I is the account which they received an impulse I to
give concerning his flesh I which was to appear. They
say that 5 it is a production from all of them, I but that
before all things it is from I the spiritual Logos I who is
the cause of the things which I have come into being,
from whom the Savior received 10 his flesh. He had I
conceived <it> at the revelation I of the light, accord
ing to the I word of the promise, at his revelation I
from the seminal state. 15 For the one who exists is
not a seed of the things which exist, I since he was
begotten at the end. But to the one I by whom the
Father ordained the manifestation I of salvation, who
is I the fulfillment of the promise, 20 to him belonged
all these instruments for I entry into life, througp
which he I descended. His Father is one I and alone is I
truly a father to him, the 25 invisible, unknowable, I
the incomprehensible in his nature, who I alone is
God in his will I and his form, who I has granted that
he might be seen, 3° known and comprehended. I
13. The Incarnate Savior and his Companions
He it is who was our Savior I in willing compassion,
I who is that which I they were. For it was for their
sake that he became 35 manifest in an involuntary
suffering. I They became flesh and soul, - I that is,
eternally - which (things) hold I them and with cor
ruptible things I they die. And as for those who [came
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into being] 11 5·1 [the] invisible one I taught them in
visibly about himself. I
Not I only did he take upon <himself> the death of
5 those whom he thought I to save, but he also ac
cepted their smallness I to which they had descended
when they were <born> I in body and soul. I (He did
so), because he had let himself be conceived 10 and
born as an infant, in I body and soul.
Among all the others I who shared in them I and
those who fell and received the light, I he came being
exalted, because 1 5 he had let himself be conceived
without sin, I stain and I defilement. I He was begotten
in life, being in life I because the former and the latter
are in 20 passion and changing opinion I from the
Logos who moved, I who established them to be body I
and soul. He it is <who> has taken I to himself the
one who came from those whom we previously
2
5 mentioned.
He came into being from the I glorious vision and
the unchanging thought I of the Logos who I returned
to himself, after his movement, I from the organiza
tion, just as 3 ° those who came with him took body
and soul I and a confirmation I and stability and judg
ment of I things. They too intended I to come.
When they thought of 35 the Savior they came, and
(they came] when he knew; I they also came more ex
alted in the I emanation according to the flesh than
those I who had been brought forth from a defect, be
cause 116•1 in this way I they, too, received their bodily
emanation along with I the body of the Savior,
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through I the revelation and 5 the mingling with him.
These I others were those of one substance I and it
indeed is the spiritual (substance). I The organization
I is different. This is one thing, 10 that is another.
Some I come forth from passion I and division, needing
I healing. Others are from I prayer, so that they heal
1
5 the sick, when they have been appointed I to treat
those who have fallen. These I are the apostles and
the evangelists. I They are the disciples I of the Savior,
and teachers 20 who need instruction. Why, then, I did
they, too, share in the passions I in which I those who
have been brought forth I from passion share, if in
deed they are bodily productions 25 in accordance
with the organization and I <the> Savior, who did
not I share in the passions? I
The Savior was an image I of the unitary one, he
who 3° is the Totality in bodily form. I Therefore, he
preserved the form of I indivisibility, from which I
comes impassibility. I They, however, are images 35 of
each thing which I became manifest. Therefore, they I
assume division from I the pattern, having taken form
for the planting which I exists beneath [the heaven.]
This also 117-1 is what shares in the evil which exists I
in the places which they have reached. I For the will I
held the Totality under sin, so that 5 by that will he
might have mercy I on the Totality and they might be
saved, while a single one I alone is appointed to give
life and all the rest I need salvation. Therefore, I it was
from (reasons) of this sort that 10 it began to receive
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grace to give the I honors which were proclaimed I by
Jesus, which were suitable for I him to proclaim to
the rest, I since a seed of the 15 promise of Jesus Christ
was set up, whom we have I served in (his) revelation
and union. I Now the promise possessed I the instruc
tion and the return I to what they are from 20 the first,
from which they possess I the drop, so as to return I to
him, which is that which is called I "the redemption."
And it is the release I from the captivity and the accep
tance 25 of freedom. In its places the captivity of I
those who were slaves of ignorance I holds sway. I The
freedom is the knowledge of I the truth which existed
before 3° the ignorance was ruling, I forever without
beginning and I without end, being something good I
and a salvation of things I and a release from 35 the
servile nature I in which they have suffered.
Those I who have been brought forth in a lowly
thought I of vanity, I that is, (a thought) which goes to
things which are evil 118•1 through the thought which
[draws] them I down to the lust for power, these have I
received the possession which is freedom, I from the
abundance of the grace which looked 5 upon the chil
dren. It was, however, a disturbance of the I passion
and a destruction of I those things which he cast off
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from I himself at first, when the Logos separated them
I from himself, (the Logos) who 10 was the cause of
their being destined for I destruction, though he kept
<them> at <the> end of the organization I and al
lowed them to exist I because even they were useful
for the things which were I ordained.
The Tripartition of Mankind
Mankind came 15 to be in three essential types, I the
spiritual, the psychic I and the material, conforming I
to the triple disposition I of the Logos, from which
20
were brought forth the material ones and the I psy
chic ones and the spiritual ones. Each I of the three
essential types I is known by its fruit. I And they were
not known at first 25 but only at the coming of the
Savior, I who shone upon the saints I and revealed
what each I was.
The I spiritual race, being 3° like light from I light
and like spirit from I spirit, when its head I appeared,
it ran toward him I immediately. It immediately be
came a body 35 of its head. It suddenly received
knowledge I in the revelation. I The psychic race is like
light I from a fire, since it hesitated to accept know
ledge 119·1 of him who appeared to it. (It hesitated)
even I more to run toward him in faith. I Rather,
through a voice it was instructed I and this was suf
ficient, since it is not far 5 from the hope according to
the promise, I since it received, so to speak as a I
pledge, the assurance of the things I which were to be.
The material I race, however, is alien in 10 every way;
since it is dark, it I shuns the shining of the light I
because its appearance destroys I it. And since it has
14.
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not received its unity, I it is something excessive and
5 hateful toward the Lord at his I revelation.
The spiritual race I will receive complete salvation
in I every way. The material will receive I destruction
in every way, just as 20 one who resists him. The psy
chic I race, since it is in the middle I when it is brought
forth and also when it is created, I is double according
to its determination I for both good and evil. It takes
its 25 appointed departure I suddenly and its complete
escape I to those who are good. I Those whom the
Logos brought forth I in accordance with the first ele
ment of his 3° thought, when he remembered the I
exalted one and prayed for salvation, I have salvation
[suddenly.] I They will be saved completely [because
of] I the salvific thought. As he 35 was brought forth,
so, [too], I were these brought forth from I him,
120•1
whether angels or men. I In accordance with the
confession that there is I one who is more exalted than
themselves, I and in accordance with the prayer and
the search for 5 him, they also will attain the I salva
tion of those who have been brought forth, since I they
are from the disposition I which is good. They were
appointed for I service in proclaiming the coming 10 of
the Savior who was to be and I his revelation which
had come. I Whether angels or men, when I he was
sent as a service to them, they received, I in fact, the
essence of their being. 1 5 Those, however, who are
from I the thought of lust for I power, who have come
into being from I the blow of those who fight I against

1
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him, those whom the thought 20 brought forth, from
these, I since they are mixed, they will receive their
end I suddenly. Those who will be brought forth I
from the lust for I power which is given to them for a
5 time and for certain periods, and who will give
glory to I the Lord of glory, and who will relinquish I
their wrath, they will receive the reward for I their
humility, which is to remain I forever. Those, how
ever, who 3° are proud because of the desire I of am
bition, and who love temporary I glory and who forget
that I it was only for certain periods and times which
they have I that they were entrusted with power,
35 and for this reason I did not acknowledge that the
Son of God 12 1. 1 is the Lord of all and I Savior, and
were not brought I out of the wrath and the I resem
blance to the evil ones, they 5 will receive judgment
for their ignorance I and their senselessness, I which is
suffering, along with those I who went astray, anyone
I of them who turned away; and 10 even more (for)
wickedness in I doing to the Lord things I which were
not fitting, I which the powers of the left did to him, I
even including his death. They persevered 15 saying,
"We shall become rulers I of the universe, if I the one
who has been proclaimed king of the universe I is
slain," (they said this) when they labored to do I this,
namely the men and angels 20 who are not from the
good disposition I of the right ones but I from the mix
ture. And I they first chose for themselves I honor,
though it was only a temporary wish 25 and desire,
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while the I path to eternal rest is by way I of humility
for salvation of I those who will be saved, those of I the
right ones. After they confess 3° the Lord and the
thought of that which I is pleasing to the church and
the song of I those who are humble along with her to
the full extent I possible, in that which is pleasing to
do I for her, in sharing in her sufferings 35 and her
pains in the manner of I those who understand what
is good I for the church, they will hav·e a share I in [her]
hope. This is to be said 122•1 on the subject of how
men and angels I who are from the I order of the left I
have a path to error: 5 not only did they deny the
Lord I and plot evil against him, I but also toward the
Church did they direct I their hatred I and envy and
jealousy; 10 and this is the reason for the condemna
tion I of those who have moved and have aroused
themselves I for the trials of the Church.
15. The Process of Restoration

The election I shares body I and essence with 1 5 the
Savior, since it is like a bridal I chamber because of its
unity I and its agreement with him. For, before I every
place, the Christ came for her sake. I The calling,
20
however, has the place I of those who rejoice at the
bridal chamber I and who are glad and happy I at the
union of the bridegroom I and the bride. 25 The place
which the calling will have is the aeon I of the images,
where I the Logos has not yet joined with the Ple
roma. And I since the man of the Church was happy
and I glad at this, as he was hoping for 3° it, I he sepa
rated spirit, soul, and body in I the organization of the
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one who thinks that I he is a unity, though within him
I is the man who is 35 the Totality - and he is all of
them. I And, though he has I the escape from the [ ... ]
which 123· 1 the places will receive, he also has I the
members about which we spoke I earlier. When the
redemption was proclaimed, I the perfect man re
ceived knowledge 5 immediately, I so as to return in
haste to his I unitary state, to the place from I which he
came, to return I there joyfully, to the place 10 from
which he came, to the place from which I he flowed
forth. His I members, however, needed a place of in
struction, I which is in the places which I are adorned,
so that [they] might receive from them resemblance
1
5 to the images and archetypes, I like a mirror, until I
all the members of the body of I the Church are in a
single place · 1 and receive the restoration at one
20
time, when they have been manifested as the I
whole body, - namely the restoration I into the Ple
roma. - I It has a preliminary concord I with a mu
tual agreement, 2 5 which is the concord which be
longs to the Father, I until the Totalities receive a
countenance I in accordance with him. The restora
tion is I at the end, after the Totality I reveals what it
is, the Son, 3° who is the redemption, that I is, the path
toward the I incomprehensible Father, that is, the re
turn to I the preexistent, and (after) I the Totalities
reveal themselves 35 in that one, in the proper way,
who I is the inconceivable one and the I ineffable one,
124· 1
and the invisible one and the I incomprehensible
one, so that it I receives redemption. It was not only
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release I from the domination of the 5 left ones, nor
was it only [escape] I from the power-I of those of the
right, to each of which I we thought I that were slaves
and 10 sons, from whom none I escapes without
quickly I becoming theirs again, but I the redemption
also is an ascent I [to] the degrees which are in the
15
Pleroma and [to] those who have named I
themselves and who conceive of themselves I
according to the power of each of I the aeons, and (it
is) an entrance I into what is silent, where there is no
20
need for voice nor for I knowing nor for forming a
concept I nor for illumination, I but (where) all things
are I light, while they do not need to be 25 illumined.
Not only I do humans need I redemption, but also
the angels, I too, need redemption along with I the
image and the rest of the Pleromas of 3° the aeons and
the wondrous powers of I illumination. So that we
might not be in doubt in regard to I the others, even
the Son I himself, who has the position of I redeemer of
the Totality, (needed] redemption 125· 1 as well, - he
who had become I man, - since he gave I himself for
each thing which we need, I we in the flesh, who are
5 his Church. Now, when he I first received redemp
tion from I the word which had descended upon him, I
all the rest received redemption from I him, namely
those who had taken him to themselves. 1 ° For those
who received the one who had received (redemption) I
also received what was in him.
Among I the men who are in the flesh redemption I
began to be given, his first-born, I and his love, the
1
5 Son who was incarnate, while the I angels who are
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in heaven I asked to associate, so that they might form
an association I with him upon the earth. Therefore, I
he is called "the Redemption 20 of the angels of the
Father," he who I comforted those who were laboring I
under the Totality for his knowledge, I because he
was given the grace I before anyone else.
The Father had foreknowledge 2 5 of him, since he
was I in his thought before I anything came into being
and since he had I those to whom he has revealed him.
I He set the deficiency on the one who 3° remains for
certain periods and times, I as a glory for his Pleroma,
since I the fact that he is unknown I is a cause I of his
production from his 35 agreement [ ... ] 126•1 of him.
Just as reception of I knowledge of him is a mani
festation of his lack I of envy and the revelation I of the
abundance of his sweetness, 5 which is the second
glory, I so, too, he has been found I to be a cause I of
ignorance, although he is also I a begetter of know
ledge.
In a 10 hidden and incomprehensible wisdom I he
kept the knowledge to the end, I until the Totalities
became weary while searching for I God the Father,
whom no one I found through his own wisdom 5 or
power. I He gives himself, so that they might receive
knowledge of the abundant thought about I his great
glory, which I he has given, and (about) the cause,
which he has I given, which is his unceasing thanks
giving, 20 he who, from I the immobility of his coun
sel, I reveals himself eternally I to those who have been
worthy of the Father I who is unknown in his nature,
so that they 25 might receive knowledge of him,
through his desire I that they should come to expe1
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rience the I ignorance and its pains. I
Those of whom he first thought I that they should
attain knowledge and 3° the good things which are in
it, I they were planning - which is the wisdom I of the
Father, - that they might experience I the evil things
and might I train themselves in them, 35 as a [ ... ] for
a time, I [so that they might] receive the enjoyment I [of
good things] for I eternity. 127·1 They hold change and I
persistent renunciation and the I cause of those who
fight against them as an adornment I and marvelous
quality of those who 5 are exalted, so that it is mani
fest I that the ignorance ofl those who will be ignorant
of the Father was I something of their own. He who
gave them I knowledge of him was one of his powers
10
for enabling them to grasp that I knowledge in the
fullest sense is I called "the knowledge of I all that
which is thought of" and "the I treasure" and "the ad
dition for the 1 5 increase of knowledge," "the revela
tion I of those things which were known at first," I and
"the path toward harmony I and toward the I pre-exis
tent one," which is the 20 increase of those who have I
abandoned the greatness which was theirs I in the or
ganization of I the will, so that the end I might be like
the beginning.
2
5 As for the baptism which exists I in the fullest
sense, into I which the Totalities will descend I and in
which they will be, there is no other I baptism apart
from this one alone, 3° which is the redemption into I
God, Father, Son and I Holy Spirit, when I confession
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is made through I faith in those names, 35 which are a
single name of I the gospel, 128•1 when they have come
to believe what has been said to them, I namely that
they exist. From I this they have their I salvation, those
who have 5 believed that they exist. This I is attaining
in an invisible way I to the Father, Son, I and Holy
Spirit in an I undoubting faith. And when they
10
have borne witness to them, it is also with a I firm
hope that they I attained them, so that the return to
them might I become the perfection of those who have
believed I in them and (so that) 5 the Father might be
one with them, the Father, I the God, whom they have
confessed I in faith and who I gave (them) their union
with him in I knowledge.
The baptism which we 20 previously mentioned is
called I "garment of those who do not I strip them
selves of it," for those who I will put it on and those
who have I received redemption wear it. It is also
2
5 called "the confirmation of the I truth which has no
fall." I In an unwavering and I immovable way it
grasps those I who have received the [restoration]
3° while they grasp it. (Baptism) is I called "silence"
because of I the quiet and the tranquility. I It is also
called "bridal chamber" I because of the agreement
and the 35 indivisible state of those who know I they
have known him. It is also called 9· "the light
which does not set I and is without flame," since it
does not give light, I but those who have worn it I are
1

12

1
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made into light. They 5 are the ones whom he wore. I
(Baptism) is also called, "the I eternal life," which is I
immortality; and it is called I "that which is, entirely,
simply, 10 in the proper sense, what is pleasing, I in
separably and irremovably I and faultlessly and I im
peturbably, for the one who exists I for those who
have received a beginning." For, what else is there
1
5 to name it I apart from "God," since it is the Total
ities, I that is, even if it is given I numberless names, I
they are spoken simply as a reference to it. 20 Just as
he transcends every word I and he transcends every
voice I and he transcends every mind I and he tran
scends everything I and he transcends every silence,
2
s so it is I [Dittography] I with those who are that I
which he is. This is that which they find I it to be,
3° ineffably and I inconceivably in (its) visage, for the
coming into being in those who I know, through him
whom they have comprehended, I who is the one to
whom I they gave glory.
16. Redemption of the Calling.

Even if on the matter of the election 1 3°· 1 there are
many more things for I us to say, as it is fitting to I say,
nonetheless, on the I matter of those of the calling for 5 those of the right are so named I - it is necessary
I for us to return once again to them I and it is not prof
itable I for us to forget them. We have spoken 10 about
them, - If there is enough in I what preceded at some
length, how have we I spoken? In a partial way, - I
since I said about all those who came I forth from the
Logos, 1 5 either from the judgment of I the evil ones or
from I the wrath which fights against them and the I
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turning away from them, which I is the return to
the exalted ones, or from the prayer and I the re
membrance of those who pre-existed I or from hope
and I faith that [they] would receive their salvation I
from good work 25 since they have been deemed wor
thy because I they are beings from the good I disposi
tions, (that) they have I cause of their begetting I
which is an opinion from the one .who 3° exists. Still
further (I said) that before the I Logos concerned
himself with I them in an invisible way, I willingly, the
exalted one added I to this thought, because 35 they
were [in need] of him, i3 .i who was the cause of I
their being. They did not exalt themselves, I when
they were saved, as if there were nothing I existing
before them, but they 5 confess that they have a be
ginning I to their existence and they I desire this: to
know him I who exists before them. I Most of all (I
said) that they worshipped 10 the revelation of the
light I in the form of lightning and I they bore witness
that it appeared I as <their> salvation. I
Not only those who have come forth 1 5 from the
Logos, about whom I alone we said that I they would
accomplish the good work, I but also those whom
these brought forth I according to the good disposi
tions 20 will share I in the repose according to the
abundance I of the grace. Also those who have been I
brought forth from the desire I of lust for 25 power,
having the I seed in them which is the I lust for power,
will receive I the reward for (their) good deeds, I
namely those who acted and those 3° who have the
predisposition I toward the good, if they I intentionally
desire and wish I to abandon the I vain, temporal am
bition 35 and [they] keep the commandment of the
20

1
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Lord 132•1 of glory, instead of the momentary I honor,
and inherit I the eternal kingdom.
Now, I it is necessary that we unite 5 the causes and
the effects on them I of the grace and the impulses, I
since it is fitting that we say what I we mentioned pre
viously about the salvation I of all those of the right,
10
of all those unmixed and those mixed, I to join them
I [with] one another. And as for the repose, [which] I is
the revelation of [the] form <in> which they be
lieved, 1 5 (it is necessary) that we should treat it with
a I suitable discussion. For when we I confessed the
kingdom I which is in Christ, <we> escaped from I the
whole multiplicity of forms and from 20 inequality
and change. For the end I will receive a unitary exis
tence I just as the beginning is unitary, I where there is
no I male nor female, nor slave 2 5 and free, nor cir
cumcision I and uncircumcision, neither angel I nor
man, but I Christ is all in all. What is the form I of the
one who did not exist at first? 3 ° It will be found that
he will exist. And I what is the nature of the one who
was a slave? I He will take a place with a 133· 1 free
man. For, they will receive the vision I more and more
by nature I and not only by a little word, I so as to
believe, only through 5 a voice, that this is the way I it
is, that I the restoration to that which used to be is a
unity. I Even if some are I exalted because of the or
ganization, since they have been appointed 10 as
causes of the things which have come into being, I
since they are more active as natural forces I and since
they are desired because of these things, I angels and
men will receive the kingdom and the confirmation I
[and] the salvation. 1 5 These, then, are the causes. I
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About the <one> who appeared in flesh they be
lieved I without any doubt I that he is the Son of the
unknown I God, who 20 was not previously spoken of I
and who could not be seen. I They abandoned their
gods I whom they had previously worshipped I and the
lords who are 25 in heaven and on I earth. Before I he
had taken them up, and while he was still I a child,
they testified that he had already I begun to preach,
3 ° and when he was in the tomb I as a dead man the I
[angels] thought that he was alive, I [ receiving] life
1 34· 1
from the one who had died. I They first desired
their numerous services I and wonders, I which were
in the temple on their behalf, 5 to be performed
continuously <as> the confession. I That is, it can I be
done on their behalf through I their approach to him. I
That preparation which they did not accept 10 they
rejected I because of the one who had not been sent I
from that place, but [they granted to] I Christ, of
whom they thought I that he exists in [that] place
5 from which they had come I along with him, a place
of gods I and lords whom they served, I worshipped I
and ministered to 20 in the names which they had re
ceived on loan. I-They were given to the one who is
designated I by them properly. -I However, after his I
assumption, they had the experience 2 5 to know that
he is their Lord, I over whom no one else is lord. I
They gave him their kingdoms; I they rose from their
1
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thrones; I they were kept from their 3 ° crowns. He,
however, revealed himself to them, I for the reasons
which we have already spoken of, I their salvation and
the [return to a] I good thought until [...] 1 35- 1 [ ••• ]
companion and the angels I [ ...] and the abundance
of good I [which they did] with it. Thus, I they were
entrusted with the services 5 which benefit the elect, I
bringing their iniquity I up to heaven. They tested
them eternally I for the lack of humility from the in
errancy I of the creation, continuing on their 10 behalf
until all come to life and I leave life, while their I bod
ies [remain] on earth, serving I all their [ ...], sharing I
[with them] in their sufferings 1 5 [and] persecutions
and I tribulations, which were brought I upon the
saints in [every] place. I
As for the servants of the I evil <one>, though
20
evil is worthy of destruction, they are in I [...]. But
because of the I [ ...] which is above I all the worlds,
which is I their good thought 25 and the fellowship, I
the Church will remember them I as good friends I and
faithful servants, once she has received I redemption
[from the one who gives] requital. 3° Then the [grace]
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which is in I the bridal [chamber] and [ ... I ...] in her
house [ ... I ...] in this thought I of the giving and the
one who [ ...] 1 36 · 1 Christ is the one with her [and the]
I expectation of the Father [of) I the Totality, since she
will produce for them I angels as guides and 5 ser
vants.
They will I think pleasant thoughts. I They are ser
vices for her. She will I give them their requital for all
that which I the aeons will think about. 10 He is an
emanation from them, so that, I just as Christ [did] his
I will which he brought [forth and] I exalted the great
nesses of the Church [and] I gave them to her, so
1
5 will she be a thought for I [these.] And to men he
gives [their] I eternal dwelling places, in I which they
will dwell, [leaving] I behind the attraction toward
20
the defect, while I the power of the Pleroma pulls
them up I in the greatness of the I generosity and [the]
sweetness of I the aeon which pre-exists. This 2 5 is the
nature of the entire begettingof those I whom he had
when he shone I on them [in) a [light) which he I re
vealed [ ... ].I Just as his [ ...] 3 ° which will be [ ...] I
so too his [lord] I [while] the change alone is I in those
who have changed. 1 37· 6 which [ ...] by I him [ ...] I
[ ...] said, I while the hylics will remain until 10 the
end for destruction, since they will not give I forth for
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137.11 �y[r]eN Emmel' 12 [NEyN]�TCTO Kasser: [ENT�y]cTo ed. pr.
(Eng.): [ne yN�]cTo ed. pr. (Fr., Ger.)113 [qN�]�q.,[ne E]N· Emmel 1 14
[<_yoon MM�c] ed. pr. 115 [zM newN] �""� ed. pr. 116-17 <_yw[ne NZHT]q
Emmel: <_yw[ne e yoe]1_ ed. pr.117-18 ENCE[c�Tn EN] or [c�Tnoy <eN>] ed.
pr. 1 19 [NEYN�<_y]E or [N T�YTW<_y]E ed. pr. 1 22 [�T](!JN ed. pr.: [�TW](!JN
Emmel I 23 EEIMHN, ££ written over Mn or MN. I 25 c�]i:ieq or c �]i:req ed. pr.:
c�]i:iey ed. pr. (Ger.)125-27 nre[csyTeroc �yt r]eNq c�r�q .1(£
tMN]TNo6 ed. pr. (Ger.) I
138.9-10 �M<N>Hc TEI� ed. pr.113 N.11.£ i.e. NT£ 1 IJNOYTE mlwT . . ] . .(.]
Emmel I 14 K�T�, K written in the left margin.1ETc�y[TR �B�h �r�y]
Thomassen I 15 R.a.e i.e. .a.e or NT£ I [MTIIWT MN] ed. pr. I 16 N�[E (=RTE)
tu�nH] ed. pr I 18 N0[6 Mmzoye] ed. pr.: N0[6 ZN TMN T] ed. pr. (Eng.) I 19
n[wq N .11.£ ne] ed. pr.: n[EEI N .11.£ ne] ed. pr. (Ger.) I 22 TIIME?.[.] or
TIIMEQ)'(E] Emmel: mMEZT Thomassen1 23 N.11.£ i.e. NT£1�[B�h] ed. pr.: �[N
N TEq] (?) Kasser 125 i:i[1reNE�] or i:-[eNE�] ed. pr. I 26 R.a.e i.e. NT£ I i:i[.a.e] i.e.
.a.e I 27 N.11.£ i.e. NT£ I
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their [names], if I [they would] return once again to
that which I [will not be]. As they were I [ ... ] they
were not 1 5 [ .•• ] but they were of use I [in the] time
that they were I [in it] among them, although they
were not I [ ...] at first. If I [ ...] to do something else
concerning 20 the control which I they have of the
preparation, I [ ...] before them. I- For though I con
tinually use I these words, I have not understood 2 5 his
meaning. - Some I [elders ...] him I [greatness.]
1 38-6
all [ ... ] angels I [ ... ] word I and [the sound of] a
trumpet I he will proclaim the great 10 complete am
nesty I from the beauteous east, in the I bridal chamber
which is the love I of God the Father [ ...] I according
to the power which [ ...] 1 5 of the greatness [ ...] I the
sweetness of [ ...] I of him, since he reveals I himself to
the greatnesses [ ...] I his goodness [ ...] 20 the praise,
the dominion, [and] the [glory] I through [ ... ] the
Lord the I Savior, the Redeemer of all those belonging
to the one filled I with Love, I through his Holy Spirit
2
5 from now through all I generations forever I and
ever. Amen.
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